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PREFACE
This document is one volume of a catalog series (see inside front cover) that describes data sets and
related spacecraft and investigations from space and applications flight investigations. The series
describes the data sets held by the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) and some of the
data sets held by NASA-funded and other investigators. The documents in this series serve as
guides to extensive data sets held and serviced by other Government agencies.
This volume is the second and last one for the Meteorological and Terrestrial Applications catalog.
The first volume described the spacecraft and investigations, along with personnel names and
affiliations. This volume describes the data sets associated with the various investigations and how
users can obtain the data.
The authors would like to thank the many investigators who have submitted their data for archiving
at NSSDC. Their cooperation in supplying current status information is gratefully acknowledged.
Thanks are also extended to the other NSSDC personnel, employees of the onsite contractor, Science
Applications Research (SAR), who have been involved in the information handling necessary to
produce this volume. Special acknowledgment is given to Karen Satin for her extensive editorial
assistance and to Patricia Ross for her invaluable assistance with the computer data base.
The Data Center is continually striving to increase the usefulness of its data holdings, supporting
indexes, and documentation. We are now beginning to provide remote electronic accessibility to
some of the data and information files. Scientists are invited to submit their space science data and
related documentation to NSSDC. Their comments on, and corrections to, the present catalog will
be greatly appreciated. Catalog recipients are urged to inform potential users of its availability.
Carolyn Ng
G. Richard Stonesifer
September 1989
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE
Since the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) was established by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), it has provided data and information from space
science and applications flight investigations in support of additional studies beyond those
performed as the principal part of any flight mission. This volume is one of a series of 11 that
describes (1) the spacecraft investigations for which NSSDC possesses data or can direct people to
the data source, (2) all data sets held by NSSDC, (3) some data sets held and serviced by NASA-
funded investigators, and (4) some data sets held and serviced by other investigators. The series
also directs readers to extensive data sets held and serviced by other Government agencies,
particularly the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
The 11-volume series consists of (1) five volumes that describe the spacecraft and their associated
investigations, separated into various categories; (2) five corresponding volumes that describe
investigation data sets and the available orbital information, and (3) a master index volume. The
five categories of spacecraft are (i) Planetary and Heliocentric, which includes planetary flybys and
probes; (ii) Meteorological and Terrestrial Applications; (iii) Astronomy, Astrophysics, and Solar
Physics, which are all geocentric except the selenocentric RAE-B; (iv) Geostationary and High-
Altitude Scientific; and (v) Low- and Medium-Altitude Scientific. It is impossible to provide an
organization of categories that separates the investigations cleanly into scientific disciplines, since
many missions were multidisciplinary. With the above organization, which is partly discipline-
oriented and partly orbit-oriented, it is found that in nearly, all cases a given spacecraft belonged
clearly to only one of the five categories. The few exceptions encountered have resulted in some
data sets appearing in more than one data set volume.
This catalog series and the periodic NSSDC Data Listing briefly identify NSSDC data sets. They
will be for some time to come the principal offline sources of information on NSSDC holdings in
the disciplines that NSSDC handles. However, NSSDC is bringing its information files to a state
of remote electronic accessibility so that users may have easy access to the most current
information. The NASA Climate Data System (NCDS) and the Master Directory (MD) are good
examples.
1.2 ORGANIZATION
Volume 4A of the NSSDC Data Catalog Series for Space Science and Applications Flight Missions
describes geocentric spacecraft missions that make remote sensing measurements of the earth and
its atmosphere. It contains descriptions not only of those investigations for which NSSDC has
data sets (or reasonably expects to receive them) but also of others that are located elsewhere, such
as at NOAA.
This volume, 4B, contains descriptions only of NSSDC data sets from the investigations described
in Volume 4A. Most proprietary data sets, such as the geodetic and gravimetric data sets, are
excluded. Data sets that are superseded by new ones processed with improved algorithms are also
omitted from this volume. Consequently, a number of investigations described in Volume 4A do
not have corresponding data sets in Volume 4B. However, nearly all the spacecraft and
investigation descriptions for the data sets in this volume are given in Volume 4A. The few
descriptions that were not in Volume 4A are given in Appendix A of the present volume.
For easy reference to Volume 4A, this volume is organized in the same order; namely, the data set
descriptions are presented alphabetically by spacecraft common name. Under each spacecraft
name, the appropriate investigations are given alphabetically by the name of the principal
investigator. Under each investigation heading, the data set descriptions are arranged according to
the NSSDC ID, ° which is an identification code based on the international ID. The data set ID is
the investigation ID followed by a letter that is assigned, in alphabetical order, whenever a new
data set is received at NSSDC. If the data set sequence for an investigation is not continuous (e.g.,
01A, 01B, 01D), it means that the omitted data sets do not meet the selection criteria given in the
above paragraph. This is particularly true with the Nimbus data sets.
Descriptions of each data set begin with the following fixed-field information: the data set short
and long names, the NSSDC ID, the time period covered, the quantity of data, and the medium on
which the data are stored. The 33-character short name is included because it is the only name that
appears in the periodic publication NSSDC Data Listing, which for many years has been the
principal means of announcing NSSDC data holdings. For certain atmospheric science data sets
that have been restored, i.e., copied onto a higher density tape medium such as 6250-bpi magnetic
tapes or onto IBM 3480 tape cartridges, the quantity and medium may not be accurate.
The data set description, in free text, is given below the fixed-field information. An attempt has
been made to indicate first the source of the data set, its basic contents, and its medium. For all
data sets, especially the digital ones, storage medium characteristics stated are those that currently
hold the data. If these characteristics are not suitable, data users can discuss their requirements
with the NSSDC staff; NSSDC may be able to provide the same data in a more convenient format.
Following the introductory statements, a more detailed description of the data set contents is given.
Additional information is typically available for the data sets and is provided either on request or
with the information packet that is sent with the requested data. NSSDC does not provide every
publication that is referenced in the description unless it is necessary to use with the data and is not
readily available, such as an internal agency report. In such cases, NSSDC can provide a
microfiche of the file copy.
Section 3, Index of Data Sets, follows the Data Set Descriptions and is ordered alphabetically by
spacecraft as are the descriptions. It provides, in effect, a detailed table of contents for the catalog.
Certain words, phrases, and acronyms used in this volume are defined in Appendix B.
For most data sets in this catalog, the corresponding spacecraft ephemeris data are merged with the
data from the investigations. In some cases, the ephemeris data must be obtained from separate
standard data sets identified by the spacecraft ID followed by the designation 00A, 00B, or 00C.
These data sets are described only once, in Appendix C, since each type is very uniform in content
and format. The availability of such data sets for the spacecraft of interest in this volume is
indicated by a table also given in Appendix C. In some other cases, there may be additional data
sets associated with the spacecraft and designated as 00D, 00E, 00F, etc., which may contain
nonstandard ephemeris information or other data information. Descriptions of these other data sets
are listed in Section 2, Data Set Descriptions, after the spacecraft name and before the investigation
data sets.
Appendix D provides a directory of image data sets that are available either at NSSDC or from
other agencies. The directory includes data sets that are not described in Section 2, Data Set
Descriptions.
An identification code used in the NSSDC information system. Each successfully launched spacecraft and
experiment is assigned a code based on the launch sequence of the spacecraft. This code (e.g., 78-098A for the
spacecraft Nimbus 7) corresponds to the COSPAR international designation. The experiment codes are based on
the spacecraft code. For example, the experiments carried aboard the spacecraft 78-098A are numbered 78-098A-
01, 78-098A-02, etc. Similarly, data sets corresponding to experiment 78-098A-01 are coded by a letter in
alphabetical order (e.g., 78-098A-01A, 78-098A-01 B, etc.).
Although most earth science data held at NSSDC are offline data sets, NASA-sponsored
researchers may gain access to online advanced information and data systems such as the NASA
Climate Data System. Appendix E describes the functionalities of NCDS and lists the data sets that
are currently accessible.
Document and Data Request Forms are provided at the end of this catalog for the users'
convenience.
1.3 NSSDC PURPOSE, FACILITIES, AND SERVICES
As stated in Section 1.1, NSSDC was established by NASA to provide data and information from
space and earth science investigations in support of additional studies beyond those performed by
principal investigators. As part of that support, NSSDC has prepared this series of volumes
providing descriptions of archived data. In addition to its function of providing selected data and
supporting information for further analysis of space science flight experiments, NSSDC produces
numerous publications. Among these publications are an NSSDC newsletter, the Report on Active
and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments, and various users' guides.
The majority of data available through NSSDC result from individual experiments carried on board
individual spacecraft. NSSDC has developed an information system utilizing a spacecraft/
investigation/data identification hierarchy. This catalog is based on the information contained in
that system.
In addition to spacecraft data, NSSDC maintains some supporting information and other usable
data that may be related to the needs of the researchers. Data from campaigns or projects such as
the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) and the First ISCCP Regional
Experiment (FIRE), which gather information from a number of diverse sources, are also available
from NSSDC via the online data systems.
NSSDC provides facilities for reproduction of data and for onsite data use. Researchers are invited
to study the data while at NSSDC. The Data Center staff will assist users with data searches and
the use of equipment.
NSSDC provides services to any individual or organization resident in the United States and to
researchers outside the United States through the World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
(WDC-A-R&S). Normally, a charge is made to cover the cost of processing a request and
reproducing the data. The researcher is notified of the charge, and payment must be received prior
to processing. However, as resources permit, the director of NSSDC may waive charges for
modest amounts of data when they are used for scientific studies or for specific educational
purposes and when they are requested by an individual affiliated with (1) NASA installations,
NASA contractors, or NASA grantees; (2) other U.S. Government agencies, their contractors, or
their grantees; (3) universities or colleges; (4) state or local governments; or (5) nonprofit
organizations.
Copies of the Data Request Form are provided at the end of this catalog to facilitate ordering data
from NSSDC. A researcher may also obtain data described in this catalog by a letter, a telephone
request, an onsite visit, or electronic mail utilizing the Space Physics Analysis Network (SPAN) or
Telenet. Anyone who wishes to obtain data for a scientific study should specify the NSSDC ID
and the time span (and/or location) of interest. A researcher should also specify why and when the
data are needed, the subject of the work, organizational affiliation, and any Government contracts
used for performing the study. The NSSDC staff is available to help requesters identify data sets
for use.
NSSDCwouldappreciatereceivingcopiesof all publicationsresultingfrom studiesin whichdata
suppliedby theDataCenterhavebeenused. It is furtherrequestedthatbothNSSDCandthe
originaldataproviderbeacknowledgedassourcesof thedata.
Datacanbeprovidedin aformator mediumotherthanthatusedfor archiving. Forexample,
magnetictapescanbereformatted;computerprintoutormicrofilmedlistingscanbeproducedfrom
magnetictape;enlargedpaperprintscanbeprovidedfrom dataonphotographicfilm and
microfilm, etc. NSSDC/WDC-A-R&Swill providetherequesterwith anestimateof theresponse
timeandthechargefor suchrequests.
Forresearcherswithin theUnitedStates,further informationmaybeobtainedfrom:
NationalSpaceScienceDataCenter
Code633
GoddardSpaceFlightCenter
Greenbelt,MD 20771
Telephone:(301)286-6695
Telex: 89675NASCOMGBLT
TWX: 7108289716
SPANAddress:NCF::REQUEST
ResearchersresidingoutsidetheUnitedStatesshoulddirectrequestsfor informationto the
following:
WorldDataCenterA for RocketsandSatellites
Code630.2
GoddardSpaceFlight Center
Greenbelt,MD 20771 U.S.A.
Telephone:(301)286-6695
Telex: 89675NASCOMGBLT
TWX: 7108289716
SPANAddress:NCF::REQUEST
For accessto amenuof information,theMasterDirectory(MD), which is a limiteddatadirectory,
andlimited datadisplayssuchastheNimbus7 griddedTOMSozonevalues,requestersmayuse
SPANto log onto theNSSDCAnode,with NSSDCasUsername.No passwordis required.
NSSDCmayalsobereachedby Telenet;currentproceduresareavailablefrom theNSSDC
NetworkHotline (301-286-7251).MD is beingcontinuallyexpandedanddeveloped,andallows
usersto searchfor usefuldatasetsbyseveralmethods.
1.4 DATA ACQUISITION
NSSDC invites members of the scientific community involved in spacecraft investigations to
submit data to the Data Center or to provide information about the data sets that they prefer to make
accessible themselves. The Data Center assigns a discipline specialist to work with each
investigator or science working team to determine the forms of data that are likely to be most useful
to the user community obtaining data from NSSDC. Discipline specialists can also help in the
preparation of a Project Data Management Plan (PDMP), which is required of all NASA flight
projects. Information on PDMPs and data archival procedures can be provided upon request.
6
DATA SET DESCRIPTIONS

NSS{)C 1D 7b-O66A-OOD, 35MIM COLOR FILM HAGS.-MISC.EXPS
lime period covere8 - (N/A)
Quantity of data 7b FF_ OF COLOR POSITIVLS
This data set is contained on one reel of a5 mm Color
film, typ_ 72bV It includes many magaz=ne_ (CX IB, CI13 tc_
C] ]8, and C] 20), and many experiments are represented The
magazino_ and the relevant experiments are as Tel)DeS: CX-]8
_nctudes 75-066A _]A (MA-136), C3-13 includes 75-066A-_4A
(MA-147); C1-14 includes 75-066A-17A (NA-O?8), 75-066A _]A
(HA 136), and 75-066A-24A (MA-]47); C1 ]b includes 75-066A-17A
(MA 028), 75-066A 21A (MA-136), and 7b 066A-24A (MA-]47); C]-]6
includes 75-066A 24A (HA ]47). C] 17 incJude_ 75 066A 1SA
(HA 007); C]18 includes 7b-O66A-lVA (HA-028). 75-066A 21A
(HA 136), and 75-066A-24A (HA 147); and C]-_O include_.
75 066A-lYA (HA OVO), 7_ 066A-_1A (MA-136), 7S-066A 23_
(HA 16l), and 75-066A-V4A (MAma47)
Data set name FIIM HAGAZINF_S OF HISCELLANEJDUS
EXPERIME_qS
NSSDC ID 75-066A-OOE, SCIENCE DEHONSTRATIONS-16MM COLOR
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 10OO FEE_ OF COLOR POSITIVF_
]his data set, on one reel of 16-mm color film. type
72_2. includes demonstrations oT capillary wlcking, I_qu_d
spreading, and chemical foam_ ;n zero gravity. The magazines
included are labeled CI 25, C]-26, and C]-27.
......................................................
Data set name SPACECRAFT RAW DATA DIGITAL TAPES
NSSDC ]D 75-066A-OOF. SPACECRAFT DICIIAL TAPES
Time period covered - 07/15/7b TO 07/24/75
_uantity oT data - 2_ RFFIS OF TAPE
This data _et consists oT the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project
(ASTP) spacecraTt magnetic tapes that were used _o generate the
experimenter's tapes. They contain the pulse coded _dulation
(pcm) data in raw Term No ephemeris information and no
calibration data are included. These 7-track tape8 are arltten
at 800 bpl and in binary mode The data are in JSC
]nstitutionlt Data Systems Division (IDSD) serial blt streams
(SBS) Tormat. An SBS tape contains a descripf_or Tile and a
data file. The descriptor Tile is omitted Trom continuation
reels; it contains descriptive ;nTormation used by the IOSD
retrieval soTtware and related ipplmcations soTtware. It ;S
followed by an end-of-file lark and then the data file. The
data Tile contains the raw telemetered data in poe counts,
as_oclated times, and 8ync status information. The record
content and size varies depending upon data rate. Data quality
may be determined by checking the Trame sync and time sync
status. All data quanti_ies are binary integers unless
specified otherwise.
.................................................
Data set name APOLLO-SOYUZ DOCKING AND COMMAND SERVICE
MODULE EPH_]MERIS DAIA ON MAC_NE1 IC TAPE
NSSDC IO 75 066A 00C, APOLLO SOYUZ EPHEHER]S DATA
Time period covered - (t'/A)
Quantity of data 1 REEL OF 1APE
Th,s data set consists oT ephemeris data on ]600-bp;,
EBCDIC, _ track magnetic _ape, recorded on an IBIq 360 computer
logical records are 8D-character card images, and each physicat
record consists of 62 logical records, Tora block size of 4960
characters. _ch pair of logical records is one data record
containing docking module (dm) and command service module (csm)
coordinates oT time in seconds from epoch, geodetic lab;rude
and longitude, and altitude _n kilometers above the reTerence
ellipsoid. The reference figure for the earth is an ellipsoid
oT revolution with an equat_orial radius oT 6378.160 km and a
polar radius of 6356774 km Altitude ;s along the normal to
the reference ellipsoid.
...............................................
Data set name - APOLL0-SOYUZ EPHF_I_RIS DATA ON HACN_]C
TAPE
NSSDC ]D 75-066A-OOH, EPHEMERIS DATA ON MAC. TAPE
T;me period covered - 07/15/75 TO 07/24/75
_uant;ty of data - 22_ REELS OF TAPE
These pro_ect-_upp)ied, master experiment _upport
magnetic tapes are stored in the Washington National Records
Center (_NRC). They contain all Apollo _pacecraft ephemeris,
attitudes, sen_or pointing_, Tlelds-oT view, and other
parameters generated In support oT ASTP experiments, _uch a_,
e.g • sunrl_e lad sunset times, vehicle-sun angle, magnetic
field intensity, and I-shell radiu_ They are Univac 1]0_
compablb_e, 7-track, odd parity. 800 bpi density, and b_narv,
with word lengths oT _6 bits _ch tape Is tntroduced by seven
header records of inpuL data followed by _4]-iord logical data
record_ The Tormat of the data record ,s giver) In table _ ¢)(
the format documen_ included ,n this tape set are mCMC i
tapes, which contain the Cm down'ink telemetry parameter_ that
were required for generating the ASTP e=periment support dat_
One tape +n this ICMCe tape group i_ mdenL_fled as the
telemetry shutter activabion tape and contemns the times oT
mshutter open _ event, for the two MA-136A experiment camera_,
In _dd,tion, there are two ground radio tracking tapes that.
include all c band and s band observations of the Apo_o i,_d
Soyuz spacecraft transmitted be the RTCC during the m_ss_o_,
The forma£ document also describes the =CMC _ and ground radio
tracking tapes
........................
Data set name - F_PHEHERIS DA1A ON H]CROFILM
NSSDC ]D 75-066A-00I, EPHEMERIS DATA DN MICROFILM
Tfme period covered - 07/16/7S lO 07/24/75
Quantity of data - 103 RE_LS OF MICROFILM
This proJect-supplied data set on 16 ee microfilm, ;s
stored ;n the Washington National Records Center (WNRC) It
contains all Apollo spacecraTt ephemeris, attitudes, _ensor
po;nt;ngs, T;etds-of-viee, and other parameters generated in
support oT ASTP experiment_, such as. e.g.. sunrise and sunset
t_mes, vehicle-sun angle, magnetic Timid intensity, and I-shell
radius. Each frame contains 12 columns above which are given
the date and time of the measurements. The elements tn one
column ;dentify particular variables, e.g., geographic
latitude, and the corresponding elements ;n the adjacent column
are the numerical values oT those variables at the t_me
speciT;ed ;n the frame heading.
......................................................
ASTP-APOLLD, BDWYER
E_RE_E ULTRAVIOLET ASTRONOMY
..........................................................
Data met name - EUV DATA DN MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 75-066A-OIA, EUV DATA ON HAG TAPE
llme period covered - 07/16/75 TO 07/24/75
Quantity of data - ] REEL OF TAPE
This tape was mupplled by the experimenter and ;s a
merged digital tape oT the data tapes used for analysis. It is
odd parity. Q-track, and was written a_ 1600 bpi. There are 13
T;les; each T;le is the entire contents of an individual data
tape, and each file terminates with a file mark. _lJch file
contains a large number of physical records. The f;rst and
second phys;cal record on each f;le are identical; however.
these records may contain questionable data. All other
physical records contain 30 log;eel records, each of wh;ch
contain_ 18 elght-b;t bytes oT information When the
experiment was on, Jog;ca} records were obtained at O.]-s
intervals The first eight bytes give day and time of the
measurement. The detector ] and 2 outputs (in counts) are
given sn bytes 1S and 16, respectively. 1he document
distributed with the data describes the instrument operations
and prey;des the calibration curves tO convert output Trom
counts to protons per sq cm per s per event.
..............................................
ASTP APOt LO, BOWYF_
HELIUM CLeW
..................................................
Data set name - H_LIU_ GLOW BJV DATA ON HACN_]C TAPE
OF POOR Q_-, FY
NSSDC ID 7S-066A-O2A, BJV DATA ON TAPE
Time period covered - 07116/75 TO 07124175
guintlty of da_a - 1 REEL OF TAPE
Those _ telescope data vere generated by an IBM 360
computer on¢4) 9 tr/ck, 1600 bp;, binary magnetic tapes. Each
data file contains tee header records (48 BED character/) of
mission and experiment identification. All other physical
records contain 30 logical records of 24 e;ght-bit bytes of
tnformation The logical records consist of time in days,
hours, seconds and milliseconds of d/y, flag bits, Quality
reference Hamurmmmnts. helium tank pressure and temperature,
current, dotect_)r ]-4 count rates, and door bits 1 and 2.
....................................................
ASTP-APOLL0. FJ_-BAZ
EARTH 0BSBq:VATIDNS ANIO PHOTDC_q:APHY
..........................................................
Data set name - EARTH OBSE]RVATION AND PHOTOS ON 3.5,'q1'4
COLOR FILt4
NSSOC ID 7S-066A-21A. EARTH 0BS + PHOTOS, 35PIH COLOR
Time period Covered (N/A)
Uuantlty of data - 75 Fl:_'_l OF COLOR POSITIVE-%
This data set includes magazines CX-18, C1-14, CI-]S,
CI 18, and C] 20° mhich are included in data set 75-066A-OO0.
............................................................
Data set name - EARIH OBSERVATION AND PHOTOS ON 70MFI
COLOR FILM
NSSDC ID 75 066A 2]B, 70PtH COLOR FIIJ4
T;me period covered (N/A)
This data set is contained in two rolls of type 5389
color film. ]¢ contains magazines ca-06 to CX-]4, Ca-T6.
CX 17. CA-19, CX-20. IF-0I, IF O2. and CT-O2 to CT-06. These
phoLographic data support research in the broad fields of
geology, hydrology, and oceanography, as welt as oblervationat
data pertaining to meteorology.
ASTP-APOLIO. PEPIN
STRATOSPHER]C AEROSOL MEASURERENT
Data set name - SECOND CE]klERATION POSITIVES ON 7OHId FILM
NSSDC I0 7S-O66A 19A. SECOND CENERAT]0N POS. 70 HH FILM
Time period covered - (N/A)
lhe_e data. contained on 70 mm roll film. type $0-289.
are second generation positive copies. These d_ta measure the
concentration and vertical distribution of aerosols _n the
stratosphere So_ar e=_inction Js measured by a photometer
operating in the near-infrared region of the spectrum in order
to measure the stratospheric constituent_ and concentration
HeasuremeFltS were taken while the spacecraft approached sunset
or sunrise
Data _et name _ PHnTOMi_ 1N]F_SITIFS VS _]MF DA_A ON
MACNrT |C _AP!
NSSDC 1D 75 066A 19BI PHOTDR_E_ _N]ENSI_IES V_ TI_TP
Time period covered O7/26/ZS 1O O7/26/7_
_uant_ty of data ] H_JJ 0! lAP|
These elper_menter suppl_ed photometer intensities as a
func_a()_+ (_f time da_ ar_ otla magnetic tape created on a CDC
3000 computer lhe data are on a 7-trac_ binary tape, at _OO
bpi+ wl_h _o file_ The F,r_t f,le i_ ephemeris information
wr_tt_ ,n COC 46 bit. floatin_ Doln_ word_, with 24_ word_ per
re_ord The metered file contains the _n_e_)_,tles a_ a fu_c_ol_
of t_me da_a lhe f_rst two record_ of the _econd file are
header record_ contalnlng, ;n BCD format, mission and
e=perimer_t tnFormatl¢)r_ and the dat_ of the run ]he remaining
record_ _n the f_le ar_ blocked i1. _4 to 120-b.t logical
records per phys,ca_ record and con_a_l_ t_me in integer
m_l_s_('()t_d_, quality tofere_ce mea_urement._ _ and _. and
Ct 9790 da_.
NSSDC ID 75-066A-)TA, CEODYNk4]CS, 35NN COLOR
Time period covered - (N/A)
Uuantity o# data - 75 FEET OF COLOR POSITIVES
This data set is contained on magazines CJ-14. C]-l_..
CI-1B, and CI-_O, which are included mn data set 7_-O66A-OO_
Fhe color ,megery is ideal t(_ evaluate _he _echnique of
tracking a _pacecrift by range end rang_-rate measuremen_ data
relayed to a ground italian via a coamunlcatiOnS relay
satellite (ATS-6). and to determine any local inomalies of the
earth's gravity Field. These data are comgtementary t.o the
Doppler experiment. Some specific at¢itude orientation e;l'l be
required t_ Obtain the necessary data
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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ATS 3, BRANCHFLOWER
IHACE DISSECTOR CAMERA (IDC)
.................................................................
Data set name - THE ATS NETF-J}ROLOC]CAL DATA CATALOG
ON HICJROF1CHE
NSSDC ID 67-llIA-O3A, ATS METED DATA CAT ON MICROFICHE
lime period covered - 11107/67 l0 07131169
_uantlty of data - 42 CARDS OF B/W H]CROF]CHE
This data set is contained in vol 2, 3, and 4 of the
five-volume pub)ication, =The ATS Meteorological Data Catalog, m
published by NASA/OSFC that describes and indexes the data from
the ATS 1 Spin Scan Cloud Camera (SSCC), the ATS 3 Nulticolor
Spin Scan Cloud Camera (HSSCC), a_d the ATS 3 Image Dissector
Camera System (]DCS). The catalog also conta;ns orbit
;nforlatlOn and usually one picture per day (normally full disk
taken near local noon) as ac@uired from the three experiments.
The First two volumes of this set serve as a data user_ guide
for each of the three experiments. In addition to describing
each experiment, they slate contain explanations of the
acquisition, categorization, cataloging, end data archlvlng
processes. The f;ve volumes cover the follow;rig tile periods;
January 1 _ June 30, 1967 (vol ]--contains only ATS | data);
July 1, 1967. _o January 31. 1968 (vol 2); February ] to
December 31, 1968 (vol 3); January 1 be July 1969 (vol 4); and
August 1, ]969, to Hay 25, 1970 (vol S--contains only ATS 3
data).
..............................................................
ATS 3. SUOHI
HUL TICOLOR SPIN-SCAN CLO_OVER CAHERA
(MSSCC)
................................................................
Data set name - METEOROLOCICAL DATA CATALOC FOR THE
APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOCY SATELLITES
NSSDC ]D 67-111A-O]C. NETEOROLOCICAI DATA CATA[ DC
time period covered ]1/0_/67 TO O_/2_170
_uantity of data - S BOOKS DR BOUND VOIUHL_
This data set is contained in vo! _, 3. 4, and _ of the
five-volume publication mThe ATS _eteoro_ogical Data Catalog. m
published by NASA/CSFC , that describes and inde_e_ the data
from the AlS ] Spin Scan Cloud Camera (SSCC), the ATS 3
Bultlcolor Spin Scan Cloud Camera (H_SCC_, and the A]S 3 image
Dissector Camera Systel (IDCS) The catalog also conta,ns
orbit informal=on and usually one picture per day (normally
full disk, taken near local noon) as acquired from the _hreP
experiments lhe first teo volume_ of thl_ set serve a_ a data
user's gu,de for each of the three experiment5 ]n add;t;on t.o
describing each experimen%, they also contemn explanations £)f
the acqui_,L,on, categorization, caLaloging, and data archiving
proces_e_ The Five volumes Cover the folloaing Lime per_od_.
January I to June 30, 1967 (v_l l--co, ta,._ only ASS ) data);
July 1, ]9_7, L(_ January 31, 1968 (vol ?); Pebruary ] LO
December 31, 1968 (vol 3); January ] t_J July 31, 1969 (v¢_l 4}.
and August l. 1969. Lo Hay _S, 1970 (vol 5--conta=n_ only AI_
da_a)
I0
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
BE-B. BLUMLL
RADIO FREQUENCY BFACON
............................................................
Data eat name TOIAL ELECTRON CON_E]_T DAIA ON MICROFII M
NSSDC ID 64-064A 01A, 1OIAi ELECTRON CONTFIql (MF]LM)
Time per*od covered 10/13/64 TO 04/17/6q
_uant_ty of data 4 REELS OF M]CROFIIM
This data set contains electro,, content measurements on
four reels of 16-mm mlcrof,tm The con_ent la_ determined from
the _araday rotation ra_e of BL B beacon st_nals recetved at,
several observer,on stations in Germany during ]964 to 1969
Sternearte, Bochum (latitude 51.43, longitude 7.]9),
lonosphaeren-lnstitut, Bre_sach (48.05,7.58), and
Max-Planck-lnstitute, Lindau (51.62,10 09). The Computer
printout or+ m,crof=lm lists the date, orbit number, time.
satellite pos,tion (latitude. longitude, heigh*), and
calculated electror_ content
..............................................
Data set name - TOTAL ELECTRON CONT[:]_FI " . HARDCOPY
NSSDC ID 64 064A 0lB. TOIAL ELECTRON CONTENI (BOOKS)
Time period covered 10/16/64 TO 1213116/
Quantity of data 27 BOOKS OR BOUND VOLUMES
These are published data giving the total ionospheric
electron content (TEC) between _he satellite and the
e_rth-hased recording site Data are usually normalized to a
vertical path through an ionospheric point lIP), where the
propagation path intersects the electron mal_mum (usually taken
to be near 3_0 km). Data are published by various observers at
different Jocation_, which include Val Joyeux, France;
Florence, Italy; Bangkok. Thailand; Delhi, India; London;
Ontario, Canada; and Haifa, Israel. Data presented include
date t_me, TEC, and location for sub-]P and/or satellite
Observational details are normally included in the text of each
vo_u me. ]he da La a re available in hard Copy at NSSDC for
reference. Microfilm. microfiche, or hard copy pages are
available to NASA and NASA contract employees. Other
interested persons should request these datm through the
Boulder Data Center, since they are considered to be
ground based observations.
....................................................
Data set name - LATITUDE V_SUS TOTAL EJ_EC_RON CONTE_T
OVE_ ILLINOIS. MICHICAN AND MONTANA. HFCHE
NSSDC ID 64-064A-01C, LAT VS TEC PLOTS ON MICROFICHE
Time per_od covered - 10/_1/64 TD 03/17/65
Quantity of data - 4 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
These data have been reduced to units of electron number
density per unit of cros_ section for • vertical path through
the ionospheric p_nt. Analysis conslshs of plotting data For
each hour of each _eason, on one graph. Data For all four
_easons for most hours are available For Urbane, Illinois.
Spring and sumner da_a for most hours are available for
Bozeman, Montana, and Houghton, Nichlg=n One or more passes,
labeled e;th date and t_me, appear on each plot. These plots
were prepared by satellite program participants and are
contained in appendix B of °Latitude Dependence of lonosphertc
Electron Content, e by Weise and Yah, and in iS_udy of
Ionospheric Electron Content from Observatlon_ •t Different
Statlons, _ by You•kim and Rag.
..................................................
BE-B, BRACE
LAhK_HUIR PRDBL
...........................................................
Data set name - TABULATIONS DF ELECTRON DENSITY DATA ON
MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 64-064A-O2A, E__ECTRON DENSITY (MICROFIUM)
lime period covered - 10/10/64 TO 05/31/65
Quantity of data ] REEL OF MICROFILM
This analyzed data se_. which uas received from the
experimenter, cons=sts of electron number densities recorded by
STADAN stations For periods in which the satellite orbit path
was over •my one of )0 stations observing the ionospheric
beacon from this matetlite. Knowledge of the aItellite
electron density ie very useful for interpretation of beacon
data The elperlmen_ operated for _ s ovary _ min. The t_o
22-_ periode occurring nearest a glven beacon observing _ta_lon
wore analyzed for electron density. The results are presented
in tabular form on 3_-mm microfilm along with Ul'. latitude.
long;rude, and altitude. The data from each month ire ordered
_ccording to the beacon _ta_ion over mhich the data ware
recorded
NSSDC 10 65-032A OIA. TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT (PRINTOUT)
Time per,od covered - 05/03/65 TO 02/t0/68
Quantity of data - ] REEL OF MICROFILM
_his data set contains ionospheric electron content data
on one reel of ]6-mm microfilm. The content was determined
from the Faraday rotation rate of BE-C beacon signals (40.010
M@4z) at 30.6? latitude and -96.34 longitude, received by _he
observing station of the _exas _ University electrical
engineering department during I96_ to IQ6B. The computer
printout on microfilm I_sts the date. orbit number, time,
satellite position (latitude, longitude, hetght), and
calculated electron con_ent.
DHSP SB/F2. AFCWC STAFF
SCANNINQ RADIOMEIER (SR)
Data set name - AURORAL IMACERY ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ]D 72-01BA-01A, AURORAL IMACERY
Time period covered - 06/16/72 TO 02/23/74
Quantity of data - 16 REELS OF MICROFILM
lhis data sot of 35-mm film cent=ins auroral images th•t
were telemetered from the satellite son,ors. T6e da_a are
corrected for roll and altitude var;atlons but are not
corrected for small pitch lad yaw vlriltions. The data frame
w_dth ;s about 3000 km. The geographic pos;_;ons of the
auroral Forms cmn be determined from the ephemeris information
and coordinate grids accompanying the da_a.
...............................................................
Data set name - NICHI_IME POLAR IHACE_Y ON 35HM MICROFILM
NSSDC ]D 72-018A-O1B, NIGHTTIME POLAR IMAGERY
Time period covered - O6/16/72 TO 04/30/7S
_uantity of data -- 16 R_S OF M]CROFILM
lh)s data set, on reels of 3S-mm film, consists of
nighttime visual imagery _aken over the polar regions. The
film wms prepared by the U.S. Air Force CIobal Weather Central
The data are corrected for altitude and roll variations but are
not corrected for small pitch and yam variations. The data
frame width is approtimately 3000 km. Data are not orldded,
but they can be gr;dded by the user eith ephemeris information
and coordinate grids that accompany the data.
_eeleam*a*eeee*eee*eela D_SP 5B/F3 ***elea*iaeaoe*aeaeeeeem*oao
eaeeeeea**e**m*eeoseaee*e*a*aoeoaeeaeeeeeoee***aealeaaaeaae_e*a
DMSP 5B/F3. AF(_C STAFF
SCANNIN_ RADIDMETE_ (SR)
...........................................................
Data set nmme - AURORAL ]MACF]RY DN MICROFILM
11 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QU_;.ITY
NSSOC TD 72-OBgA-OIA. AURORAL TMA,C.ERY
Tine period covered - 02101173 TO 05/31/75
Quantity of data - 3 REELS OF RICRDFIU4
This data met of 35-_ film. prepared by a U.S Air Force
office in Omaha. Nebraska. contains auroral images thet mere
telemetered from the satellite sensors The data are corrected
for roll and altitude variations but Ire not corrected for
small pitch and yaw variat;ons. The data frame width is about
3000 km. The geographic positions of the auroral forms can be
determined from the ephemeris mnforlation and coord,nate grids
accolpinying the data
Data _et na,e - NICHTTIML POLAR IHAC_RY ON 3_HH MICROFILH
NSSDC ID 72 OBqA-OFB. NIOfT_IME POLAR ]MAGERY
Time period covered - 02/01/Z3 TO 05/31/75
Quantity of data 3 REFIS Of MICROFILM
lhi_ data _et. on reels of 3_-mm film. consists of
nightt0me visual nmagery taken over the polar regions The
film was prepared by the U.S. Air Force Global Weather Central
1he data are corrected for altitude and roll variations but are
not corrected for small pitch and yaw variations_ The data
frame midth is approximatwiy 3000 km. Data are not grldded,
but they can be gridded by the user with ephemeris information
and coordinate gr_ds that accompany the data
NSSDC ID 73 O_4A 01A, AURORAl IMAGERY, MICROFILM
Time period covered - 09/21/73 TO 04/30/77
Quantity of data 50 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set of 35 mm film contains auroral images that
eere telemetered from the satellite sensors. The data are
corrected for roll and altitude variations but Ire not
corrected for small pitch and yma variations. The data frame
width is about 3000 km. The geographic position of the =uroril
forms can be determined from the ephemeris information and
coordinate grids accompanying the data.
............................................................
Data set name - NICH]-fIME POLAR IMACBY ON 35HIH MICROFItH
NSSDC ID 73-064A-O1B, NICI_FTIMF POLAR IMAGERY
Time period covered 09/21/73 I0 04/30/7_
Quantity of data _O REEI S OF MICROFILM
lhls data set, on reels of 3S-mm film, consists of
nighttime visual imagery taken over the polar regions The
film was prepared by the U S Air Force Global Weather Central
_he data are corrected for altitude and roll variations The
data frame lidth i_ approxomately 3000 km Data are not
gridded, but the_ can be gridded by the user with ephemeris
information and coordinate grids that accompany the data
NSSK I0 74-O]SA-OIA, AURORAL I_G_Y, MFI__
Time _er;od covered - 03/23/74 TO 05/07176
Quantity of data - 36 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data met of 35-mm film contains auroral images that
lore _elemetered from the satellite san_rs. The dJ_J are
corrected for roll and altitude varlet;on• but are not
corrected for small pitch and yal variations ]he data frame
eidtb is .bout 3000 km. the geographic positions of the
_uroraJ forms tin be determined from the ephemeris information
and coordinate grids accolpinylng the data
...................................................
Data set nile NIGHttIME POLAR IMAGERY ON 35Ml4 MICROFILM
NSSDC ]D 74-015A-OIB, NIGHTTIME POLAR IMAGE_RY
Time period covered - 03/23/74 TO 04/30/75
Quantity of data - 3] RF_F_I-_ OF MICROFILM
Th_s data set, on reels of 35-mm film, consists of
nightLime visual imagery taken over the polar regions. The
film ilS preplred by the US Air Force Global Weather Central
The data are corrected for altitude and roll variations hut are
not corrected for _mall pitch and ya_ vmr,ations The data
frame w_dth is ipproKimately 3000 km _lta are not gridded,
but they ca¢, be grldded by the u_er with ephemeris information
and coordi;_ate grids that accompany the data.
NSSDC ID 74-063A-OIA, AURORAL IMAGB_Y, MFLM
Time period covered 10/01/74 TO 11/28//4
Quantity of data - _ REELS OF MICROFILM
1his data set, on reels of 35 mm film, contains auroral
iliges that were telemetered from the satellite sensors. The
data are corrected for roll and altitude variations but are not
corrected for small pitch and yaw variations. The data frame
width is about 3000 km. The geographic position_ of the
auroral forms can he determined frol the ephemeris information
and coordinate grids accompanying the data.
...........................................................
Data set name - NICHT_IME POLAR IMAC_Y ON 35MM MICROFILM
NSSDC 1D 74-063A-O1B, NIGHTTIME POLAR INACE_Y
Time period covered - 10/01/74 TO 11128174
Quant;ty of data - 4 RFFIS OF M]CROF]LM
This data set, on reels of 35 mm film, consists of
nighttime visual imagery taken ave- the polar regions lhe
film was prepared by the U_ Air Force Global Weather Central.
The data are corrected for all=rude and roll variations but are
not ¢:{)rrected _or small pitch and yaw variatlon_ Th_ data
frame _idth is approximately 3000 k_ Data are not gr_dded,
but _he 5 ca. be gridded by the user e_th ephemeris mnformation
and coordinate grid_ that accompany the data.
OF POOR QUALITY"
NSSl)C ID 75-043A-OIA, AURORAL IMACE_Y, NFLM
Time period covered - 05/30/75 TO 07/31/77
Quantity of data 34 REELS OF MICROFT[Jq
This data set, on reals of 35-mm film, contains auroral
)BaBes that mere telemetered from the satellite sensors The
data are corrected for roll and altitude va. iations but ire not
corrected for small pitch Bad yaw variations, lhe data frlme
width is about 3000 km. The geographic positions of the
auroral forms can be determined from the ephemeris informition
and cc<)rdinate grids accolpanying the da_a
.....................................................
Data set name - NICHTrIME POLAR IMAGERY ON 35HM MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 75-043A-OIB, NIG_TME POLAR ]MACER v
lime period covered 05/30/75 TO 07/31/77
Quantity of data 34 REELS OF MICROFILM
lhis datJ set, on reels of 35-mm film, cons,mrs of
nigbttime visual ilagery taken over the polar regions lhe
film was prepared by the U.S. A,r Force Global Weather Central
lhe data are corrected for altitude and roJi variations but are
not corrected for small p,£ch and yaw verier,one, lhe data
frame width ,s appromlmately 3000 km Da_a are not gridded,
but they can be gridded by the user l,th ephemeris information
and coordinate grids that accompany the data
NSSDC ID 76-091A OIA, AURORAL IMAGERY DN MICROFILM
Time period covered - 05/01/77 TO 09/30/79
Quantity of data - 43 REJ_ OF MICROFILM
lhls data set, on reels of 35-lm film, contalns auroral
images that were telemetered from the satellite sensors. The
data are corrected for roll ind altitude variations but are not
corrected for small pitch Ind yam variations. The dlta frlml
width is about 3000 km. The geographic positions Of the
lurori_ forms can be determined from the ephemeris information
and coordinate grids accompanying the data. Data ire arrlnged
chronologically, m;th lieges intermixed from all four DMSP
block 50-1 satellites.
.............................................................
DMSP SD-1/FI, AFCWC STAFF
MULTICHANNEL FILTBR RADIOMETER (SSH)
............................................................
Data set name - TOTAL OZONE AND CALIBRATED RADIANCE DATA
NSSDC ID 76-Og1A-O2A, TOTAL OZONE * CALIBRATED RADIANCE
lime period covered - 03/25/77 TO 07/23/7Z
Quantity of data - ]3 REELS OF TAPF
This data set is contained on 6250-bp;, g track, binary
tapes. The mul£ichannel filter radiometer (HER) eaF a sclnn;ng
instrument carried on the DH_ ° satellite and Was USed to
calibrate the t_otal column ozone globally The infrared MRR
sensors Bade both daytime and nighttime observitions, thus
permitting a possible 67,_>00 observations every 24 h by
satellite lhe MFR instruments sere unique in that they each
had a channel for measurements of upweJling radiation in the
g.6 micrometer band of ozone. Uncalibrated radiance data were
calibrated and mapped to earth coordinates at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (L.LNI), thus deriving a tote)
CObUmn ozone. Both the ozone and calibrated radiance data mer_
placed in a computer data base called Satellite Ozone Analys_s
Center (SOAC) The data base eas constructed on a VAX ]1/780
computer with a VHS operating system using the FRAMIS code, a
relational data base manager. The data base contains the HER
total ozone calibrated radiance data from all four DHSP block
50 ] satellites. It can be implemented on any VAX system with
• VMS operating system, provided that the system has sufficient
disk space to hold one day of data Similar data sets for DMSP
are in 77-044A-O2A, 78-042A-O_A. and lg-OSOA-O2A.
.............................................
Data set nsee -MER TOTAL OZONE (:RID POINT DATA ON
MAONETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 76-OqlA-O_B, MFR TOTAL OZONE GRID POINT DATA
Time period covered - 03/25/77 TO 07/23/77
Quantity of data - _ REELS OF TAPE
The gridded ozone data are arch_ved on teo 6_-bpi tapes
;n blocks of 9380 ASCII characters _ch b#ock contains 20
records; each record contains 469 chlracters An ozone grid
point value is expressed to the nearest tenth of a m-arm cm
_ich file on a tape represents the gridded data for ] calendar
day beginning at OOOOZ Creenwlch Mean T_me (GMI> A file may
contain as Iany as four grids, one for each of the D_SP block
_D ] satellites The grid in each hemisphere _s a 6/ • 67
rectangular matrix of points superposed on a polar
_terlographic map base
NSSDC 1D 77-O44A-OIA. AURORAL IMAGERY ON MICROFILM
lime period covered - 08/01/_7 TO 06/05/78
_uantlty Of data - 37 RF_EL_ OF MICROFILM
Ih;_ da_a set, on reels of microfilm, contains auroral
images that were telemetered from the satellite sensors, lhe
data are corrected for roll and altitude variations but are not
corrected for small pitch and yaw viriatlons. The data frame
mldtb is about 3000 km. The geogrlphlc positions of the
auroral fores can be determined from the ephemeris information
and coordinate grids accompinying the data.
........................................................
DHSP 50-1/F2, AFG_dC STAFF
NDLTICHANNF-L FILTER RADIOMETER (SSH)
...............................................................
Data set name - TOTAL OZONE AND CALIBRATE]) RADIANCE DATA
NSSOC ID 77-044A-O2A, TOTAL OZONE • CALIBRATED RADIA_C[
Tile period covered - 07/13/77 TO 0_/16/80
Quantity of data - q7 REELS OF TAPE
This data set is contained on 6250-bpi, q-trlck, binary
tapes. The mult;chlnnel filtlr rldlometer (HER) was a sclnn_ng
instrument carried on the D_SP matlJlite and was used to
calculate the total COlumn ozone globally. The infrlred MFR
sensors made both daytime mnd nighttime observltions, thus
permitting = pass;die 67,000 observations every _4 h by each
satellite. The MEN _nstruments were unique In that they hada
channel for measurements of up_elJ;ng radiation _n the g.6
micrometer band of ozone. Uncal_brated radiance data mere
calibrlted Ind mapped to earth coordinates at Limrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), thus deriving a total
column ozone. Both the ozone and calibrated radiance data sere
placed in a computer data base called Satellite Ozone Analysis
Center (SOAC) The data base was constructed on a VAX computer
m_th a V_ operating system using tbe F_AM]S code. a relational
data base manager. 1he data base contains the MEN total ozone
calibrated ridiance data from ill four [_f_P block 5D ]
sttelJites. It can be implemented on any VAX sy_tel with a VMS
operating system, providing that the system has sufficient disk
spiel to hold 1 day of data. Similar data sets for DMSP are il)
76-O91A-O_A, 78-042A-O2A, and 7Q-O_OA-O2A
.......................................................
Data set name - MFR 1OTAL OZONE GRID POINT DATA ON
HAC, hlET]C TAPE
NSSI)C TO 77-044A-O2B, MF_ TOTAL OZONE GRID POINT DATA
Time period covered - 07/13/77 TO 02/16/80
quantity of data _ REELS OF TAPE
The gr;dded ozone dita are archived on tie 6250-bp_ tapes
in blocks of Q380 ASCII characters, mith each block containing
records An ozone grid point value is Impressed to the
nearest tenth of a m-itm-cm. _ich file or a tape represents
the gridded data for one calendar day, beginning at O00Z
I3
Oremnwlch Mean Time (QqT). A file mmy contain ms mmny ms four
grids, one for each of tha DMSP block 50-1 matell_teSl
The grid ;n ewch hemisphere is a 87 • 67 rectwnglmr matrix of
points superposed on i polar stereooriphic map base.
eeeewe*eeoe*ooeooe*eeooeeeeoee*ee*e •eeoaeeoooeeeeoeooeeeoeeeoee
eeeeeoaeeaeeweeaweeweei DMSP _ 1/63 eeooeweweeeew**eeeeeeeaee•
eeeoeeaeaaeaoeJ*a*aeeee**wa*eea*eee*eeeeemeoomooewoolweeoeeaee*
DMSP 5D-i/F3. AFGI#C STAFF
OPERATIONAL LINESCAN SYSTEM (OLS)
........................................................
Data set name AURORAl IMAOERY ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 7B-O42A-OIA, AURORAL IMAC_Y ON MICROFILM
lime period covered - 05/20/78 TO 09/30/79
Quantity of data • 26 R__LS OF MICROFILM
lh;s data set. on reels of 35-mm film, contains auroral
images that mere telemetered from the satellite sensors. The
data are corrected for roll and a|titude variations but are not
corrected for small pitch and yaw variations The data frame
width is about, 3000 km. The geographic positions of the
auroral forms can be determtned from the ephemeris information
and coordlnate grids accompanying the data.
......................................................
DMSP .SO-I/F3, AFG_C SIAFF
HULIlCHANNLL FILleR RADIOMETER (SSH)
......................................................
Data set name - IDIAL OZONE AND CALIBRATED RADIANCE DATA
_SDC ID 7B 042A-O2A, IOIAL OZONE + CAL]BRATED RADIANCE
T;me period covered 07/23/78 TO O2/05/80
Quantity of data 56 REELS OF TAPE
This data set is contained on 6250-bpi. O-track. binary
tapes. The muJtichannel fiJ_er radiometer (M_) masa _canning
instrument cwrried on a _P satellite and used to calculate
the total column ozone globally. The infrared M_ measure made
both daytime and nighttime observwtions, thus permitting a
possible 67._00 observations every _4 h by each satellite The
H_ instruments were unique ;n that they each had i channel for
measurements of upwell)no radiation in the 9.6 micrometer band
of ozone Uncalkbrated radiance data were calibrated and
mapped to earth coordinates at Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory. thue deriving I totat column ozone. Both the ozone
and calibrated radiance data ware placed in a computer data
bise called SOAC (Sabelllte Ozone Analysis Center). The data
base was constructed on l VAT 11/7B0 computer with i
operating system using the FRAMIS code. i relational data base
manaoer_ The daba base contains the MFR t_tal ozone calibrated
radiance data from all four OMSP block 50-1 satellites. ]t can
be impl®mentsd on any mAX system with a VMS operatmng system,
provided that the system has sufficient disk space to hold 1
day of data Similar data sets for D_SP are ;n 76-OQIA-O)A,
77-044A-O2A. and 7q-O_)A-D2A.
..............................................
Data set name MFR TOTAl OZDN[ CRID POINT DATA DN
MACNF1 IC IAPF
NSSDC ]D 78-042A-O2H, MFR TOIA[ OZONF ;RID POINT DAIA
lime period covered 07/23/78 l0 02/05/80
Quant)ty of data 2 RELIS OF TAPt
lhe gridded o_one daba are archived on two 6250-bpi tape_
in biock_ of Q3B0 ASCI] characters, with each block containing
20 record_ of 469 characters An ozone grid pomnL value is
ezpressed to the nearest tenth of a m-atm-cm _Jch file on a
tape represents the gr;dded data for 1 calendar day, beglnn:ng
at Doe0/ Greenwich Mean lime (GM() A file may contain as many
_ four grid_;, one for each of the DMSP block _) 1 satellites
e grid in each hemisphere m_ a 6_ • 6/ rectangular maLrlx of
polnt_ superposed on a polar sbereographic map ba_e
me a* e • *eae _*eeew aaeww *aaae_ee*e*aaea*ee ee eae*
ee weeeeeeeaea weoeaa • D_SP 5D I/F4 oe*•ela_lwaawaoaoea•aeeee*
iiweea•e••e•eea_aawi•eaooee••aee=ea•loo_lae0eao****woeowee*eee*
(]PERAIIONAL LINESCAN SYSIP_ (DIS)
Data set name - AURORAL I_GE_Y ON MICROFIL_
NSS_C ID 79-050A-OIA, AURORAL IMAO_Y ON MICROFILM
Time period covered - 07/01/79 TO 09/30/79
Quantity of data - 9 RF_J-_ OF MICROFILM
This dita _et. on nine reels of m_crofilm, contains
auroral images that were telmmotored from the satellite
sensor_ The data are corrected for roll and altitude
variations but are not corrected for small pitch and yaw
variations lhe data frame width is wbout 30 km lhe
geographies positions Of the auroral forms can be determined
from the ephemerm_ information and c_rdina_e grld_
accompanying the da_
................................................
DH_P 50-1/F4 AFCWC STAFF
HULTICHANN_L FILTER RADIOHE'TER (SSH)
........................................................
Data set name - TOIAL OZONE AND CALIBRATED RADIANCE DAIA
NSSDC ID 7g-O._OA-O2A, TOTAL OZONE * CALIBRATED RADIANCE
Time period covered - O6/17/79 TO 02/06/80
Quantity of data - 2] RE-EJ-_ OF TAPE
This data set is contained on 62_O-bpi, g-track, binary
tapes from a VAX computer. The multlchannel fiiter radiometer
(H_) was a scanning instrument carried on the DHSP satellite
and was used to calculate the total column ozone globally. The
infrared NFT_ sensors made both daytime and nighttime
observations, thus permitting a po_slble 67,_observations
every 24 h by each satellite The MFR instruments were unique
in that _hey each had a channel for measurements of upeelJ;ng
radiation in the 9.6 micrometer band of ozone. UncaJ_brated
radiance data were calibrated and mapped to earth c_rd;nates
at Lawrence [;vermore National Laboratory (LLNL), thus deriving
a total column ozone. Both the ozone and calibrated radiance
data were placed in a computer data base called SOAC (Satellite
Ozone Analysis Center). The data base was constructed on a VAT
11/780 computer with a VMS operatinQ system using the FRAMES
code, a relational data base manager. The data base contains
the MF_ total ozone calibrated radiance data from all four _HSP
block 50-3 satellites. ]t can be implemented on wny VAX system
wlth a VMS operating system, provided that the system has
sufficient disk space to hold ] day of data. Similar data sets
for _P ire ;n 76 091A 02A, 77-D44A-O_A. and 7B-O42A-D2A.
.......................................................
Data set name - MFR TOTAL OZONE aRID POINT DATA ON
MAONETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 79-0_0A-028, MFR TOTAL OZONE ORID POINT DATA
Time period covered - O6/17/79 TO 0_/Of/B0
_uantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
lhe gridded ozone data are arch;red on teo 6250-bpi tapes
in blocks of 9380 ASC1) characters, with each block containing
20 records of 469 characters. An ozone grld point value is
eapressed to the nearest tenth of a m-arm-oN. F_ch file on a
tape represent_ the gridded data for 1 calendar day. beginning
at 0000_ Creenerch Hean Time ((_) A File liy contain aS many
a_ four grids, one for each of the DMSP block )-I satellites.
lh e grid in each hemisphere is a 67 • 67 rectangular matrix of
points su_erposed on a polar stereographic map basel
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
IlllJlllllllllllllOllllllllllellJlllllllOllll*JltllllOlllllllll
...................................................
ECHO _. JACCH]A
SATELLITE DRAG ATMOSPH_]_IC DENSIIY
..........................................
Data set name SAT_LITE DRAC AIMOSPtIERIC DFNSIIY VALUE_
NSSDC ID 64 O04A-O3A, ATMOS DRAC DE_ISI1Y TABLES
1;me perked covered - 01/31/64 10 06/05/69
Quantity of data - 6 CARDS OF B/W MICROF]CHE
Atmospheric density values computed from Echo 2 drag da_a
are contained in the Smithsonian Iflstltutlon Astrophysrcal
Observatory (SAUl _peciaJ _eport no 34_ These density value_
lore computed fur a standard height of 1130 km ar,d to.mr the
time period between January 3], 1964, and June _, I96Q The
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data are primarily in tabular form, with some summlry graphs
for comparino changes in densi_ as a function of temperature
(diurna) and semiannual means), ]O.7-cm solar fluK, and daily
geomagnetic indel. ]he tabulated density values ire listed
chronologically Also included in these tables are the
observed rate of change of anomalistic period, acceleration due
to solar radlatton pressure, perigee height, the difference in
right ascension between spacecraft at perigee and the sun, the
difference in decliner,on between perigee and the sun, and the
nighttime temperature computed from the perigee value by use of
JacchLa's model of diurnal temperature verier,on
.I*ooe=OjeOojOleelOlJli*tOltOOeiJtlOOlOtilJlt*JJllOOiOJOOOOJlOI
a*e**e**e**oe*o*o*o*e** EDL[ ] *a****aoe*ea**D*e**eaoe*oe*a*De*
eoe**os.o.lot**to***s_***oo.aaeoaoe***a**ea**eoe**eooea*otaeaeo
EOLL 1, BANDEEN
UPP[R ATMOSPHERE WINOS AND WEATHER DAIA
RELAY SYSTE3_
Data set name - RAW TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE AND LOCATION
DATA NEAR _OO MB
NSSDE ID 7)_07]A-OIA, RAW 'STAIE' AND LOC. DATA 1APi
lime period covered - 08/_7/11 IU 07/04/7_
Quantity of data I R_ OF TAP[
The EQLE raw temperature, pressure, and location data set
was obtained from the experimenter and consists of an 800 bpi,
1-track. DCD tape generated on a CDC 6600 computer. The data
are arranged sequentially by orbit. Data from each orbit are
contained _n a smngle record and conslst of a heading giving
the orbit number, the number of balloons contacted, and a
control number. Following the heading, the balloon number,
date of observation, IDeaS;on, and ambient temperature and
pressure are listed A maximum of 25 balloon contacts may
appear in a single record. Empty records u_th no balloon
contact5 have been omitted. These data were obtained from
be|loons near 200 mb and are for the region between 30 dee S
and 60 dee S, The upper level wind speed and d;rectlon can be
generated from these data by comparing individual balloon
locations obtained from successive orbits. Because of errors
in location data, a fee of which are eltremeJy large, about 1S
of such derived wind values could be erroneous. Extremely high
wmnd speeds should be discarded or close|y e_am_ned by the
user, High wind values on November 4, ]gTI, are particularly
questionable
*********************** ERBS **********************************
..............................................................
I_q_BS, BARKSTROM
EARTH RADIATION BUDGET EXPERIMENT (ERBE)
...............................................................
Data set name - RAW ARCHIVE TAPE (RAT) IMACES ON OPTICAL
DISK
NSSDC ID 84-108B-018, RAW ARCH TP(RAT) IHACES ON OP DSK
Time period covered - I0/25/84 TO 07/31/87
quantity o_ data - 7 DISKS
This raw data set was supplied by the ERBE science team
as tape images on 12-;n. WORM Optical disks that were created
on Optimem drives in in Aquidneck system. The data were first
generated on a CDC computer as scaled integers in IBM
representation and put on unlabeJ ed magnetic tapes. This data
set contains scanner and nonscanner raw rmdiometric counts. It
also contains telemetry, ephemeris, and attitude data merged
together sequentially by time. The scanner measurements are
obtained from three detectors that scan the earth perpendicular
to satellite ground track from horizon t_ horizon in three
spectral ranges: t_)taJ (O._ 1_o _0 micrometers), shortlaVe (0._
tO 5.0 micrometers), and |ongwave (S.0 tO 50 micrometers).
Each scan lasts 4 s and covers a heaagonal IFOV of 3 dee by 4.5
dee. The nonscanner measurements are obtained from four
earth-viewing channels and a solar monitor 1he earth-viewing
channels provide total waveband radiation and shortwave
radiation data in two spatial resolutions: a horizon-to-horizon
vlew (WFOV), approximately 135 deg, and • view limited to 10
deg or 1000 km (NFOV) Data measured by the solar monitor ire
t<_taJ radiation from the sun A set of nonsc_nner measurmments
is made once every 0.8 s, with a time gap of 0.] s in between.
Earth locations of the fletd-of-view ire provided for all
radiometric measurements Additional information includes the
time of the record; spacecraft posit;on, velocity, and attitude
data; sun position data; housekeeping data in both counts and
converted values; and a complete set of radiometrlc, geometric.
and status Flags describing the ERB_ instruments. These data
are grouped into 16-s records, with one tape per day and one
optical dlsk per month
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Data set nile - PROC[_SE_ ARCHIVE TAPE (PAT) INACES ON
OPTICAL DISK
NSSDC ID B4-IO8B-OIC, PRDC ARCH TP(PAT) IMACES ON OP DK
Time period covered - 11/01/84 TO 07/31/87
Quantity of data - 8 DISKS
This set of earth radiances Was supplied by the _Bf
science team as tape images on l_-in. W01_4 optical disks that
were created on Optimem drives in an Aquidneck system 1he
data were first generated on i CDC computer as scaled integer_
in ]_M representation and pu_ on unlabeled magnetic t_pe_ _h_
data set contains scan,mr and nonscan_er radiome_r*c an_
unfiltered measurements, viewing angles at the top of the
atmosphere, and estimates of the radllnt e_itance based or.
the_e measurements ]he time, spacecraf_ _O_l_lOIt, velocity
vectors, sun poslt_on, and flags are al_o given for each file,
which conta_n_ 1 day_ worth of data There _s one optical
d*sk per month
...............................................
Data set name - TOIAL SOLAR 1RRAD]ANCE ON HARDCDPY
NSSDC ID 84-1088 DID, TO1 At SOLAR IRRADIANCL
lime period covered _ 03/01/8S TO 10/3]/86
Quantity of data S PACI_ OF UNBOUNO HARD_0PY
This set of total solar irradiance data was supplied by
the lap•rim enter team Lo NASA_s Climate Data System on hard
copy The solar constants were measured by the solar mon_tor
(0._-50 micrometers) every 2 weeks during per;ode of solar
calibration of the earth-viealng instruments. The measurements
are normalized _o one astronomical unit ind corrected for any
off ax;s position;rig of the sun. Accuracy *_ better than O.S_
The data set ;s available on line in Common Data Format (CDF).
This data set ;s colocated with the total solar irradiance data
from NOAA 9 (NSSOC ID 84-123A-0_0).
.......................................................
Data set name - SOLAR INCIDENCE ($2) DATA ON OPTICAL
DISK
NSSDC ID 84-1088-01E, SOLAR INCIDE_ICE (S 2) ON DP DISK
Time period covered - 11/01/84 TO 11/30/84
Quantity of data - 3 DISKS
This set oF solar data was supplied by the ERBE science
team as _ipe images on 12-in. WORM opt;ca! disks that were
created on Optimem drives in an Aquldnlck system. The data
were First generated on a C_C computer as scaled integers in
IBM representation and put on unlabeled magnetic tapes. This
data set contains redeem•trio measurements in counts that were
_•ken by the solar monitor channel of the nonscanner instrument
during each _O-min solar calibration period. Besides the
radeometric data, there ire also nonscinner housekeeping data
in counts and engineering units, the solar monitor cone angle,
Ind flags. There may be up to four memsuremen_ periods per
ionth, and one tape contains 1 me of data. This data set is
archived on the Processed Archive Tape (PAT) optical disks of
the Ionth.
.............................................................
Data set name - _RIDDED EARTH RADIATION BUDC_T (5-4) DATA
ON OF[ICAI DISK
NSSDC ID 84-1088-01F, CRIDDED EARTH RAD BUO_E'T OD (S-4)
Time period covered - 11/01/84 TO ID/31/86
Quantity of data - 5 DISKS
This set of earth radiation budget data was supplied by
the ERBE science team as tape images on 1P-in. WOI_ optical
disks that were created on Optimem drives in an Aquidneck
system. The data _ere first generated on a CDC COlputer a_
scaled integers in IBM representation and put on unlabeled
magnetic tapes. _his data set contains _verages of estimates
of long•ave, shortwave, and net radiant exitmnce at the _op of
the atmosphere and albedo. One set of estimates include_ ill
narrow-field-of-view (NFOV) scanner measurements. The second
set contains only those measurement_ identified as viewln_
clear sky ireas _our more set_ of ostimate_ contain
no•scanner measurements (HFOV and WFOV) thlt are reduced with
both the shape factor technique and the numer*cal filter
technique. There are four types of spatial averaging: _.S deg,
5.0 dog, 10.0 dee regions and zones, ind global averaging.
There are also three different time periods Of mveraging:
daily, month{y, and month|y hourly. Die tape contains I mo o_
d_ta from the ERB_ spacecraft or from combined spacecraft
(ERRS, NOAA Q, _nd NOAA 10). This data se_ ts archived on the
last Processed Archive Tape (PAl) optical disk of the month.
L
Data set name - S-9 SCkNN[_ EARTH RADIANT EXTrANCE +
ALBB)O DATA
NSSOC ID 84-108B-01C, SCAN F_kRTH(Sg)RkO EXITkNCE+ALB[])O
Time period covered - 11/01/84 TO 10/31/86
Quantity of data - 5 DISKS
This met of earth radiation budget data mas supplled by
the I_lflE science team as tape images on 12-in. VORH optical
disks the& were created on Opt;mem drives in an Aquidneck
system The data mere first generated on i CDC computer as
scaled integers Jn ]BM representation and put on unlabeled
magnetic tapes This data set contains daily, monthly hourly,
and monthly averages of I ongwave and shortwave radiant euitance
at the _op of the atmosphere lad albedo. The parameters are
derived from the scanner measurements end are mpatialty
averaged for 2.5-dog regions. There is also statistical
information and scene information, ;e, cloud condition
Similar parameters are determined for those scanner
measurements that were identified as viewing clear mky areas.
One month of data from the ER_ spacecraft or from combined
mpacwcraft (E]_BS, NOAA Q, and NO_ 10) are contained on 1-17
tapes. Thin data set ;s archlved on the last Processed Archive
lape (PAT) opt=cat disk of the Ronth.
..........................................................
Data set name - NONSCANNE_ EARTH RADIANT EXITANCE *
ALBEDO DATA
NSSOC ID 84 1088-01H, N S EARTH(SIO)RAD EXITANCE*ALBEDO
Time period covered - 11/01/84 TO 10/3]/86
Quantity of data - S DISKS
This set of earth radiation budget data was supplied by
the ERBE science Emil is tape images on 12-;n. V0RN optical
disks that mere crelted on OptJmem drives in in Aquidneck
system. The data mere first generated on a CDC computer as
lolled integers in I(]_ representation End put on unlabeled
magnetic tapes. This data let contains daily, monthly hourly,
and monthly averages of Iongmava and shortmave radiant exltance
at the t_p of the atmosphere and albedo. The parameters are
derived from the nonscanner measurements by the shape factor
(SF) technique and the numerical filter (NF) technique. The SF
data are collected into lO-deg regions and the NF data are
collected int_ S-dig regions, Similar to the scanner data set
(S-9; NSSDC ID 84-108B-01G), there iS also statistical and
lcene information, i.e., cloud condition. However, there Ire
no parameters calculated for clear sky areas. One month of
data from the _BS spacecraft or from combined spacecraft
(ERI_, NOAA Q, and NOAA 10) are contiined on four tapeS. Thls
date set is archived on the last Processed Archive 1ape (PAT)
optical dlsk of the month.
...............................................................
E_BS, MCCOI_H ICK
STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL AND GAS (SAGE)
...............................................................
Data set nlme- HETEOROLOG]CAL, _IS, RAW DATA
ARCHIVAL TAPE (HERDAT)
NSSDC ID 84 ]088-02A, HET,E_HEH,RAW ARCH TAPE(HE]RDAT)
Time period covered - 11/01/84 TO 0S/31/89
quantity of data 109 RF-ELS OF TAPE
Th_s data set contnlna unprocessed solar radiance data
that mere generated on a CDC Cyber computer onto 6250-bp;
magnetic tapes in 60-bit floating point numbers Telemetry
science data measured between 0.38_ and ].0 micrometer from
cloud top to ]50 km are grouped by mpacecraft eunrise and
sunset events. _hemeris data and meteorological date such as
pressure, temperature, and dens;my are also included Supplied
by the elperimenter, each tape (60_ full) contains I_ days of
data. This data set ;s not expected t.o be of much value to
secondary investigators.
.............................................................
Dntn set name - OZONE NUMBE_ DENSIIY A_HIXINC RATEO
PROFELE TAPES
NSSC_ ID B4-1088-O_H. OZONE NO. DEN_TY*HIX RATIO PROFIt
Time period covered - 10/24/84 TO 11/30/88
_uantity Of data - 4 REELS OF TAP[
This data set contnins profiles of ozone density number
and o_one volume mining ratio on one 62_)-bpl tape per year in
CDC 80 bit format. The profiles are inverted from solar
irradlances measured at seven wavelengths (0.385 to 1 02
micrometers) during the _arth Radiation Budget Satellite (E_BS)
sunrise and :unpet. There ire 15 sunrise and lunlat events per
day, wlt*h Inch mveflt sleepin 0 over various lit; rude ranges
(from 80 dog N. t;o 80 doe S. during n year) and mepara_ed by 24
dog Iongl rude. The vortical ozone profiles cover from cloud
t_ps t;o 55 km at 1-km resolution, and t_e uncer[alnty in the
value is */- 1011. Thm first year (IQB.5) t_lpe includes October
and Novel_bar lq84 profi|es. Subsequent tnpem contaln da_a
starting with December end ending mlth November of _he
folt o_ing year.
...............................................................
Date set name - SAGE 11 AEROSOL PROFILE ARCHIVAL DATA [_N
HAQN_T]C _APE
NSSOC ID 84-108B-02C° SACE I] AEROSOL PROFIL ARCH. TAPE
Time period covered - 10/0S/84 TO 11/30/88
_uantity of data - 4 REEL_ OF TAPE
This data set contains e=tinction profiles of
etratospheric aerosols on one 62_-bpi tape per year in CDC
60+b_t format. The profiles are inverted from solar
irradiinces measured it four mavelangtha (0.3_, 0.453, 0.$2_,
and ].02 micrometers) during the brth Radiation Budget
Satellite (_BS) munrlse and sunset. There are ]5 sunrise and
sunset events per day, mith each ev0nt sweeping over various
latitude ranges (from 80 dig N. to BO dig S. during i year) and
separated by 24 dog Iong_tude. The vertical aerosol profiles
cover from cloud t;ops to 4_ km at 1-km resolution, and the
uncertainty _n the value is +/- 1011 from cloud tops t_ 20 km.
The first year (198S) _ape includes Oct.)her and November ]984
profiles. Subsequent tapes contain data stnrtlng with December
and ending with November of the following year.
• • eeeeeewenween eemeemee eeeoenee, aeeeneee eeeeeeeemneeeeeeeeeeneee
eeeeonnaneenneeneeeemen _E)4IN_ 5 *eeeeoeeoeeeeeeenee*eaeneeeee
eeneeeeee,_eeeeee_eeeeea ee eneeee_,eeeeaee aee_*eeee*eeeeeeoaeoeeoo
CE]qINI 5, NEY
ZODIACAL LICh_T PHOTOGRAPHY
..............................................................
Data set name - ZODIACAL LIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY ON 35-Htt ElL_
N_SD_ ID 65-068A-OIA, ZODIACAL LICHI PHOTO(_APHY
Time period covered - 08/21165 TO 08/29/65
_umntity of data - 1B/_ NEGATIVE FRAME
This data Set consists o_ 3S-mm TR]-X negatives of the 16
expoeures made on Gemini 5 and ie lvailnbJe on one reel of
film, together eith zodiacal light photography frol Gemini Q
and 10. The e=posures made on thls flight mho_ airglow,
zodiacal light, stir fields, and apparent gegenscheln. For
frame numbers and a brief index to the photographs, see NSS_C
70-08, mDescr;pt;ve India _o Gemin; Zodiacal Light
Photography. I
eee_eee*a*ea**eaeeeeeee G_INI 9 eeoeeoeeaneweeeeeeeeeeaeeeaee
eoeoeee*oeeoe leeeeeeeeeeeoeeeeeeoe*eaoe*eeaeeoeeeeaeeeeooeeeeee
GB4INI 9, NEY
ZODIACAL LIGHT PHOTDQRAFg-W
............................................................
Data set name _ ZODIACAl LIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY ON 3S-HH FIIH
N_SOC ID 66-047A-OIA, ZODIACAL LI(_T PHOTO(_APHy
Time period covered - 06/03/66 TO 08/08/86
Quanti_y of data - l B/W NEGATIVE FRAP_
This data set consists of 35-me TR]-X negatives of the ]7
exposures made on Gemini 9 and is availabtl on one reel Of
file, together with zodiacal I_ght photography from Gem;hi 8
and ]0 _ood emposures mere made shoming alrglo_, star fields,
zodiacal light, and teilight For frame numbers and a brief
index to the photographs, see N_C 70-08, ;Descriptive Index
to Gem;hi Zodiacal Light Photography •
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GEMINI 10, NEY
ZODIACAL LIGHT _TO_A_Y
..............................................................
Dat, a set name - ZODIACAL LI_ PHOTO_A_Y ON 35-_ FILM
NSSDC ID 66-O66A-OIA, ZODIACAL LI_T PHOTOCRAPHY
I ime period covered - 07/18/66 10 O7/21/66
This data set consists of 35-mm TRI-X negatives of the 20
a=posures made on Oelmni I0 and ;s available on f_ll, together
with zodiacal light photography from Gem;n_ S and 9. P_cture
quality is p_rer than for the previous missions because the
spacecraft windows were dirty, and the film was only half as
sensitive • that used on the earlier flights. For frame
numbers andSa brief inde, _o the photographs, see NSSOC 70-08,
mDescr;pt;vo Index to Gemini Zodiacal Light Phot.ography, m
eoe*eo*eeooe*eeooeaeeae GOLS 1 eeeo***eeeeeesoaeaeee_*ee*_eeea*
oee.ea_laeeooee.e**eeeeoeeeea*e*_eoeeaeeeoeoe*aeIleaoeeeaeaeaaa
GOES 1, NESDIS STAFF
VISIBLE INFRABED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
(VISSR)
..............................................................
Data set name - EXPERIH_h[TER HISTORY TAPES - VISSR DATA
IN DIGITAL FORMAT DN MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 75-1OOA-OIA, EHT - VISSR DIGITAL DATA TAPES
Time period covered - 04/16/76 10 05/29/77
Quantity of data - 285 REELS OF TAPE
This set of radiances eas prepared by the experimenter's
office and is available on q-track, 1600-bpi, b;nary magnetic
tapes known as the Experimenter History Tapes (B_T). It
contains, ;n image sections, radiances that mere measured at
vimlble (O.SS to 0.70 microleter) and IR (10.5 to 12.6
micrometer) wavelengths eith mpatial remolutions of 0.9 and 8
km, respectively. There are also tlme and location, orhi[,
attitude, Ind telemetry information. The _ forlat is
presented in appendix B of the "VISSR Dmta Processing Plan for
Synchronous Meteorological and Clostatlonary Operational
Envlronmmntal Satellites (SHS/GOF_) m by P.L. McKowan, TRF
B29538.
...............................................................
Data lot nile - VISIBLE IHAOERY ON 70 HM FILM
ID 75-100A-OIl. VISSR VISIBLE I_GERY,70_tt FIB
T;mm period covered - 04/11/76 TB 10/28/76
Quantity of data - 1701 8/14 NEGATIVE FRAMES
This set of visible imagery was produced on commercial
image-general;on equipment from digital tapes Ind is available
on 7O-mm film_ EJch picture contains I title on the top
boundary and a 33-1eveJ grly scale on the right boundary that
rmpresents hrlghtness tempara_ures. It may have a combination
of the folloling options: 1) contrast enhancement, 2) image
mect_)rizition, and 3) 1/16-size imagery. The ma, lmum effective
size covers 500 sq kl, represented by 4000 by 3904 pi=eJs.
F_ch element has a maxlmul resolution of 3.7 km. The title
contains the satellite identification, picture number, picture
type, coordinate numbers of the t_p left p;xoJ relative to the
visible sensor, start time of soctor;zed image, and plxeJ
scaling and sector size identification. Sectorizod images may
be requested by date, Lime, and geographic area.
...............................................................
Da_a set nnae - INFRARED IMAGERY ON 70 MM FILM
NSSOC ID 7S-100A-01C, VISSR IR IHACERY,7OHM FILM
Time period covered - 04/11/76 TO 10/28/76
_uantity of data - 1890 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
Thls set of IR imagery was pro_uced On commercial
image-generation lquipmlnt from digital tapes and is available
on 70-mm film _ch picture contains • title on the top
b_ndary ind a 33-level gray scale on the right boundary that
rmprosents brightness temperatures. It may have a coub lnatlon
I7
of the following options: I) contrast anhincllent. 2) image
sectorizatlon, 3) full-earth or meteor imagery, 4) 1/4-size
imagery, and 5) 1/16-size imagery. The maximum effective mlze
covers 500 sq kl, represented by 4000 by 3904 pi=els. E_ch
ellment hal a maximum resolution o_ 3.7 km. The title contains
the satellite identification, picture number, picture type,
coordinate numbers of the top left plael relative to the
visible sensor, start tlme of 8ectorlzed image, and plxel
scaling and mmctr, or size ;dentificit_on. Soctorlzod images may
be reguested b7 date, time, and geographic area.
..............................................................
Data set name AOIPS IR AND VISIBLE IMAGERY DIGIIA|
DATA TAPES
NSSOC ID 7S IOOA-OID, VlSSR IR/VIS AOIPS IMAGE TAPLS
Time period covered - 07/19/75 TO 06/]1/78
Quantity of data - 4602 REELS OF TAPE
This set of radiance temperatures was prepared by the
experimenter)s office and is available on g-track, 1800-bpl,
binary magnetic tape_ in the A_mosphoric and Oceanographic
Image Processing System (ADIPS) format EJJch tape contains up
t_) four data files: a visible (0._- to 0.70-micrometer) image
data file, an IR (10._- to 12.6-mlcrometer) im•ge d•ta file, in
IH grid data file, and a calibration data file. Ek)¢h the
visible and infrared data cover from pole to pole, from 65 dog
W. to 1S5 dog E. The resolutions are 0.9 km and 8 km,
respectively. The ADIP_ format iS described in appendix B of
_he _VISS_ Data Processing Plan for Synchronous Meteorological
and Ceostationary Operational F_vlronmental Satellites
(_S/GO_) I by P.L. McKowan, TRF B_9S3_.
...............................................................
Data set nile - VISIBLE 1NFRARE_ SPIN-SCAN RADIOHETER
IDAHS VISIBLE AND IR IHAC, E DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 75-1OOA-OIE, ID/_IS VISIBLE * IR IMAGE DATA,TP
Time period covered - 01/26/76 TO 0"2/02/76
quantity of data - 4 REELS OF TAPE
This met of radiance temperatures las prepared b_ the
axperlmenter's office and is available on 7-trick, I_DO-bpi,
binary magnetic tapes in the Image Display and Manipulation
System (IDAHS) format. E_ch tape contains up t_) 4000 image
records in brightness temperatures and ham orbit/teJemetry
information also. The tapes werm used to generate 70-1m fill
products but were subsequently replaced by the At_ospheric and
Oceanographic Image Processing System (AOIPS) format data.
More description of these data lay be found in appendix B Of
the eVlSSR Data Processing Plan for Synchronous Meteorological
and Oeostationar_ Operational Environmental Satellites
(SHS/COES) m by P.L. McKowan0 TRF B_9538.
NS_DC ID 77-04BA-OIA, AOIIX_ IR + VISIBLE IMAGE DATA
Time period covered - 12107/77 TO 03/0S/78
Quantity of data - 2912 RFFIS OF TAPE
This met of radiance t_mperatures was prepared by the
experimenter's office and is available on 9-track, ]600-bpi,
binary magnetic tapes in the Atmospheric and Oceanographic
Image Processing System (AOIPS) format. Each tape contains up
to four data fills: m visible (0.55- to 0.70-micrometer) image
dill film, an IR (10.S- to 12.6-mlcroletor) image d,ta file. an
IR grid data file, and m calibration data file. Both the
visible and infrared data cover frol polo to pole, frol 6S de9
W. to 1S_ deg E. The re_olutions are 0.9 km and 8 km.
respectively. The AOIPS format is descrlhed in appendix B of
the °VISSR Data Processing Plan for Synchronous Meteorological
and Goostatlonary Oper•tlonal Environmlntal Satellites
(SHS/GOES) w by P-L. McKoean, TRF B_9538.
...............................................................
Da_a set name - VISSR VISIBLE IHAGBY ON 701qM FILM
NSSOC ID 77-048A-O1B, VISSR VIS IHACE_Y ON 7(_1 FIL/t
Time period covered - 01/03/7q TO 02/03/79
Quantity of data - 232 B/_Ir NECATIVE FRAHE_
This mot of vis;ble imlgory wee produced on COlmercial
imago-gonorltlon equipment from d;gitll t_pea and is avlilmble
on 70-mm fi|m. F_ch picture con|elms I t_ tie on bha top
boundary and a 33-level gray mcele on the righL boundary that
represents brlgh_ness temperat_ures. ]L may have a combination
of the re|l o I lag opt;one: 1) contramt enhancement, 2) image
eact_rlzatlon, and 3) 1/16-slze i l41oery_ The Imsimua effective
size covers _00 sq ka, represented by 4000 by 3904 pixela
FJIcE element has • maximum resolution of 3.7 ka. 1he LiLle
cent&ins the satellite identification, picture number, picture
Lype, coordinate numbers of the top left pixel rolatlvm to the
visible sensor, star| time of sectorlzed immge, and pixel
scaling and sector size identification. Sec_orized images a•y
be requested by date, time, and geographic area
..........................................................
Data sat name - VISSR INF'RARbl) IHAGERY ON 701414 FILM
NSSDC ID 77-048A-0]C, VISSR IB IMACB_Y ON 70HH FILM
Time period covered - 01/03/79 TO 01/03/79
UuanL;ty of data - 131B/W NEGATIVE FRAMF_S
This met of ]R imagery WaS produced on commercial
image-generation equipmenL from digital tapes end is iv•liable
on 70-mm film. Each plcLure contains a title on the _op
boundary Bad I 33-1oval gray scale on the rlghL boundary that
represents brlghtness Lemperaturms. ]t may have a combination
of the foil owlng options: 11 contrast enhancement. 21 imige
eect_)rizatlon, 3) full-earth or sector imigery, 4) ]/4-slze
imagery, lad 5) 1/16-size imagery. _he maximum effective size
Covers 500 mq bE. represented by 4000 by 3904 plxels. E_ch
element haa I maximum resolution of 3.7 km. The title contains
the mateJliLe identification, picture number, picture type,
coordlnaLe numbers Of the top loft p;xel relative to the
visible sensor. ILIrL Lime of sect_)rized image, and pilel
scaling and lector size ideaL;fie•Lion. Sect_rlzed images E•y
be requested by dale, Lime, and geographic area.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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00_ 3, NESOIS STAFF
VISIBLE INERARED SPIN-SCAN R^OIONETER
(VISSR)
.............................................................
Data set name - VISSR INFRARED IMACBY ON 70MM FILM
NSSOC ID 78-062A-O1A, VISSR IR IHACERY ON 701_1 FILM
Time period covered - 05/02/79 TO 06/05/79
Quent;ty of data - 265 B/W NECATIVE FRAMES
Th;e set of IR imagery was produced on commercial
image-generatlon equipment from digital tapes lad is available
on 70-aD file F_ch picture contains • title on the top
boundary and a 33-levEl gray scale on the right boundary that
repreEents brightness temperatures. It may have a combination
of the following options; 1) contrast enhancement, 2) image
sectorizatlon. 3) full-earth or sector imagery, 4) 1/4-size
imagery, and _) 1/16-size imagery The maximum effecL;ve size
covers 500 sq km, represented by 4000 by 3904 pilels Each
element has • mamimuE resolution of 3.7 km. The tltle conLalns
the satellite identlflcaL;on, picture number, picture type,
coordinate numbers of the Lop left pixel relative to the
visible sensor, stlrb tile of sectorlzed iaige, and plxel
scaling and sector size identification. Sectorized amides a•y
be requested by dale, Lime, and geographic are•.
.............................................
Data sol naae VISSR VISIBLE IMAQ_Y ON 70MH FILM
NSSDC ID 7B-O62A-OIB, VISSR VIS IMAC_Y ON 70_ FILH
Time period covered - 05170/79 I0 06/08/79
_u•ntity Of data - ?96 B/W NECAT)VE FRAMES
This smt of visible imagery was produced on commercial
image-generation equipment from digital tapes and is available
on 70-Em file EJch picture contain_ a title on the Lop
boundary and a 33 level gray scale on the r ioht boundary that
represents brlghtnes_ temperatures It may hlve a combination
of the following options ]) contrast enhancement. 2) image
sectorlzlLion, and 3) 1/16 size imagery. The ma=;aua effmct,ve
Size covers 500 sq km, represenLed by 4000 by 3904 plze;s.
Each eta=mat his a mexlmum resolution of 3.7 km. The title
con|gins the lilLe|life identificltion, picture number, p;c_;ure
type, coordinate numbere of the top left piael re|atlva to the
visible 8ameer, start time of sectorized image° end plzel
moiling and lector size identification. Sectorlzad lieges 141y
be requested by date. time. and geographic area.
..............................................................
Date set name - AOI_ INFRARED AND VISIBLE SPIN-SCAN
RADIOMETB IHACE DA]A ON HACNETIE TAPE
NSSOC ID 7B-062A-01C, AOIPS IR 4 VISIBLE IMAGE DATA
IiEe period covered - 06/11/7B TO 05/02/79
_uantity of da_a - 6]8 RFFIS OF TAPE
This set of radiance temperatures was prepared by the
experimenter's office end is available on 9-track, I600 bp;,
binary aignet_ tapes in the At_spherlc and _ceanographic
]maDe Procesming System (ABIPS) fOrE• t _ch tape contmlns up
to four data files: m visible (O.S_- _o 0.70 E;croEeter) image
data file, an IR (lO.b- to l_6-l_crometer) image data file," an
IR grid data fila, and a callbraLlon data file. Both the
v_sible and infrared dale cover fro_ pole to pole, from 6_ de 9
W. Lo 15_ dog E. The resolut,one are 0.9 km and B kl,
respectively The ADI_ formal is described in ippendi= B of
the mVIS_ Data Processing Plan for Synchronous Hetaorological
and _eosLat,on•ry Operational _nvironmenL•l Satellites
(SHS/COES) _ by P.L. HcKow•n, ]_F B_DS3B
NSSOC ID 78-041A-OIA, RADIOMETER DATA ON FILM
Time period covered 06/06/78 10 09/07/80
Quantity of data - 41,200 B/W NEGATIVE FRAML_
_hese radiometer image data, prey;dad by the
experimenter, are on 241-lm rolls. They conLaln, in addition
to the actuat imagery, annotation ;nformiL;on, a gray scale,
frame identification (XD), resolut;o_ targets, reglsLration
larka, and Lick marks. The annotaLion information contains
contrast range and radiance hiltogram informlt;o_ for _he
scene. The gray scale conslsta Of 16 density steps, ah;ch are
generated by dividing the input digital range into 16 equal
steps. The frame ID ;s a three-digit number corresponding _o
the location of the numbered frame roll|lye t_0 the other frlmes
wiLhln I given roll. The resolution tlrget_ ire bar patterns
in both the horizontal and vertical dlrecLions. For each
dlrecL;on there ere four spatial frequencies. There are four
reglsLrlLion larks on the outside Of the ;alOe cornara (each
registration mark is a cross). Tick mlrks, giving he|line
obllque Mercator c_rdinates, are IoclLad around the four _ides
of the image There is one tick lark printed for each
coordinate The scale of imigery is numerically 1:4,000,000,
and these images are contrasL enhanced. The spatial re_oluLion
is approziaately 600 m at nadir for the IR channel (10._ - ]_.S
micrometers) and 500 E for the visible channel (0.5 - 1.]
micrometers) Areas covered include part_ of the United
Sta_es, western Canad•, eastern _urope, northern Africa, and
eastern Australia
....................................................
DaLe met nlme IHAOE DAIA ON MAC;NET]C 1APE
NSSDC ID 78-041A-OIB, 1HACE DATA ON MAC TAPE
Time period covered - 05/11/7B TO 1_/06/79
Quantity of data 304 RF-P-I3 OF TAPE
lhi. set of im•ge daLa is on Q-track, ]600-hpl. binlry
magnetic tapes in bind sequential (BSQ) format The ialge data
aeolian contains _ntroductory d•L• as well a_ the actual m_nsor
data _ch record contains sensor data representing one scar_
line, the supporL d•t• associated with that scan llne (if any
are present), and fill data The header specifies Lhe
characteristics of the _aige d•t•. The scale of imagery i_
numerically 1:4,000.000, and these images Ire contrast
enhanced lhe sp;[_a_ resolution _s appromimaLe|y 600 m at
nadir for the IR channe_ (10_ 12.S E,crometers) and _:>00 m
for the visible channel (0 _ 11 Eicrometers) Areas covered
include parts of the United _tates, western Canada, western
_urope, northern Africa, and mastern Austr•l=a
...........................
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Datl set nlme - DAY/NICHT RECISTE_E]) IHACB_Y
NSSOC ID 78-041A-01C, DAY/NIDH_ REOISTBRED DATA ON FILM
Time period covered - 07/11/78 TO 09/16/79
quantity of data - 7800 FEET OF B/W NEGATIVES
These day/n_ght registered data consist of the Following
images: day vls;ble, day thermal infrared, night thermal
infrared_ temperature difference (produced by differencing the
ridiometric temperatures observed during the night and day
pamses), and apDarant thermal inertia Emch image is processed
in an elongated format to provide maximum day/slant overllp and
may dep,ct a scene as long as 3000 km. _ch day/night pair is
processed as a separate entity. (The quality of registration
is scene dependent, being a function of the number and location
of the features that can be identified and the residual
distortion in the scene, caused by errors in estilatlon of the
satellite attitude) E_ch frame contains a 16-step gray scale
and annotation to the date (day, _onth, year);
latitude/longitude _ the 5cone center; definition of the image
type, i.e., day-vie, day-IR, etc.; sun angles (elevation and
azimuth) where applicable; geometric correction applied to the
dita; type of epheleris data used to compute the Jlage center;
agency and project names; and frame identification number.
Data are available in blick and white on 241-mm transparencies
or prints
...........................................................
DIta set nime - DAY/NI_ REGISTCRED DATA ON MACN_IC
TAPF
N_>S_ IO 78-041A-O1D, DAY/NICH_ RECISTE_(ED DATA
TiN period covered - 05/11/78 TO 06/17/79
Qulntity of data - 310 RETJ_S OF TAPE
These imagery data are on 9-track, 1600-bpi, band
imagessequential, binary tires and consist of the foll ovlng "
dly visible, day thermal infrared, night thermal infrared,
telperature difference (produced by d_fferencing the
ridiometr;c temperatures observed during the night and day
pisses), and apparent thermal inertia. _ch image ;s processed
;n an elongated format to provide Ill;mum day/nlght overlap and
may depict a scene as Ion@ iS 3000 km. Each day/nlght pair ;s
processed as I separate entity. _ach frame contains i I6-step
gray scile and annotation as to the date; latltude/Iongltude of
the scene center; definition of the image type, i.e., day-vie,
dly-IR, etc.; sun Ingles (elevation ind azimuth) where
applicable; geometric correction applied t_ the data; type of
ephemeris data used _o compute the image center; igency and
project acmes; and frame identification number. There ire a
limited number of pairs.
*********************** LOCACS I, AOBNIA ***********************
LOQAC5 1, AC_NA, BRUCE
LOGACS 1, ATHOSPHE_IC DB_S1-TY SYSTEIM
...............................................................
Dita set nile - D_IT_ PLOTS, 140-240KR, 23-26 HAY 1967
ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 67-05OB-O1A, PLOTS, 140-240 KM, NAY 67, FICHE
Tile period covered - 05/23/67 TO 05/26/67
_uantlty of data - 9 CARDS OF B/W HICROFICHE
This data set consists of reduced densit7 data in the
form Of density-altitude prof;|es on melilog plots. There are
98 plots lith Iltltude ringing from ]40-260 km. The plots are
by orbit (orbits 5 through 66, m_th gaps in data coverlge) and
separated within orbit according _o whether t_elr motion was
toward or away from perigee. These data are in vii 2, appendix
B, Of Pear_on et am., "The Low-O Acceleroleter Ca|ibratlon
System Orbital Accelerometer Experiment" (TRF 819604).
Documentation for rmduction of these data are in chapter 2, vol
1. of this reference.
...............................................................
Data set nile - ACCEL_0HeTCR PLATS, 140-240 KM,
23-26 HAY 1967, ON MICROFICHE
_DC ID 67-OSOB-OIB, ACCELE_DMETI_R PLOTS, HAY 67,FICHE
Time period covered - O5/23/67 TO 05/26/67
Quantlty of data - 9 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of reduced data, in the form of
linear graphs against film reference D (TRG) tile in seconds,
frol the accolorometer exporilent. One sot of graphs is in
counts (C), and the other set is in ft/sec sq. The "count"
graphs are in vol 1, appendix C, and the other graphs,
converted to units of acceleration, are in re| 2, appendix A,
of Pearson et al., aThe Lc_-C Accelera_eter Cil;brat;on System
Orbital Acceleroleter Experiaent I (TRF BI@604) Eaperlmenter
corrections and calibration hive been applied to these data.
Documentation for reduction procidurel used for these data are
in chapter 2, vol 1 of this reference.
..............................................................
LDCACS 1, ACE_IA, CHIU
WIND CONPONENT NOF_HAL TO ORBIT pLANE
BD_0W 2_O KM
...............................................................
Data met name - W]P_ C_PON_S pcRp_IcULAR lO ORBIT
pLANE BELOV 200 KM, 2S-27 MAY 1967. FICHE
NSS_ ID 67-050B-O2A, WIND COHP BFIOW 200 KM,MICROFICHt
Time period covered - 0S/25/67 TO 05/_7/67
Quantity of data - 9 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
Wind velocity components perpendicular to the orbit plane
(inclination 91.5 dog) were calculated using the satellite yaw
angle of attick data These are reduced d_ta on polar plots
prepared by the experimen_e rim office. On each of eight polar
diagrams (N pole only), several orbits (near perigee) are
traced with component elnd vect_rs plotted at regularly spaced
intervals. For an orbital trace covering gO dee lit0 ibout 12
component minds are calculated, leo of the polar d_igrams are
*double scale I and also constant height lines for the data.
These data are on pages 7-31 through 7-38 of section 7, vii 2,
of Pearson et at., "The Loa-C Accelerometer Calibration System
Orbital Accelerometer Experim ent_ (TRE B19604). Documentation
for reduction of these data is also contained ;n this paper
(section 7). RIm data samples are illustrated in the paper,
and more complete raw data mike up appendix C of vii 2.
*********************** NIMBUS 1 ******************************
...............................................................
NIMBUS 1, FOSH_
HICH-R_0LUTION INFRARED RADIOHETCR
(HRIR)
...............................................................
Datl set nile - HRIR H_TEOROLOCICAL RADIATION DATA ON
TAPE
NSSOC ID 64-OS2A-O3A, NIMBUS HRIR MET. RADIATION TAPES
lime period covered - 08/29/64 TO 09122164
Quantity of data - 238 REELS OF TAPE
This elperimenter-supplled radiance data set consist_ of
7-tr_ck, 800-bpi, binary mainmtic tapes thlt lore generated on
an IBM 7094 cOlpu_er. 1¢ contalni rldlition values emitted
eithln the 3.5- _o 4.I-mlcro_eter atmo_pherlc wlndo_. The
first record of each orbit contains inforlat;on about the
orblt Subsequent records contain rldlatlon values, location,
and time of each oblervation. A datailed description of this
data sot is contained in 64-052A-030.
...............................................................
Dllti set nile - HRIR PHOTOFACSIMILE FILH STRIPS
NSSOC ID 64-052A-_8, HRIR PHOTOFACSIMILE FILH STRIPS
Till period covered - 08128/64 TO 09/22/64
_uln¢ity of dlti -- 186 FEET OF B/_ N_CATIVF_
This set of /O-mm rhetorics;mile film strips contains
orbital nighttime cloud cover or the earth's surface
temperature from emission elthln the 3.5- to 4.]-mlcrometer
at_oipherlc window. The film strips ire availible in the form
of either positive or negative transparencies or is positive
prints, bch picture is grldded with geographic coordinates.
Data set 64-052A-03C contains contact prints of all available
photoficsimile film strips and should be conlulted before
ordering specific data.
...............................................................
Data eat name - HRIR DATA CAIALOC, PHOTOFACSHILE FILM
STRIPS ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 64-052A-03C, HRIR FIL_ STRIP CAT ON MICROFICHE
Time period covered - 08/_8/64 TO 09/_/64
_uantity of data - 4 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
The catalog haled Iphotof-csiliJe Fill Strips e is the
first of tmo vOlUleS of the INilbus I High Resolution Radiation
19
DataCltllo I lad Ulerl' Ninull. m It contains • colqDImte
domcript;on of the experTs mat, detector cillbrat;on,
performance, and data proco4MblnQ. It Illu_ con•linD • complete
indem, mubpolnt trick muNarias, and contact print_ of the
photofacs;mile film strips.
Deem let name - HRIR DATA CATALOC, RADIATION TAPES
NSSOC 1D 64-052A 030, HRIR RAP. TAPE CAT ON MICROFICHE
Time period covered - 08/28/64 TO 09122164
Quantity of data - 2 CARDS OF B/W NICROFICHE
The catalog named mNimbus Nmteorologicil Radiation Tapes m
is the second of •me volumes of the INimbus I High Resolution
Radiation Data Catalog and Users' Nlnual. m It contains I
complete description of the experiment° performance, and data
acquisition and procossing_ It mild contains • complete index
to the tapes and to their calibration, loci•lea, and format, s.
NSSOC ID 66-O40A-OOO, DATA CATALOO OF EXPB_tIT OPB(ATNS
Time period covered - 05/15166 10 07/28/66
quantity of data 29 CARDS OF B/W NICROFICHE
The INilbus 1I Data Ca•liD• I eis published to document
meteoroiD•lea# data acquired by the Nimbus 2 metoorologlc•l
satellite. The ca•liD• presents geogr•phlc location and time
coverage of tape and/or pho_ographlc forms of the data f_on the
Advanced V;dicon Camera System (AVCS), the High-Remolutlon
Infrared Radiometer (HRIR), and the Med;um-Resolutlon Infrared
Radiometer (HRIR). This catalog does not contain background
inform••;on concerning the satellite nor is there i description
of. the experiments or data formats. Such information is
contained in the °Nimbus II Users' Gulde, 0 ehich is i necessary
adjunct to each cat•tog volume. The catalog consists of five
volumes: vol 1, Nay 15 to June 30, 1966; vol 2. July 1966; vol
3, August ]966; vol 4. September 1966; end vol 5, 0tOoter 1 to
November 15, 1966.
..............................................................
NINBUS 2, FOSHEE
HZCH-RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOM_ER
(HRIR)
.............................................................
Diem set name - HRIR HETEOROLOCICAL RADIATION DATA ON
TAPE
ID 66-040A-O3A. NIH_RJS HRIR HEr. RADIATION TAPES
Time period covered - 05115186 TO 11115166
quantity of data - 1760 REELS OF TAPE
This experimenter-supplied rtdiance data set consists of
7-track, 800-bp;, binary magnetic tapes that were generated on
in ]_ 7094 computer. It contains radiation values emitted
within the 3.5- _o 4.1-micrometer •tmospherkc vlndot. The
first record of each orbit contains inform•tion •bout the
orblt_ Subsequent records contain radiation vllues, location,
and time of each observation The format of the tapes is given
in appendix A of the INimbus IT Users' Oulde •
........................................................
D•t• set name - HRIR PHOTOFACS]MILE FILM STRIPS
NSSDC ]D 66-040A-038, HRIR PHDTOFACSIMILE FILM STRIPS
T_me period covered - O_/15/66 10 11t15166
Quantity of data - ]977 FEEr OF B/W NEC, ATIVES
This set of 70-mm photofacsimi|e film mtrips contains
orbital nighttime cloud cover or the earth's surf•ca
temperiture from emission mithin the 3.5- to 4-T-micrometer
atmospheric window. The film strtps arm available in the form
of either positive or negative trinsparencies or as positive
prints _ch picture &with fs •ridded with geogr•phlc
coordinites and covers a distance approaimate|y from pole _o
pole As _ result of direct sunlight, the pictures •re
degraded co sidorably near the south polar reglon_ The
processing techniques used to produce the data let and a full
description of the data are contained in ale•ion 3.4.1 of the
• Nimbus II Users' Guide" For •n ;nde_ of all av•ilible dat•
_ee mThe Nimbus 1] High Resolution Infrared Data World Hontage
NSSDC ]D 68-O40A-030, HR]R WORLD HONTACE CATALBC
Time period covered - 05120166 TO 11/15/66
quantity of data 4 CARDS OF B/W H]CRDF]CH[
Thls datl met contains IThe Nimbul II High Re_olutlon
Infrlred Data World Non•age Cat•log, i ehich pic¢orialiy indexes
and documents t_e rldio_etrlc data. }he montages shom_
represent the nighttime datl obtained during a 24-h period.
This cats log is complementary ¢o and may be used *n conju,ctlo,
mith •The Nimbus ]I Data Cit•log, m re) 1 through 5.
66-040A-03C.
.............................................................
NIMBUS 2° NCCULLOCH
HE_IUH-RESOLUTION INFRAJ_ED RAOIORETER
(MR]R)
...............................................................
Data set nile - HRIR METEOROLD_ICAL RADIAIION DATA ON
TAPE
NSSDC ID 66-040A-O4A, NIMBUs MRIR MET. RADIATION TAPES
Time period covered - 05/15/66 TO 07/28/66
_u•ntlty of data 98 REELS OF TAPE
The Medlum-Re_oiution Infrared Radiometer (HRIR) data are
on 7-track, 800-bpi, binary magnetic tapes called Nimbus
He•aerological Ridii_ion T•pes (NHRT-MR]R). They contain
radiances meisured it 6.4-6.9, 10-1], 14-]6, 5-30, and 0.2-4.0
micrometers. The latitude, longitude, time, and other orbital
and telemetry data are also included, The format of the tapes
can be found in appendix B of the •Nimbus IT Users: Guide. e
...............................................................
Data set name - MRIR PHOTO DISPLAY
NSSDC ID 66-O40A-O48, MRIR PHOTO DISPLAY
Time period covered - 05/15/66 TO 07128/66
quantity of data - 979 B/W NEGATIVE FRAHF_
This Hedium-Re_olution Infrared Radiometer (MRIR) data
set co, slsts of 4- by 5-1n. phot_)gr•phlc film sheets. Each
film sheet cent•ins an entire orbit (daylight port;on) of data
leisured It 6.4-6_9, 10-11. 14-16, 5-30, and 0.2-4.0
micrometers. There are also associated latitude grids, time,
and gray sCalDS representing different temperatures. The
processing techniques used to produce the dita sot and a Tull
description oT th• dill set are contained in section 4.3.4 of
the IN;mbus II Users' Gulde_ I
...............................................................
Data set name - MRIR PICTORIAL DATA CATALOG ON
MICROFICHE
NSSOC ID 66-040A-040, MRIR PICTORIAL DATA CATALOC
Time period covered - O5/15/66 TO 07/28/66
quantity of data - 10 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
]his data set contains •The Nimbus I] Medium Resolution
Infrared Pictorial Diem Cite|o•, • _hlch documents picker;ally
the dat• from the Hedium-Resolution ]nf rmred Radiometer (MR]R)
ezperlment, The pho_ogriphs sho_n in the cltalog represent _he
4 by 5-1n. film sheets (data set 66-040A-048) that are
available from the MRIR experiment. Thls catalog is
complementary to •nd may be used ;n conJunct;on with •The
Nimbus 2 Data CitaJog, • vol 1 and 2 (see data set 66-040A-040).
......................................................
NIMBUS 2, SOHULMAN
ADVANCED VID1CON CAJqBA SYST_ (AVCS)
......................................................
Data set name AVCS WORLD MONIACE CATALDC ON HICROF]CH[
NSSDC ID 66-040A-018, WORLD MONTACE CAT, ON M/FICHE
Time period covered - 05/15/66 TO 08/31/86
_u_ntity of d•t• - 4 CARDs OF B/¥ MICROFICH[
The mNimbus 2 Advanced Vidicon CImera System O•ta World
Hen•age Catalog m cent•ins btacb and ihite pictorial _ontage_
_0
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that are miniature reproductions of the daytime telwvlm_on
pictures taken each day from successive orbit_s. The satellite
orbit number is printed below each swath. Transparent grid
overlays (one for the Eastern Hemisphere and one for the
Western Hemisphere) provide geographic references. These
montages are useful for browse purposes and may be directly
useful for some research. The catalog does not contain
background information on the spacecraft or experiment, nor is
there a description of the techniques Lsod in processing the
data. Such information is contained in the eNimbus II Users"
Guide," which should be used in conjunction with this catalog
Data seU name - NIMBUS 3 DATA CATALOCS DN MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 69-037A-00C, DATA CAT EXPE]_4NT OPFRATNS, FICHE
Time period covered - 04/14/69 TO 05/31170
Quantity of dale - 55 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consist_s of 'The Nimbus III Data Catalog,'
documenting data acquired by the Nimbus 3 meteorological
satellite. Brief summaries of the data are given in section ]
Of each volume, and _ listing of eeperlment-on-times is
presented ;n section . The catalog covers the folloaing
periods; vol 1, April 14 t_ May 31, lq69; vol 2, June lq69; vol
3, July 1969; vol 4. August 1969; vol 5, September 1 to
December 31, lq6g; and vol S, January ] _o May 31, 1Q70
...............................................................
NIMBUS 3, BRANCHFLOWER
IMAGE DISSECTOR CAMERA SYSTEM (IDCS)
...............................................................
Data set name - NIMBUS 3 DATA CATALOGS ON MICROFICHE
NSSOC ID 69-O37A-O6A, IDCS WORLD MONTAGE CAT,MICROFICHE
Time period covered - 04/14/69 TO 0S/31/70
quantity of data - 51 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This catalog contains black and white pictorial monbages
from the Nimbus 3 Image Olssoct_)r Camera System (IDCS). These
montages consist of miniature reproductions of daily, daytlme
pictures and are made up of adjacent swaths of data from
successive orbits. The satell;io orbit number is printed below
each swath. A transparent grld overlay provides geographic
reference. The catalog consists of six volumes: vol 1, April
14 to May 31, 1969; vol 2, June lq69; vol 3, July 1969; re! 4,
August 1969; vol 5, September 1 to December 31, 1989; and vol
6. January 1 to May 31, 1970. However, IDCS montages are only
conbained in the first five volumes. This catalog does not
contain background information on the splcecraf_ or e_perilent,
nor is there a description of _he technlqums used in processing
the data. Such information is contained in aThe Nimbus III
User's Guide," _hich should be used with this catalog when
ordering data.
...............................................................
NIMBU_ 3, CHERRIX
HIGH-RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
(HRIR)
...............................................................
Data set name - HRIR NICHFrIME (3.4 TD 4.2 MICRON)
PHOTDFACSIMILE FILM STRIPS
NSSDC ID 6q-O37A-O2A, NICHTrlME PHOTOFACSIMILE FILMS
Time period covered - OA/_/Sq TO 01/31/70
_uantity of data - 3235 FI_-_ OF B/_ NEGATIVES
This data set consists of nighttime High Rmsolutlon
lnfrared Radiometer (HRIR) data on 7O-mm photofacaimile film
strips. The data were measured at 3.4 to 4.2 micrometers. The
film strips are uniform or varlab|e density exposure, positive
or negative copies, in either a transparency or paper print.
The variable density e=posure film strips were produced with
enhanced contrast, while the uniform density exposure film
strips are true copies of the archived HRIR film strips. Each
fils strip is grldded with geographic coordinates and is
identified by orbit number and time. For a complete
description of the photofacsimil0 film strips, ewe section
3.4.1 in =The Nimbus IlI User's Guide,* available from NS_D_.
...............................................................
Data se_ name - HRIR DAYTIME (0.7 TO 1.3 MICRON)
PHOIDFACSIMILE FILM STRIPS
_SDC ID 69-037A-0_8, DAYTIME PHOTOFACSINII_ FILM
Time period covered - O4/_/6_ TO O1/31/70
_uantity of data - 2983 FEET OF B/W NEGATIV_
This data set consists of daytime High Resolution
Infrared Radiometer (H_IR) data on 70-=.= photofacslmile film
strips. The data were measured a_ 0.7 to 1.3 micrometers. The
fill strips are unlforl or variable density exposure, positive
or negative copies, in either a transparency or paper print
The variable density ezposure film strips mere produced with
enhanced centrist, while the uniform density e:posure film
strips are true copies of the archivod HRIR film strips. Each
film strip is gridded with geographic coordinates and is
identified by orbi_ number and time For • complete
descripUion of the photofacslmmle film strmps, see section
3.4.1 in eTho Nimbus II] User)s Guide," available from N_SDC
..........................................................
Data se_ name - HRIR METE_ROLOCICAL RADIATION IAP_
NSSDC ID SgrO37A-02C, HRIR M_T_/3R. RADIATION TAPES
Time period covered - O4/17/69 TO 03/21/70
Quantity of data - IO]_ RF__ OF TAPE
This radiance data set consists of 7-track, _K)O-bp;,
binary magnetic tapes that were generated on an I_ 360
computer. It contains daytmme radiation values measured at 0.7
to 1.3 micrometers and nighttime values at 3.4 _o 4._
micrometers, The first record of each orbit contains
information about the orbit. Subsequent records contain
radiation values, l_at;on, and time of each observation. The
format of this data set is given in section 3.5 of *The Nimbus
111 User's Guide. =
...............................................................
Data set name - NIMBUS 3 DATA CATALOCS ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 69-O37A-O_D, HIGH RES IR DATA CAT, MICROFICHE
Time period covered - O4/14/6Q TO O5/31/70
Quantity of data - $5 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set conmists of • series of catalogs that
pictorially describe and index the data from the Nimbus 3
High-Resolutlon lnfrarad Radiometer (HRIR) experiment. These
volumes, which compose =The Nimbus III Data Catalog, I cover the
following periods: vol ], April 14 to May 31, 1969; vol 2, June
1969; vol 3, July 1969; vol 4, August 1969; vol S, September 1
to December 31, 1969; and vol 6 (final), Januiry 1 _o May 31,
1970. HRIR nK)ntages, mhlch Ire presented in section 4 of the
first five volumes (section 5 in vol 1). include both daytime
(0.7 to 1.3 micrometer) and nlgh_tlme (3.4 to 4.2 micrometer)
coverlge. These pho_o_rlphe are arranged in chronological
order in • world montage fOrla_. Key latlt_des can be read by
using a superimposed grid contained in each volume. Complete
descriptions of the HRIR experllent lnd of available data are
contained in section 3 of lThe Nimbus III User's Gulde, i which
should be used in conjunction with the data catalog.
...............................................................
NIMBUS 3, HANg
INFRARED INTERFI_RON_rER SPECTROMETE_t
(IRIS)
...............................................................
Data set name - INFRARED INTEMFEMOMETER SP_CTRONETI_
(IRIS) ARCHIVAL TAPES
NISSOC 10 6g-O37A-O3A, NIMBUS IRIS ARCHIVAL TAPES
Time period covered - 04/15/69 TO 07/01/69
Quantity of data - 10_ REELS OF TAPE
This set of radiation data was originally generated on an
IB_ 360 computer onto 9-track. 1600-bpl, b_nary tepee. The
tapes contain thermal emission spectra Of the earth's
_tmosphere system. The spectra were obtained from Fourier
vtransformed inLerferogrlms with wa • numbers between 400 and
2000 reciprocal cm and have a nominal spectral re_olutlon of 5
reciprocal cm. The tapes also contain documentation
information, reference calibration, average instrument
temperature, calibrated atmospheric spectrum, and a mum_ary for
each orbital pass. Ninety degrees have been added to all
latitude values to eliminate negative signs. A more complete
description oF the IRIS archival tapes appears in meCtlOn 5 of
iThe Nimbus II1 User's Guide, n available from N_S_<::.
...............................................................
NIMBUS 3, MCC'ULLOCFI
NE]DIUH-RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIONETER
(HRIR)
...............................................................
Data met n0me - MRIR PFlOTOFACSIMILE FILP_
NSSOC ID 69-037A-OSA. IfilR PHOTOFACSIMILE FILMS
Time period covered - 04/14/69 TO 02/05/70
This set of photofacsimila film strips is avlilabie as 4-
by S-ln. poeit0ve or negative film transparencies or positive
paper printJL. Data measured by five channels (6.5-7.0, 10-11,
14_5-15.5, 20-23, and 0.2-4.0 micrometers) are displayed along
with orlddinG, time, and a calibration Gray-scale strip.
Prints of these photofacsimi Je data are contained in data set
69-037A-05C.
Data set name - HRIR METEOROLOCICAL RADIATION TAPES
NSSDC ID 6q-037A-OSB, HRIR METEOR. RADIATION TAPES
Time period covered - 04/15/69 TO 02/04/70
Quantity of data - 368 RF_J-S OF 1APE
The Hedium-Reeolution lnf ra red Radiometer (HRIR) data are
on 7-trick, 800-bpi, binary nlonetic tapes called Nimbus
Heteorological Radiation Tapes (NFRT-MRIR). They contain
radiances measured at 6.4-6.9, 10-11. 14-36, 5-30, and 0.2-4.0
micrometers The latitude, longitude, time, and other orb;tel
and telemetry data are also included. There is one file for
each orbit of data. The first record in each file contains the
documentation for the succeeding data records. The for_t of
the tapes can be found in section 4 of "The Nimbus IlI User's
Guide."
............................................................
Data set name - NIMBUS 3 DATA CATALOGS ON MICROFICHE
NSSOC ID 69-037A-05C, MEW) RES IR DATA CATALOCS, FICHE
T_me period covered - 04/14/69 TO 05/31/70
Quantity of data 62 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of m si. volume catalog called
"The Nimbus 11I Data Catalog.' 1L pictorially describes and
indexes the data from the Nimbus 3 Medium-Resolution Infrared
Radlo_eter (HRIR) experlment. The data catalog covers the
following periods: vol 1, April 14 to Nay 31, 1969; vol 2, June
1969; yea 3, July 1Q69; vol 4, August 1, 1969; vol 5, September
1 to Docmmber 31, 1989; and vol 6, January 1 to May 31. 1970.
The HRIR p;ctorlal data are prelonted in mectlon S of each
volume. Theme photographs ire available from NSSDC as 4- by
5-1n. negatives (mee data set 69-037A-OSA.) Complete
descriptions of the RRIR ezperlment and of evailable data are
contained in secti_ 4 of 8The Nimbus II1Umer'e Culde," which
should be used in conjunction with the data catalog.
..............................................................
NINBLIS 3, WARK
SATFILITE INFRARED SPECTRONETE_R (SIRS)
...............................................................
Data let nnme - SIRS RADIANCE VALUES ON TAPE
NSSOC 1D 69-037A-O4A, SIRS RADIANCE TAPES
Time period covered - 04/14/69 TO 06/19/70
Quantity of data - 60 REELS OF TAPE
This data met contains radiance values that wore
generated on a CDC 6600 computer onto 7-track, S56-bpl, binary
magnetic tapes The first record of each orbit contains
information identifying the orbit and a summary of the
inBtrument status throughout the orbit The following records
contain the radiance values along with calibration data,
latitude, longitude, and time of each observation. For a more
complete description of the tape format and a discussion of the
data quality, see vol 1 of both eThe Nimbus II] User*s Gulde e
and eTha Nimbus III Data Catalog" A set of derived
temperature profiles is available from the National Climatic
Data Center, Asheville, North Carolina.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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Data set name - NIMBUS 4 DATA CATAJJ)C
NSSDC ID 70-025A-0000 DATA CATALOC OF EX_ OPBRATNS
Time period covered - 04/18/70 TO 04130/72
Quantity of data 48 _ OF B/%/ MICROFICHE
This data set consists of • series of volumes in the
"Nimbus 4 Data Catalog," published by CSFC, which documents
data acquired by the Nimbus 4 meteorological satellite. Brief
summaries of experiment operations are presented ;n sect;on 1
of each volume Section _ of each volume contains I listing of
satellite equatorial crossing times and on-off times for the
various eRpmrlments. Vol 1 covers the time period April 18 to
May 22, 1970; vol 2, Ray 23 to June 30, )970; vol 3, July 1 to
August 31. 1970; vol 4. September 1 _o Dotter 31, 1970; vat 5,
November 1 to December 31, 1970; vol 6, January 1 t_ February
2B, 1971; vet 7, March 1 _o April 30, 1971; and vol 0, May 1,
1971. ¢o April 30, 1972.
...............................................................
NIMBUS 4, BRANCHFLONI_
IMAGE DISSECTOR CAHB_A SYSTEH (IDCS)
...............................................................
Dlta set name - NIHBUS 4 DATA CATALBCS, ON MICRDFICHE
NSSDC ID 70-025A-O6A, IDCS WORLD MONIAOE CAT,MICROFICHE
Time period covered - 04/18/70 TO 04/08/71
Quantity of data - 48 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This catalog contains daily black and white pictorial
montages thaL are made up of adjacent lwaths of data from
successive orbits_ The satellite orbit number is printed bolos
each swath. A transparent grld overlay provides geographic
reference. These montages may assist a user in identifying
specific data and may be directly useful for mome research.
The catalog consists of eight volumes, seven of which contain
montages. It does not, however, contain background information
on the spacecraft or eaperiment, nor is there a description of
the techniques used in processing the data. The "Nimbus IV
User's Guide I should be used wlth this catalog when order;n O
data.
...............................................................
NZHBUS 4, HANEL
INFRARE]3 INIERFI3ROMETER SPECTROMETB
(IRIS)
...............................................................
Data let name - INFRARED INTBRFB_OI_-TER SPECTRONErBR
(IRIS) RADIANCE TAPES
NSSOC ID 70-O'25A-O3A, IRIS RADIANCE TAPES
T_me period covered - 04/09/70 TO 01/30/71
_uantlty Of data - 466 REELS OF TAPE
This set of calibrated radiance data consietm of 9-track.
1600-bp; magnetic tapes that were processed on an IBH 360
computer. The tapes contain thermal omlmsion Of the
earth-atmosphere system for ways numbers hetmeen 400 and 1600
else-I° with a nominal resolution of 2.8 emma-1. The tapes
aJ_o contain documentation information, reference calibration,
average instrument temperatures, and a sulmary for each orbital
pass Additional description of the data can be found in
sect;on 4 of =The Nimbus ]V User's Guide, B TRF B06861.
..............................................................
NIMBUS 4, HEATH
BACKSCAI_E]R ULTRAVIOLET (BUV)
SPECTROHEIER
..............................................................
Data set name - BUV RADIANCE VALUES (AT 6 DISCRETE
WAVELENCTHS) VS EARTH LOCATIONS
NSSDC ID 70 025A-OSB° BUV RADIANCE VALUES (U-TAPE)
Time period covered - 04/10/70 TO 05/06/77
Quantity of dale - 43 REEJ_ OF TAPE
This set of radiance data is contained on Q-track,
1600-bpi, EBCDIC magnetic tapes that were created on an ION 360
computer. Derived from the Primary DaLa Base (PDB) tapes
(70-025A-OSE), the data are calibrated and located
backscatcered ultraviolet radiances measured at 12 wavelengths
between 025 and 0.34 micrometer in 32-s scans The data set
also contains quality flao_, dark current analyses of the da_a,
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orbital information, and housekeeping data.
...............................................................
Data set name - HQUSEKEEPINC AND RADIANCE DATA RI_)UCED
BLFI STILt IN TELBqETRY UNITS
NSSDC ID 70-025A-OSE, PRIMARY DATA BASE TAPES (POB)
Time period cowered - 04/09/70 TO 05/06/77
Quantity of data - 188 REELS OF TAPE
This set of raa datl is conti;ned on 9-track, ]600-bp;,
F-BCD]C magnetic tapes that were creited on In IBM 360 computer.
It contains ram counts aeasured at 12 aavelnngths between 0.25
and 0.34 micrometer nn 32-s scins. It also contllns ephemeris
dat_, exper;men_ subsystem stitus informer,on, ind spacecraft
housekeeping and orbit data.
..............................................................
Data set name BUY DARK CURRE_ STUDY HASTER DATA ON
TAPE
NSSDC ID 70-O2SA-OSH, BUV DARK CURRENT STUDY MSTR DAIA
Time period cowered - 04/10/70 lO 12/16/71
Quantity of datl - 3 REELS OF TAPE
These dark current data are on 9-trick, 6250-bp;, binary
magnetic tapes thit were cr0ated on an IBM 360/91 computer.
Generated from the U-tapes (radiance dial set, NSSDC ID
70-025A-O5B), they contain geophysical _nd;ces and
cJlsmificibion; geographic Ind geomagnetic coord_nltes; solar
magnetic parameters ind Ingles; monochroma_or and photometer
pulse count and analog data; and energetic tripped part;ties.
There ;s i one-to-one correspondence betleen the files on this
mister data set ind the ones on the working tapes
(70-025A-0511. The only difference betmeen the two _ypes is
that the working tapes contain dita from the mister tapes that
have been subjected to fiJ_erlng. For further ;nformitlon, see
"Data Filtering," NASA X-601-7B-21.
.............................................................
Data set nile - BUV DARK _E_r STUDY WORKINC DATA ON
TAPE
hlSSOC ID /O-025A-051, BUV DARK CURRENT STUDY WORK DATA
T;me period covered - 04/10/70 TO 12/16/71
quintlty Of data - 3 REELS OF TAPE
These dirk current dial are on Q-trick, 6250-bpi, blniry
magnetic tipes thit were created on an IBM 360/9I computer.
Oenerlted from the U-tapes (radiance diti met, NSSOC ID
70-(Y25A-O5B), they contain geophysical indices and
cJiss_ficitlon; geogriphlc and ge_agnetlc c_rdlnitos; molar
magnetic parameters Ind ingles; _nochroma_r and pho_meter
pulse count and analog data; and energetic tripped particles.
There is • oil-to-one correspondence between the flies on this
working data set and the ones on the master tapes
(70-025A-OSH). The only difference bet•son the _o _ypes is
that the working tipes contain data from the mister _apss thit
hive been subjected _o filtering. For further informatlon, see
mOatl Filtering, a NASA X-601-78-21.
...............................................................
Dltl set nine - ZONAL MEANS TAPE (ZHT)
NSSOC ID 70-02SA-OSO, ZONAL MEANS TAPE (ZHT)
Time period covered - 04/10/70 TO 05/02/77
_uantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This set of averlged ozone dati was supplied by the NASA
Ozone Processing Team on one 9-trick, 1600-bpl tape, ;n I_
3081 blnary format. It contIins d.;ly, w.ekly, mo.thly, and
seasonal averlges of totil ozone, li_inQ ratios° and
reflectiv;t;es in geodetic coordinates. The input data source
;s the High Density BUV Ozone (HDBUV; NSSDC ID 70-O2SA-OSQ).
Diti vilues are given for each of the same 19 pressure levels
(0.3, 0.4, 0.S, 0.7, 1.0, 1.S, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, S.O, 7.0, 10, 15,
20, 30, 40, 50, 70, ind 100 mbir) for lO-deg Iitltudinil zones
from 80 dog S_ t_ 80 dog N. There Ire also standard
deviations, maximum and linimum values, and sample mize. This
diti set was reprocessed using the s_ie algorithm Is that used
to process the Nimbus 7 Solar Oackscltter Ultraviolet (SBUV)
data set (78-098A-OQK). Their formats are identical, hut users
should note that ground truth data had bean used ;n id_ust_ng
the BUV albedos for changes in instrulent sensltlvity, thus
rendering uncertainty in the derlvad ozone values for long-term
trend study. Also, dark current counts that Ire zenith ingle
dependent and thit affect the derivation of ozone profiles,
especially a_ high altitudes, are fJlgged. For further
information, refer to the iNure to Users of BUY Tapes, I issued
in 1987.
Datl set nlma- COMPRBSSE]) OZONE PROFILE (CPOZ) DATA ON
NAONET]C TAPE
NSSDC IO 70-02SA-OSP, COMPRESSED OZONE PROFILE TP(CPOZ)
Time period covered - 04/10/70 TO 05/06/77
_uantity of dlta - 4 RFFIS OF TAPE
This set of ozone data Was supplied by the NASA Ozone
Processing Team on 9-track, 1600-bp; _lpes, in IBM binary
formit The data set is a condensed version of the HDBUV
(NSSDC ID 70-025A-0501. Measured radiances, absorption
coefficients, end instrument calibration for 13 aavelengths
(025 to 0.34 micrometer) are contained *n the header record
Data records contain oirth-loclted _otal ozone (m;th and
a;thout IR cloud hemght information), reflectlvlty, ozone
mizlng rat0os, and layer ozone amounts The mixing ratios are
given it J9 pressure levels (0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7. 1.0, 1._, 2.0,
3.0. 4 O, 5.0, 7.0. 10, 1S, 20, 30, 40, 50, 70, and 100 mblr)
The layer ozone amouots ire given for 12 Iiyers: 0-0.24.
0.24-0.49, 0.49-0.99, 0.99-1.98, 1.98-3.96, 3 96 7.92,
7.92-1_.B, ]_.8-31.7, 31.7-63.3, 83.3 127, 127-2_3, ind
253-1013 ibar. This data set was reprocesaed using the same
ilgorithm as that used _o process the Nimbus 7 Solar
Backscatter Ultraviolet (SBUV) data set (78-09BA-Oq_)_ Their
formits are identical, but users should note that ground truth
data had been used ;n idjusting the BUV itbmdos for changes ;n
instrument sensitivity, thus rendering uncertainty in the
derived ozone values for long-term trend study. Also, dirk
current counts that are zenith angle dependent and thit affect
the derlvat;on of ozone profiles, especially it high iltltudes,
ire flagged. For further information, refer to the mNote to
Users of BUV Tapes, m issued in 1987.
............................ _ ..................................
Data set nile - TOTAL AND PROFILE OZONE DATA (HD_JV) ON
HAQNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 70-025A-05_, TOTAL _ PROFILE 03 TP CHDBUV)
Time period covered - 04/]0/70 TO 05/06/77
quantity of data - 1S RF_=LS OF TAPE
This ozone data set was supplied by the NASA Ozone
Processing Team on 9-track, 1600-bpi tapes, in IBM binary
ferule. It contllns, scan hy scan and orbit by orbit, t_tal
ozone, reflect;vlties, ozone mixing ratios, ind layer ozone
amounts. The mixing ratiOS are given It 1Q pressure levels:
0.3, 0.4, 0.S, 0.7, 1.0, 1.S, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, S.O, 7.0, 10, aS,
20, 30, 40, SO, 70, and lO0 mbar. The layer ozone amounts ire
given for I2 I_yers: 0-0.24, 0.24-0.49, 0.49-0.99, 0.99-1_98,
1.98-3.96, 3.96-7.92, 7.9_-15.8, 1S.8-31-7, 31.7-63.3,
63.3-127, 127-2_3, and 253-1013 mbar. This dati set was
reproce--ad using the same algorithm Is that used be process
the N_mbus 7 Solar Bickscatter Ultrlviolet (SBUV) data set
(78-098A-09D). Their forlat_s are identlcil, but users should
note that ground truth data had been used ;n adjusting the BUV
ilbedos for changes in instrument sensitivity, thee rendering
uncertainty in the derived ozone values for long-term trend
study. Also, dark current counts thlt are zenith angle
dependent and that Iffect the derivation Of ozone profiles,
especially at high altitudes, ira _lagged. For further
information, refer to the INote to Users of BUV Tipe_, I issued
in 1987.
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NIMBUS 4, HOUCHTON
SELECTIVE CHOPPE_ RADIOMETER (SCR)
...............................................................
Dita set name - SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIONETER RADIANCE
TAPES
NSSI)C ID 70-025A-lOA, SCR RADIANCE TAPES
Time period covered - 07/27/70 TD 01/30/73
quantit_ of dita - 51 REELS OF TAPE
This data set containa cllibrated, earth-located
radiances that mere prepired by the experimenter's office on
1-trick, DO0-bpi, hlnary lagnetic t_pes. The radiances,
leisured hy 16 channels at 2.3-15 licroleters with I ground
resolution of 2_ km, are Ideclouded" (;ntarpolated end smoothed
across regions of cloud). They Ire grouped into major frames
along with orbit, iltitude, Iititude, longitude, ind some
IncilJary data. Each tape contlins approximately 10 dlys of
data.
...............................................................
NIMBUS 4, HCCULLOCH
TB4PERATURE-HUHIDITY INFRARED RADIOHETER
(THIR)
...............................................................
Data set name - THIR 11.S-MICRON PHDTDFACSIMILE FILM STRIPS
23
ir. _ _,_._,:_.:,. ,_
NSSOC ID 70-025A-O2A, 11.5-M]CRONCLOUDNONTAP_E,FZLM
Time period covered - 04/18/70 TO 04/08/71
Qu•ntlty of data - 8049 FEET 0F B_dNEGATIVES
These montages of brlghtnosm ¢Olperatures, measured •t
11.5 micrometers, are available on 7O-B photofacsimile fill
strips. Positive or negative copies of the film strips are
ivail•ble in uniform density exposure in e_t_ar transparencies
or paper prints. Daytime and nighttime orbital swaths are
displayed in Itrips, each corresponding to a distance
approximately from pole to pole and i width from horizon to
horizon. 1he ground resolution of 7.7 km at nadir decreases as
the horizontal distance from the lubmatellite track increases
E_ch film strip is gridded with geographic coordinates and is
identified by orbit number, tile, and an indication of whether
it ;s daytime CO) or nighttime (N). The strips •re arr•nged
chronologically on 100 _o 500-ft rolls of film. Additional
descriptions of the data can be found ;n section 3.4.] of "The
Nimbus IV User's Cuide m (TRF B06861) and in mThe Nimbus 4 Data
Cat•log, = NSSOC 1D 70-(_25A-D_C (TRF BO6582.)
...........................................................
Data set name - THIR 6.7-MICRON Ptt0TOFACSIMILE FILM
STRIPS
NSSDC ID 70-025A-O2B, 6.7-MICRON CLOUD MONTAGE,FILM
Time period covered - O4/18/70 TO 04/O8/71
quantity of data - 4419 FEET OF B/W NEGATIVES
Thole montages of brightness temper•lures, measured at
6.7 llCroleters, •re •v•illble On 7O-lm photo_•cslmile film
strips Positive or nag•alva copims of the film strips are
available in uniform denmlty elposure in either transparencies
or piper prints. Daytile and nighttime orbital swaths are
displayed in strips, each corresponding t_ • distance
appro, imately from pole to pole and a width from horizon to
horizon The ground resolution of 22.6 km at nadir decreases
as the horizontal d_stance from the subsatetllte track
increases. E_ch film str_p ;s gridded wlth geographic
coordinates and is identified by orbit number, time, and an
indic•tion of whether ;t is daytime (D) or nighttime (N). The
Itrips •re arranged chronologically on 100 to 500-ft rolls of
film. Additional descr;ptions can be found in section 3.4.1 of
mThe Nimbus IV User's Cuide" (TRF BO685I) and in =The Nimbus 4
Data Catalog°" NSSO(:: 1D 70-025A-0_: (TRF BO6S82.)
...............................................................
Data set name - THIR DATA CATAL0_3. ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 70-025A-020, NIMBUS 4 THIR DATA CATALOC_.FICHE
Time period covered - O4/18/70 TO O4/08/71
quantity of data 48 CARDS OF B/l# MICROFICHE
This d•t• set consists of • aeries oF volumes called mThe
Nimbus 4 Data Catalog." It pictorially describes data that are
acquired by the Image Dissector Calm ra System (ID(_) and the
Temperature-Humldity ;nfrmred Radiometer (THIR) e=perlments.
World montages are arranged in chronological order ;n each
volume, which also includes superlmpoled grids for reading key
latltudel. The elght-volume catalog covers the per_od April
1970 to April 1972. This data met should be used in
conjunction aith "The Ngmbus IV User's Culde," TRF I]O6861.
.........................................................
Dat• set name 11.5 MICRON TH]R RADIATION TAPES
NSSDC ID 70-O25A 02D, 1].b-MICRON CLOUD RADIANCE TAPE
Time period covered - O4/10/70 TO 02/13/71
qu•ntity of data - 1293 REEI S OF TAPE
This let of brightness temperatures is available on
7-track, BOO-bpi, binlry magnetic tapes lhese tapes, al_o
referred to as Nimbus Neteorolog_cat Radiation lapel
(NNI_T-THIR), are produced on an IBH 360 computer and contain
one orbit of data per file The first record Of each file
contains documentation and inform•lion describing the orbit.
Subsequent records contain brightness temperatures that are
measured at 11.5 micrometers eJth a ground resolution of 7.7
km There are also locations and time of each observat,o..
Data set name - 6.7-MICRON THIR RADIATION TAPF_
NSSOC ID 70-025A-02E, 6.?-NIORONCL0UD RADIANCE TAPE
Tile period covartd- 04/14/70 TO 08/26/71
qumntlty of data - 1032 REELS OF TAPE
This let of brightne_ t_mperat_res is available on
7-trick, 800-bpi, binary magnetic tdlpeS. Thole tipei, also
referred to as Nimlbul Nmtmorolog;cal Redilt;o. Tlpel
(NNRT-THIR), Ire produced on an IBH360 coiputer and Co_htlln
one orbit of data per file. The first record of each file
contains doculNlntatlon and ;nformsti_ descrlbing the orbit.
Submequmnt records contain br;ghtmess temperatures that are
measured •t 6.7 liCrOllateri with : ground rise lull on of _.6
km. There ira mime locations and time of each observation.
.............................................................
NIMBUS 4, WARK
SATELLITE INFRARED SPECTROHETE_ (SIRS)
............................................................
Data set name - SATELLITE INFRARED SPECTROHETER RADIANCE
TAPES
_ ID 70-_SA-O4A, SIRS RADIANCE TAPES
Tile period covered - 04/08/70 TO 04108/7)
quantity of data 1" _0 REELS OF TAPE
Thls set of radilnce data is contained on 7-track,
556-bpi, binary magnetic tapes _hib lore created on a CO(: 6600
computer. An identical set of 556-bpi tapes generated on an
I_ 7094 is also ave;labia. The data met contalna radiances
thlt wore meilured at 11-36 micrometer wavelengths. Unusable,
erroneous, and improperly sequenced values are not included.
It also does not contain the derived tel_erature profiles,
which are aveilmble from the National Climatic Data Center,
A_heville, North C•rolln•. For further description of the tape
format, see lice;on 1.5.3, vet 1, mThe Nimbus 4 Data Catalog, m
TRF BO6582.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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Data set name - DATA CATALOCS OF EXP_I_ OPERATIONS
NSSDC ID 72-097A-OOD, DATA CATALOG OF EXPE3RMNT OPE_ATNS
Time period covered - 12/19/72 TO 07/31/74
qulntlty Of data - 78 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This C_FC •Nimbus 5 Data CltlIOg" documents data from the
NilbUS 5 _eteorologic•l satellite. E=periment operation
sulmarlel ire preeented in section ] of each volume, which
contains a listing of satellite equatorial crosllng times lad
on-off ti mei for the various elperlments. Vol 1 covers
December 19, 1972, to January 31, 19731 vol 2, February 1,
1973, to Harch 31, ]973; vol 3, April 1. 1973. to Nay 31, 19731
vol 4, June 1, 1973, _o July 31, 19731 vol 5, August 1, 1973.
to Septmmbmr 30, 19731 vol 6, October 1, 1973, to November 30,
19731 vol 7, December 1. 1973, to January 31, 19741 vol 8,
February 1, 1974. _o Harch 31° 19741 vol 9, April 1, 1974. _o
May 31, 1914; and vol 10, June 1, 1974, to July 31, 1974.
..............................................................
NIMBUS 5, HOUCHTON
SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOMETE_ (SCR)
................................................
Data set name - SELECTIVE CPIDPPI_ RADIDMETE_ RADIEE
DATA ON HACNE_IC TAPE
NSSOC ID 72-097A-O2A, SCR RADIANCE TAPES
Tile permod covered 12/]3/72 TO 12/26/74
_uantity of data 70 Rh_L5 OF 1APE
This data set contains calibrated, earth-located
rad*ances that were prepared by the experimenter's office on
7-track, 800-bpl, binary magnetic tapes. The radiances,
measured b_ 16 channels at 2.3-15 micrometers mith a ground
resolution of 25 km, •re "declouded = (interpolated and smoothed
across regions of cloud). They are grouped into major frames
along with orbit, altitude, latitude, longitude, and sole
ancillary data. E_ch tape contains approximately 10 days of
data
NIMBUS 5, HOVIS
SUHFACE CDMPDSITION MAPPINC RADIOM_IEI_
(SCMR)
_4
0RIG ''_L_ P_E _'_
OF PO_ _ _::.iTY
Data set name - SURFACE COMPOSITE _PPIN¢ RADIDHErl3R
(SC!4_) DATA ON MACNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 72-097A-0SA, SFC COHPOSITION HAPPINC R/d) TAPE_
Time period covered - 12/11/72 TO 12130/72
Quantity of data 45 REELS OF TAPE
This data met of earth surface radiances I•s generated on
an IBM 360 computer and put on 9-track0 16OO-bpi, E_EDIC
magnetic tapes It contains calibrated and located IR
radi•nces and brightness telperatures at 660 x 660 m ground
resolution. Data are grouped in 7-min observations in the
Hercat_)r projection, covering globally from BO dog S. 1;o 80 dog
N. For each day of observation, there is a vat,ring number of
archival lagnetic tapes
...........................................................
NIMBUS S° HCCULLDCH
TB4PERATURE/IIUMIDITY INFRARI_) RADIOMETER
(THIR)
.............................................................
Data set name - 11.5-MACRON THIR PHOTDFACSIMILE FILM
NSSDC ID 72-097A OSA, 11.5-MICRON CLOUO MONTAGE,FILM
Tile period covered - 12/19/72 TO 03/12/75
Quantity of data - 1B5S4 FEET OF B/W NEGATIVES
These Imontages of brightness temperatures, leisured •t
11.5 llcrometers, are available on 70-mm photofacsiamle fill
strips. Positive or negative copies of the fill strips are
avail•hie in uniform density exposure in either transparencies
or paper prints Daytime and nighttime orbital mwlths Ire
displayed in strips, each corresponding t_) a distance
approximately from pole to pole and a midth from horizon to
horizon. The ground resolution of 8.2 km at nadir decreases as
the horizontal distance from the subsatelllte track increases.
_ch film strip is gr;dded with geographic coordinates •nd is
identified by orbit number, time, and an indication of lhether
it is daytime (D) or nighttime (N). The strips •re arranged
chronologically on 100- to ,SO0-fb rolls of film.
...............................................................
Data set name - 6.7-MICRON THIR PHOTOFACSIMILE FILM
NSSOC ID 72-Og7A-OSB, 6.7-MICRON CLOUD MDNTAOES,FILM
Tile period covered - 12/19/72 TO 03/12/7S
quantity of data - 19213 FEET OF B/W NECATIVES
These iN_ntages of brightnass temperatures, measurmd it
6.7 llCrOleters0 ire available on 70--11 photofacsilile film
strips. Positiv• or tioga|iv• COpies of the fill strips are
available in unlforl density exposure in e|ther tran_q0lrencles
or paper prints. D•ytlme and nighttime orbital smiths Ire
displayed in strips, each corrempondlng to • distance
approxilately from pole to pole and i lldth from horizon to
horizon. The ground resolution of _.5 km it nldir decreases
as the horizontal distance from the subsltelllte trick
increases. Each fill strip is grldded with geographic
coordinates and is identified by orbit number, time° and an
indication of whether it is day|lie (D) or nighttime (N). The
strips are arranged chronologlc•lly on 100- to 500-ft rolls of
film.
..............................................................
Data met name - 1).5 MICRON THIR DATA TAPES
NSSDC ID 72-097A-080, 11.5-MICRON CLOUD RADIANCE TAPE
Time period covered - 12/19/72 TO 02/07/74
quantity of data - 1866 RET-LS OF TaPE
This set of brightness telperatures is available on
7 track, 800-bpi, binary magnetic tapes. These tapes, also
referred to as Nilbus Meteorological Radiation Iapes
(I_T-THIR) 0 are produced on an IBH 360 computer and contain
one orbit of data per fileo The first record of each file
contains documentation •nd information describing t_he orbit.
Subsequent records contain brightness temperatures that •re
leisured at 11.b micrometers with • ground resolution of 8.2
km. There are also Ioc•tions and time of each observation.
...............................................................
Data set name - 8.7 MICRON THIR DATA TAPES
NSSOC ID 72-097A-OSD, 6.7-MICRON CLOUD RADAINCE TAPE
Time period covered - 12/19/72 TO 02/07/74
Quantity of data - 1030 REELS OE TAPE
This set of brightness temperatures is available on
7-trick, BO0-bpi, binary l•gnetlc tapes. These tapes, also
referred to as Nimbus Neteorologlcal Radiation ]apes
(NHRT-THIR), ire produced on in IB_ 360 computer and conta,n
one orbit Of data per file The first record of each file
contains documentation and information describing the orbit.
Subsequent records contain brightness temperatures that are
measured at 6.7 micrometers with a ground resolutmon of _.5
km. There are also Iocatmons and time of each observation
.......................................................
NIMBUS S, SHETH
INFRAR_ TEPIPI3RATURE PROFILE RADIOMETI_
(ITPR)
........................................................
Data met name - INFRARED TBqPERATURE PROFILE RADIANCE
OBSERVATIONS ON MACNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 72-097A-O]A, RADIANCE OBSERVATIONS ON TAPE
Time period covered - 02/)4/75 TO 09/30/76
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This dat• set contains cillbrated, earth located
radiances that were supplied by the eaperimenter's office on
7-track, 80Cl-bp;, b_nary magnetic tapes. The IR radiances mere
observed in seven spectral bands (3.7-20 micrometers), mainly
in the nadir mode and occasionally in the scanning mode, with a
spatial resolution of 21.4 n.m. The original tapes have been
compressed by _ onto one g-track, 1600-bp; tape.
..............................................................
NIMBUS 5, STAELIN
MICROWAVE SPECTROMETE_ (NEMS)
...............................................................
Data set name - MICROWAVE SPECTROMETE_ OUTPLr/ 1API_
(N_SOT)
NSSDC ID 72-Og7A-O3A. N_S OUTPUT 1AP_ (NI_tSOT)
Time period covered - 12/18/72 TO 10/31/73
_uantlty of data - 31 REELS OF TAPE
The Nimbus E M;croeave Spectrometer (NEHS) data Ire
available on Q-track, 1600-bpl magnetic tapes. Also raferred
t_ aS NI_ Output Tapes (N_OT), the data were produced by the
exp®rlmenter on an ZBH 360/165 computer. They c_0_rttaln surface
reflect;wiry, later vapor, liquid water, thickne--, temperature
at st•ndard pra84sure levels, surflce brightnm_ temperature,
and surface type information. Data are grouped into 16-s,
earth-vlew;ng frillS. National Meteorological Center grid
data, interpolated in time and mpace to the I_ meamuremont
point, ire 80me|lieS included. Each _lpe coati ins 2 to 6 days
of data. These data ire also available on microfiche is data
set 72-097A-03B.
...............................................................
Data sat name - NE_ OUTPUT TAPES ON MICROFICHE
NSSOC ID 72-097A-O3B, NB4S OUTPUT TP(NIE)4SOT)0N N/FICHE
Time period covered - 12118/72 TO 12/31/73
Quantity of data - 168 CARDS OF B/V MICROFICHE
This set of Nimbus E Nicr_ive Spectrometer (I_S) data
were generated from the HE Output Tapes (NI_SOT; NSSI:X:: ID
72-097A-03B) onto microfiche. It contains printouts of
inferred and inverted meteorologic•| altimeters, including
surface reflectlvity, liter vapor, liquid water, thickness,
temperature •t standard pressure levels, surface brlghtnesm
telporature, and surf•co type information. Data ire grouped
into ]6-S, earth-viewing frames. National Meteorological
Center grid data, interpolated in time and space to the NEHS
measurement point, are sentimos included.
..............................................................
Data met nile - _ BRICHTNESS TB4PE_ATURE DATA ON
MICROFICHE
NSSDC IO 72-O%7A-O3C, NB4S BRICHTNESS TB4P - MICROFICHE
Time period covered - 12/17/12 TO 12/31/73
Quantity Of data - 93 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This set of brightness tmmperltures was generated by eke
experimenter on an IBM 360 computer and archived on microfiche
25
in both graphic and tibuilr form. Brightnm tolpmrnturen for
omch of th0 _ive experiment channels (_, 31, _>4, E_, and 59
OHz) ire dimplaymd in 16-s. earth-vlewlng fralms. The date,
time, latitude, and longitude are ilio prlnt_ld after every 14
frames. Refer t_0 8to%ion 1.7, vol 1, of mThe Nimbus 5 Data
Catalog a (_F B176971 for exalmles.
...............................................................
NIMBUS 5, WIUtEIT, JR.
EI_--CrRICALLY SC_INC MICROVAVE
RAOIO_ET_ (ESMR)
Data set name - FIECTRICALLY SCANNING MICROWAVE
RADI_ET) (ESMR) OAIA TAPES
NSSOC ID 72-097A-O4A, ESHR CALIB BRCHT TEHP (CBT) TAPES
Time period covered - 12/11/72 TO 05/16/77
Quantity of data - 103 REELS OF TAPE
This dati set contains brightneam temerature datl on
9 trick, 1600-bpi. binary tapes that mere generated by 1EI_ 360
computers. It consist_ of cllibrited brightnems temperatures
m,asured at 19.35 GHz during each 4-s scan of t_11e earth.
RmsoJutic_ is 25 • 25 km near nadir, degrading t41 160 km
cross-track by 45 km down-track at the ends of the scan. There
is also information off geographic locations and tlme of
observations. E_ch tape contains 16 days of data.
...............................................................
Data set name - SELECTED _ COLOR IHACES
NSSDC 1D 72-O97A-O4B, SELECTi_ F_ COLOR IMAGES
Time period covered - 12/15/71 TD 02/10/73
quanbity of data - 43 COLOR NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of false color composites that
depict terrestrial brightness temperatures ;n the range of 163
to 310 K. The data are displayed using either polar or
Mercator projection, mith each frlme representing observations
from ] day (13 orbits). Horizontal resolution of the data
varies from 25 to 160 km, depending on the sensor's viewing
ingle. These data are normally available in 8 x 10 in.
posmtive or negative transpirenc;es and print4s. An index of
the days and areas for vhich data are available can be found in
table 3 of the mThe Nimbus 5 Data Catalog, I vol 2.
.............................................................
Data set name - _ 70 _ PHOTOFACSIMILE FILH
I_ ID 72-097A-04C, ESHR 70 HM PItOTOFACSIMILE FILM
Time period covered - 12/11/72 TO 05114/75
Quantity of data - 9094 FEET OF B/W NEGATIVES
This set of brightness temperatures is supplied by the
e•perlmenter on 7O-ml photofacelmile film. Each frame contains
a geographic grid and two gr(_pm of threa parallel mtrlps of
imagery, each containing one-half the orbital data. The
apatial coverage im identlcal ;n each group, but each strip has
a different dynamic range for ;ts gray meals: IO0-_DO K,
]90-27D K, and 250-300 K, respect;rely. Further description
can be found kn section 3, vol 1, of IThe Nimbus 5 DIta
Catalog, m TRF B17697
....................................................
Data set name - SAIELLIIE-DE_IVED GLOBAL 0CF_NIC RAINFALL
AILAS (1973-19741
NSSDC ID 72-097A-O4D, SATELLITF-DERIVFD OCFJ_NIC RAINFAL
l'me perked covered 12/11/72 TO 02/28/7S
Quantity of datl 6 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set contains quantltat_ve maps of rainfall ;n a
hardbound volume lhe maps were derived from the relationship
between brightness temperatures and r_in rates measured over
oceans. Rainfall beteeen December 1971 and February 197S els
averaged by week, _nth, season, end year From these maps,
analysis mls elde of the patterns of rainfiJJ in the Atlantic,
Pacific, and |ndian Oceans lhe virmitlons in oceanic rainfall
and ;n latent hell release should prow;de useful inputs to
numerical models and to studies of planetary energy and water
budgets The atlas mas originally printed as C_FC documenL
X-911-76-116 Subsequently. it eas printed aS a NASA document,
NASA SP-4]O Additional references describing methods of
derivtng rainfall rates are available from I_oSOC, nimely B_3747
and B29545
.........................................................
Data set name BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATIJRE AN{) SEA ICE
CONCB_qltATION DATA ON NAOeETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 72-097A-O4E, BRIOHTI_ TEHP + SEA ICE CONCE_IT
Time pmrlcNt covered - 01101/73 TO 12/31/76
Quantity of data - 4 REELS OF TAPE
This data _lt contminm sea ice concentratlonm and
brlght_lese temperatures that mere generated by In IBIM
computer 6250-bpi0 I_1C Ilulgnet,c tape. It ,s derived from
ilma&uriment_ tmEen at 19-(_tz frequency. Calibrated brightness
temperatures, ioa ice cG_ncontratlons, and inclJlary dati much
as murface air t_mmperat_ure and pressure are premented in i _93
• 293 polar mtereogriphic grid that maGi--as the bO dig S
latitude circle and 50 dee N. latltoude circle, respectively.
The cell size varies from 32 • 32 km at the pole _o 28 x 28 km
at _0 dee S. I_k)nthly, multlyeir im_nthly, and yearly data more
created for 4 yr from 1973 _o 1976, except _or 7 I_D for ehich
there were insufficient data.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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NIMBUS 6, CILLE
LIMB RADIANCE INVERSION RJ_)IOMET_
(LRIR)
...........................................................
Data set nine - INVBTB PROFILE OF TEMPERATURE AND OZONE
ARCHIVAL TAPE
NSSDC ID 75-052A-O4A, INVR TMP&OZONE PRFL ARCH TP(IPAT)
Time period covered - 06/20/75 TO 01/06/76
Quantity of data - 7 REELS OF TAPE
This data set conLains temperature and ozone
concentration profiles thmt were inverted from radiances
leamured in four spectral regions (9.6-0 tmo ]S-, and 23- to
37-m;cro_¢er). It prey;dee profiles as • function of pressure
for 17 stmndard levels (from 100 to 0.1 mbar, i.e., from 15 to
64 km). Horlzontaily, it coverm from 64 deQ S. to B4 deg N. at
4-dee increments. I_th the temperiture ind uppper level C>3O
km) ozone data agree well mith coincident rocket measurements.
This data set is provided by the experimenter on seven 9-track,
1600-bpl, IBH binary magnetic tapes.
...............................................................
NIMBUS 6, NCCULLOCH
TEHPERATURE/IIUHIDITY INFRARi_) RADIOMETE_
(THIR)
...............................................................
Data set name - 6.7 MICRON PIt0TOFACSIMILE BLACK AND WHITE
7O-MH FILM
NSSDC ID 76-052A-12A, 11.5-MICRON CLOUD NohrrACE,FILM
Ti_ period covered - 07/14/75 TO 02/13/77
Quantity of data - 21893 FF_ OF B/W NEGATIVES
This set of brightness temperatures, measured it 11.S
micrometers, is available on 70-mm phot_)facslm_le film strips.
Pod;tire or negetlve copies of the film strips are available in
uniform density exposure in either trmnsparencles or piper
prints. Oayt;me end nighttime orb;tel swaths ere displayed in
atrlps, each corresponding t_0 i distance approximately from
pole t.o pole and m width from horizon to horizon. The Qround
rasolution Of 8.2 km at nadir _ecrelses as the horizontal
distance from the mubaatelllte trick increlmes. F_ch film
strip is gridded with geographic c_rdinates and ;s identified
by orbit number, time, and an indkcatlon of whether ;t Is
daytime (D) or nighttime (N). The strips are arrangmd
chronologically on 100- to 5go-re rolls of film. For a
complete description of the data set, see section 2.4.1 in lThe
Nimbus 6 User's Guide. • TRF Er23261.
......................................
Data set name - 11.5 MICRON PHOTOFACSIMILE BLACK AND
WHITE 70-HIH FILM
NSSDC ID 75 O52A 12B, 6.7-MICRON CLOUD NONTACE,FILM
Tine per_od covered - 07/14/75 TO 02/13/77
Qu_nt,ty of data - 21923 FEET OF B/W NFCAT]VE_
This set of brightness teeperatures, measured it 6.7
micrometers, is iva;leble on 70-mm pho_of_csimile Film str_p_
Positive or negative copies of the film strips are available in
uniform donslty exposure in either transparencies or paper
pr*nts Daytime and nighttime orbital swaths are displayed in
strips, each corresponding to a distance Ippro•mmately from
po)e _o pole and a eld_h from hnrizon to horizon lhe ground
resolution of _P_.5 km at nadir decreases as the horizontal
_6
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distance from the subsatellite track increases. Each f_lm
strip ;s gridded u;th geographic coordinates and ;s identified
by orbit number, time, and ;n indication of whether it isdaytime dO) or nighttime (N The strips ere arranged
chronologically on 100- to 5OO-ft rolls of film. For I
complete description of the data set, see section 2.4.1 in aThe
Nimbus 6 User's Guide, m TRF _3261.
...............................................................
Data set name - 11.5 HICROMETB_ T_4PB_ATURE-HIJ4IDITY
INFRARED RADIOHEr[_ (THIR) DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 75-052A-12C, II.S-MICRON CLOUD RADIANCE 1APE
Time period covered - 06/]8/75 TO 0g/]4/76
quant;ty of data _42 RED-S OF TAPE
This set of brightness temperatures is available on
7-track, 800-bp;, binary magnetic tapes These tapes, also
referred to as Nimbus Meteorological Red;at;on 7ipe_
(NMRT-THIR), are produced on an IBM 360 computer and contain
one orbit of data per file. The first record of each file
conta;ns documentation and information describ;ng the orb4t
Subsequent records contain brightness temperatures that are
measured at 11.5 micrometers with a ground resolution of 8.2
km There are also locations and time Of each observation
............................................................
Data set name - 6.7 H1CRON THIR DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 75-052A-12D, 6.l-MICRON CLOUD RADIANCE TAPE
Time period covered - 06/18/75 TO 05/06/77
Quantity of data - 111 REELS OF TAPE
This set of brightness temperatures is available on
7-track, _K)O-bpl, binary magnetic tapes. These tapes, also
referred _o as Nimbus ReteoroJogicaJ Radiation Tapes
(NF_T-THIR), are produced on an 1_ 360 computer and contain
one orbit of data per file. The first record of each file
contains documentation and information describing the orbit.
Subsequent records contain brightness temperatures that are
measured at 6.7 micrometers lith m ground resolution of 2_2.5
km. There are also locations and time of each observatmon.
..............................................................
NIMBUS 6, SMITH
HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIATION
SOUNDER (HIRS)
...............................................................
Data set nile - HIR5 BRIGHTNESS TE)4PERATURES ON 70-HM
FILM
NSSDC ID 75-OS2A-O2A, HIRS BRIGHTNESS TaP ON 70-RMFILH
Time period covered - 06/13/75 TO OS/26/76
Quantity of data - 1_00 FEtT OF B/W N_ATIVF_S
These brightness temperatures, supplied by the
experimenter, are displayed as black and white images at either
full vertical scale (F) or partial vertical scale (P). In the
F mode, one orbit of data, i.e., up to 125 mln of data From one
of the 17 channnels (0_69 and 3.7 to 15 m;crometers), ;s output
on m single image. In the P mode, data are displayed at tmice
the vertical scale used at the F mode; two images are usually
needed _o display all 125 m;n of data. Spatial resolutlc_ at
nadir is about 25 km. Conversion from the 1n-step gray scale
to brightness tempmratures can be found in a table in each of
the first six volumes of UThe Nimbus 6 Data Catalog, I TRF
[_6731.
........................................ _ ......................
Data set name - MBG_D HIRS/SCAMS RADN. THP • HUMIDITY
SOUNDINO DATA FOR CARP DATA SYS TEST (TP)
NSSDC ID 75-OS2A-O2B, HIRS/SCAMS RADN, TRP_HUMIDITY TP
Time period covered - 08/17/75 TO 03/04/76
Quantity of data - 268 REFJ_ OF IAPE
Thls data set contains calibrated radiances and
parameters derived from the High RosoJutlon Infrared Radiometer
Sounder (HIRS) and Che Scanning MicrOWave Spectrometer (SCAMS)
measurements. Data are saved on In drbit-by-orbit basis. Each
orbital set contains: 1) calibrated and earth-located HIRS
radiances per field-of-v;ew with 30- _o SS-km resolution; 2)
calibrated and earth-located SCAMS radiances per f;eid-of-viee
mith 180- to 380-km resolution; ind 3) temperature and humidity
sounding retrieval data at standard preMure levels from 1000
to 1 mbar, both derived from HIRS and SCAMS radiances. The
sounding data sets also include estimates of clear column
radiances, surface albedo, cloud parameters, Ind Iongwave flux
at approximately 300-km rm_oJution. This data set was
generated by the Former Goddird Applications Directorate on the
Atmospheric and Oceanographic Information Processing System
(AOIPS) as J dIta system test in support Of the Global
Atmospheric Remmarch Program (CJ_RP). The data set mum archlved
on 9-trDck, 1600-bpl, binary magnetic tapes. It ;s also listed
as i SCAHS data set (NSS[X_ ID 75-052A-10C).
...............................................................
NIMBUS 6, STAELIN
SCANNING MICROWAVE SPECTROME'TB (SCAHS)
...............................................................
Data set name -SCAMS OUTPUT TAPE OF WATER VAPOR AND
TB4PBATU_E (SOTA)
NSSDC ID 75-O_2A-IOA, SCADS OUTPUT TP OF H20+TMP(SOIA)
Time period covered - 06/15/75 TO 05/2g/76
Quantity of data - @l REELS OF TAPE
This data set of meteorological parameters mas prepared
by the experimenter's &ffice on an I_ 360/75 computer and than
put onto 9-track, 1600-bpi, binary magnetic tapes. It
cont_ns: ]) br;ghtnmss temperatures from five channels (_.235
to $5.45 C_4z); 2) retrieved later vapor m_ount _nd cloud eater
content over calm oceans; 3) _nverted mean Jayer temperatures
for 1000-500 mbar, 500 250 mbar, and 250-100 mbar; and 4)
derived temperatures for 14 s_indard pressure levels from 10OO
to 100 mbar. Spatial re_olution on the ground varies from 145
kl it nadir to 330 at scan extremes. Normally, one tape
contilns 4 days of data.
..........................................................
Data set name -SCAMS BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES, WATB
VAPOR, AND TBPE_ATURE ON 70-HM FILM
NSSOC ID 75-052A-lOB, SCAMS RADN, H_O+THP ON 70-_M FILM
Time period covered - 06/15/75 TO 03/0_/76
Quantity of data - 1500 FEET OF B/d NEGATIVES
This set of brightness temperatures and retrieved
meteorological parameters was supplied by the experimenter as
black and white images. F_ch display contains eight vertical
strips of data from one orbit. All strips have the same
geographic coverage, but each represents m different parameter.
The first three are brightness temperatures for channels
(31.65 QHz) and 3 (52.85 GHz) and their differmnces. The next
tee represent retrieved water vapor ind liquid later from
clouds or prmc;pltat;on over the oceans, respect;rely. The
remaining three strips on the right represent inverted mean
temperatures for atmospheric layers 1000-500 mbar, S00-250
Ibar, and 250-100 mbar, respectively. The first five
parameters are displayed in 18-step gray levels, the values of
uhlch can be found in a table in each of the first five volumes
of eThe N;mbum 6 Dace Galilee- I The last three parameters Ire
displayed by contour bands (labeled on bhe side) that are
spaced 4 K apart. Spatial resolution on the ground for the
parameters varies from ]45 km at nadir to 330 km it the scan
extremes.
...............................................................
Dat_ set name - ME]RCI_I HIRS/SC/_4SP./kON, THP • HUMIDITY
SOUNDING OATA FOR CARP DATA SYS TEST (TP)
N_ ID 75-052A-10C, HIRS/SCANS RADN,TMP+HUMIDITY TP
Time period covered - 08/17/75 TO 03/04/76
Quantity of daLa- 268 REELS OF TAPE
This data me_ contains calibrated radiances and
parameters derived from thm High Resolution lnfrlred Radiometer
Sounder (HIRS) and the Scanning H;cro_ave Spectrometer (SCARS)
measurements. Data Ire saved off in orblt-by-orblt basis. Each
orbital set contains: 1) calibrated ind earth-located HIRS
radllnces per f;eJd-of-vlee eith 30- to S_-km resoiut;on; 2)
calibrated and elrth-Jocated SCAMS radiances per fleld-of-v;el
with 180- to _O-km resolution; and 3) temperature and humidity
sounding retrieval data It standard pressure levels from ]000
to I mbar, both derived from HIRS end SCAMS radiances The
mounding data sets also include estimates of clear column
radlin_es, surface mlbmdo, cloud parameters, and Iongmave flux
at approximately 300-km resolution. This data set eas
gmnerated by the former Goddard Applications Directorate on the
Atmospheric and Oceanographic Informal;on Processing System
(AOIPS) as I data system test in support of the Global
Atmospheric Research Progrmm (CARP). The data set mas archived
on Q-track, ]600-bpl, binary magnetic tapes. It is also listed
as a HIRS data set (NSSOC ID 75-O_2A-O2B).
...............................................................
Nlt4H_US 6, _IUtEIT, JR.
ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MIOROWAVE
RADIDM_T_ (ESHR)
...............................................................
Data set name - _ B_IC_TNESS T_[_ATURES ON 70-HH FILM
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NSSOC ID 75-0S2A-03B, _ BRIGHTNESS TMP ON 7O-HH FILH
Tile period covered - 06/22/75 TO 08/11/77
Quantity of data - 2000 FEL-T OF 8/I# NECATIVES
These brightness telperatures0 luppli•d by the
ezperlmenter, are displayed Is black Ind white illegal it either
full vertical scale (F) or partial vortical scale (P_. In the
F mode, up to 125 m;n of date ire output on • single illge. In
the P mode, data are diiplayod at twice the vertical scale used
at the F mode, and two i lmge& Ire usually needed to display ill
125 man of data. FJch display contains lwaths of horizontally
or vertically polarized data of the 37-QHz channel at a
brightness tOlpOrature rings. Spatial resolution at nadir is
20 kl ;n the cross-track direct;on and 45 kl along track.
Conversion from the 18-step gray scale to brightness
telperatures can be found ;n a table in each of the 11 volumes
of •The Nllbus 6 Data Catalog, e TRF Er26731.
eweaeoeeeoeieeeeeeeeeee NI_ 7 eeeeeeeeeeawaeeaaeeeaeeewieaee
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NIH_ 7, OL0_
_I¢ _LTISPECTRAL MICRDWAVE
RADIOMETER (StlPIR)
..............................................................
Data let nile - AI_F[_ TEMPERATURE DATA (TAT)
_IC TAPE
NSSDC ID 78-O98A-OmA, ANTE_INA TB4PE_ATURE TAPE (TAT)
Time period covered - 10/25/78 TO 06/29/88
Quanti_y of data - 746 REFtS OF TAPE
This elperlmenter-suppl;ed radloletrlc data set eas
generated on an 11_4 _081 co_puter, at contains orbit-by-orbit
antenna temperature data (counts neasured in five bands from
6.6 to 37 CHz) for horizontal and vertical polarizations
separately. It also contains antenna ingles, incide,ce and
ref'lected angles, mpacecraft ephemeris, attitude, and
houeekeeplng inforlat;on. EJIch TAT contains 3 days of data on
a 6250-bpi ripe. The TAT dlta set is the most blslc forl of
the SMMR data and is not expected to be of s_gnif_c•nt use t.o
10st invest;maters
...........................................................
Datl set nile - CELL-ALL HORIZONTAL + VERTICAL
POLARIZATION BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES DATA
NSSOC ID 78-098A-O88, HOR*VER POLRIZ BRQH THP(CELL-ALL)
Tile parlod covered - 10/29/78 TO 08/25/87
Quantity of data - 528 REELS OF TAPE
This experlmenter-lupplied brightness temperature data
sot was g0nerated from the Ant0nna Temperature Tipe (TAT; NSS_X::
ID 78-OQBA-OSA) and w•e produced on Q-track, 1600-bp;, binary
magnetic tapes. E_ch tape contains 3 dlys of brightness
temperatures thit are calibrated elth prellunch fist data and
mapped into evenly spaced cellm. Four d;fferlnb cell slzes are
umed: 156 • 156 km (all ten channels), q7.5 • 97.5 km (ill but
the dual-polarized 6.6-CHz channels). 60 • 60 kl (18-, 21-. Ind
37-Cttz channels), and 30 • 30 km (the dual-polarized 37-C_1z
channels only). The incidence and reflected _un-boresight
ingles lad Geographic and quality flags are ahLo given. All
channels show small amounts of drift (<2 K). For the
vertically polarlzed 6.6-(_tz channel, the drift is about 3 K.
No dati mere Ivalllble frol the horizontally polarized 21-C;Hz
channel after March 13. 1985 This data set ie used to
generate other data sets that contain sea surface temperature,
llnd Ipeeds, sea ice concentratlon, liter vapor, lad snow data.
...............................................................
Data met nime- PARAI_-T_S OF 37-GHZ CHANNEL DATA (SEA
ICE CONC_rTRAT ION) ON HAQNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ]D 78-098A-08C, SE:_ ]CE,PARM 37-CHZ CHA, N(PARH-30)
Tile period covered 10/29/78 TO ]0/29/86
Quantity of dat_ - 394 RF_JS OF TAPE
This experilenter-supplled set of sea ice concentration
dat .... g..... t.d by an Z_ _8] co_.t .... to 9-track,
]800-bpi, binary lagnetlc tipes, at co_tains sea ;ca
concentration, i.e., the friction Of ice cover ;n i 30 X 30 km
field-of-view, derived from the dual-polarized 37-QHz channel
rldiances Data are grouped in scenes, each covering in area
of 780 • 780 km. There ire 6 days of data per one or two
tapes.
........................................................
Data smt nile - PARAHETERS OF LAND-OCEAN DATA ON HAONETIC
TAPE
NSSOC 1D 78-098A-080. PARAH OF LAND AND OCEAN (PAI_I-LO)
Tile period covered - 10/29/78 TO 10/29/88
Quantity of data 243 RE]EL_ OF TAPE
This experilenter-supplied let of land lad ocean
p•ramlters elm generated by an ION 3081 colourer onto Q-track.
1600-bpl, blnary magnetic tapes. It cofltl;na lea surface
temperatures, total atmospheric later vapor, and SoS lurface
wind mpeeds, all derived frol the CELL-ALL (NSSDC ID
78-098A-088) radiances measured in some of the 10 channels
(dual-polarized 37, 21. 18, ]0.7, Ind 6.6 CHz). Sea surface
temperatures are calculated at 156-km resolution. They are
COlputed for areas lying between 5_ dig S. and 60 dig N., at
Joist 600 kl Slay from Jlnd laSS and clear Of severe
rainstorms. Water vapor retrllvals, at 60-kl ream let;on, lay
not be reliable after the 21-CHz channel aas turned off i,,
Harch lg85. There is no wind lpeed (at g7.5-kl resolution) for
the flrit year. F-ch PARH-LO tape contains 6 days Of data
............................................................
Da_a set nile - P_S OF SEA ICE AND SN0_ AND ICE ON
TAPE (PARH-SS)
NSSDC ID 78-098A-OSE, PARN_ SEA ICE,SNO_*ICE (PARM-SS)
Time period covered - 10/29/78 TO 10/_9/86
Quantity of data - 243 REELS OF TAPE
This exper;lenter-lupplied &or of oceanic and cryospheric
paraleters was Qenmrated by In ION 3081 coIputer onto 9-track,
1800-bpl, binary magnetic tapes. It contains lea ;ce
concentration (friction of ice cover in I 60 • 60 km
field-of-view). ;ca surface temperature at 156-km resolution,
and lUltlymar Joe fraction ;n the Northern Helilphere it 60-kl
relolut;on. It also contains lind snow, ice sheet, sea surface
telperatures, and wind speeds at resolutions of 80 _o 156 km.
All paraleters are derived from the CELL-ALL (NSSOC ID
78-098A-088) tape ridiinces leisured in SOle of the 10 chionels
(dual-polarlzed: 37, 21, 18, 10.7. and 6.6 (:_lz). There is one
PARM-SS tape every 6 data days.
..........................................................
Data set name - MAPPED P_S OF SEA lEE AND SNOW AND
ICE ON LAND TAPE (HAP SS)
NSSOC ID 78-008A-08F, HAPPED PARH SEA ICE_S4v, O_(HAP-SS)
Time period covered - 10/30/78 TD 10/25/83
Quantity of data - 59 R_FJS OF TAPE
This data set contm;ne 6-day and monthly averagem of sea
ice Ind ;ca shoat geophysical perimeters derived from radiances
leisured at 6.6 to 37 CHz in both horizontal and vert;cil
polarizations. E_ch perimeter i& lipped onto I polar
etereographlc projection in one of three gr;d sizes of
dilenslons 89 x 89, 267 • 267, and 3_ • 35_. Derived fro_ the
PA_4-SS and PARH-30 tapes (NS_ ]D 78-098A-OBE and
78-008A-08C), this data set was provided by the Nimbus Project
on 1600-bpl IBM tapes. There is approximit_aly one tape per
lonth. No data werl produced beyond Year _ (October ]Q_3).
...............................................................
Data set name - HAPPED PEB_S OF 37-CHZ CHANNEL DATA
TAPE (HAP-30)
NS_DC 1D 78-OgBA-08C, HAPPED PAF_4, 37-CHZ CHAN(HAP 30)
Time period covered - 10/30/78 TO 10/30/83
Quantity of data - 60 RFFIS OF TAPE
This dat_ set contains 6-day and monthly •verlges of
37-CHz (horizontal polarlzition channel) brightness
temperatures projected on _ • _33 polar etereographic grids.
Generated from tha CEJ-L-ALL tapes (N_DC ID 78-098A-088), this
data set was provided by the Nimbus Project on one 1600-bp; IBM
tape per month. No data were produced beyond Year _ (October
1983).
............................................................
Data set name - PtAPP_ PARAHETE_S OF I.-AND-D_ DATA
(S_EqR HAP-LO) ON HACNE_]C TAP1
NSSDC ID 78-OgBA-OSH, HAPPED PARt1 OF LAND-OCEAN(HAP-L0)
Time period covered - 10/30/78 TO 10/26183
Quantity of data - 60 REELS OF TAPE
Thi_ data set contains 6-day and monthly averages of
geophysical pareleters such as sea surface telperature, e;nd,
and total atmospheric water vapor over oceans These
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paraleters ire derived from rid;antes leasured at 6.6 ¢o 37 GHz
;n both horizontal and vertical pollr;zations. _ch parameter
is lapped frog 64 dog N. to 64 dog S. in Nercator projection in
one of three different grid sizes (vertical x horizontal): 03 •
202, 139 = 303, and 281 a 606. Generated from the PARH-LO
tapes (NSSDC 1D 78-098A-OSD), this data set was provided by the
Nilbus Project on one 1600-bpl 1ElM tape per month. No data
were processed beyond Year 5 (October 1983),
Data set name -ORADIENT RATIO
NSSOC ID 78-098A-08], CRADII_[T RATIO
Time period covered - 10/30/78 TO 10/31/8_
Quantity of data - 175 COLOR POSITIVE FRAHES
This data set _s a subset of the HATRIX-SS data met. It
contains laps of 6-day and monthly averages of sea ice surface
telperatures, sea ice concentration (percent of ice cover
within field-of-view), percent polar_zlt;on of the 18- and
37-GHz brightness temperatures, and other geophysical
pirameters over land ShOe, ice sheet, and sol ice. The laps
are displayed in polar stereographlc projection. The HATRIX-SS
data were produced by the Nimbus Project from the RAP-SS tapes
(NSSDC ID 78-098A-O8F) onto color, 105-mm film. No dita mere
processed beyond Year 4 (Oct,)bar 19821.
..............................................................
Data set name - SEA ICE CONCBqTRATION
NSSOC ID 78-098A-O8J, SEA 1CE CONCENTRATION
Time period covered - 10/30/78 ]0 10/31/82
Quantity of data - 176 COLOR POSITIVE FRAMES
This data set ;n a subset of the HATRIX-SS data set. It
ontalns mips of 6-day and monthly averages of sea ice surflce
temperatures, sea ice concmntritlon (percent of ice cover
within field-of-view), percent polarization of the 18- and
37-CHz brightness temperatures, and other geophysical
parameters over land snow, Ice sheet, and sea ice. The laps
are displayed in polar stereographic projection. The HATRIX-SS
data set was produced by the Nimbus Project from the HAP-SS
tapes (NSSDC IO 78-098A-O8F) onto color, ]05-mm film. No data
were processed beyond Year 4 (October IQ_).
...........................................................
Dlta set nime- SPECTRAL GRADIENT
NSSDC 1D 78-098A-OSK, SPECTRAL CRADIE]_T
Time period covered - 10/30/78 TO 10/31/82
Quantity of data - 45 COLOR POSITIVE FRAHF_S
This data set is a subset of the HATRIX-SS data set. It
contains maps of 6-day and monthly averages of sea ice surface
temperatures, sea ice concentration (percent of ice Cover
within f]eld-of-view), percent polarization of the 18- and
37-CHz brightness temperatures, and other geophysical
parameters over land snow, ice mheot, and lea ice. The laps
are displayed in polar stereographic projection. The HATRIX-SS
data set was produced by the Nimbus Project from the NIAP-SS
tapes (NSSDC IO 78-098A-OSF) onto color, 105-ll fill. No data
were processed beyond Yelr 4 (October 19821.
...............................................................
DmCa set name - SF_A ICE AND OCEAN SURFACE TE)tPERATURE
NSSDC ID 78-098A-OSL, SEA ICE AND OCEAN SURFACE TB4P
Tile period covered - 10130/78 TO 10/31182
quantity of data - 45 COLOR POSITIVE FR_ES
This data set ;s a subset of the NATRIX-SS data set. It
contains maps of 6-day and monthly iverages of see ice surface
tomperitures, sea ice concentratlon (percent of ;ca cover
within fleld-of-vlew), percent polarization of the 18- lad
37-CJ_z brightness temperatures, ihd other geophyslcll
parmmeters over land shoe, ;ca sheet, end sea ice. The gips
sre displayed in polar stereograph;c projection. The HATRIX-SS
dati set was produced by the Nilbus Project from the HAP-SS
tapes (NSSDC IO 78-098A-OSF) onto color, 105-mm film. NO dita
were processed beyond Year 4 (October 19821.
...............................................................
Data set name - SEA SURFACE WIND SPEJED
NSSOC ID 78-O98A-OSH, SEA SURFACE WIND SPEB)
Time period covered - 10/30/78 TO 10/31/82
Quantity of data - 24_ COLOR POSITIVE FRAHES
This data set contains leaps of 6-day end monthly Iverages
of sea surface wlnd Ipeeds in He rcat_r projection. Generited
from the HAP-LO tapes (NSSOC ID 78-098A-OeH), this data set is
subset of the MATRIX-LO data set that mas produced by the
_imbus Project off color, lO_-me film. NO data mere processed
beyond Year 4 (Oct;ober 1982).
..............................................................
Data set name - TOTAL ATHOS_]C LIQU10 MATFR OVER OCEAN
NSSDC ID 78 O98A-OSN, LIQUID WATE]_ OVER OCEAN.,
Time period covered - 10/30/78 TO 10/31/82
Quantity of data - 287 COLOR POSITIVE FRAHF-S
This data set contains maps of 6-day and monthly averages
Of total atmospheric liquid water over oceans in Hercator
projection. Generated from the HAP-LO tapes (NSSDC ID
78-O98A-OSH), this data set is a subset of the HIATRIX-LO data
set that was produced by the Nimbus Project on color, lOS-mm
film. No data wore processed beyond Year 4 (October 1982).
............................................................
Data set name - PFRCENT POLARIZATION OVE_ 1E_RAIN
NSSDC ID 78-098A-080, PERCENT POLARIZATION OV_ TI_'RAIN
Time period covered - 10/30/78 10 10/31/82
Quantity of data - 173 COLOR POSITIVE FRAMES
Thls data set contalns maps of 6-day and monthly averages
of percent polarlzat;on of brightness telperatures over terrain
in Mercator projection. Cenerated from the HAP-LO tapes (NSSOC
ID 78-OQBA-OSH), this data set is a subset of the HATRIX-LO
data set that aas produced by the Nimbus Project on color,
105-mm film. No data were proceMed beyond Year 4 (October
19821.
...............................................................
Data set na_ - WATB_ VAPOR OVB_ OCEANS
NSSOC IO 78-OqOA-OSP, WATB_ VAPOR OV_ OCEANS
Time period covered - 10/30/78 TO 10/31/82
Quentlty of data - _PSQ COLOR PPSZTIVE FRAMES
This dlt_ set contains lips of 6-day and monthly averages
of total itlmspheric liter vapor over oceins in Norcltor
project;on. Generated from the MAP-LO topos (NSSDC ID
78-OgBA-OSH) 0 this data see is a m_ubset of the MAll_IX-LO dita
set that was produced by the Nimbus Project on color, 105-11
fill. No data more processed beyond Year 4 (Octobmr 1Q8_).
...............................................................
Data set name - ORIGHTNE_:_% TB4P_JkTURE
NSSDC ID 78-098A-OSQ, ORICHTNESS TB_PB_ATURE
Time period covered - 10/30/78 TO 10131/82
guantity of data - 186 COLOR POSITIVE FRANES
This data eet contlins laps of 6-day averages of 37-(_1z
(horizontal polarization channel) hrlghtness telperatures in
polar stereograph;c projection. Generated from the HAP-30
tapes (NSSOC I0 78-098A-08C) 0 this data set is a subset of the
HATRIX-30 data set t_at was provided by the Nimbus Project on
color, 105-mm fill. No data wore processed beyond Yeir 4
(Oct4:)ber 1Q82).
...............................................................
Data set name - SEA SURFACE TE]qPE]RATURE OVIE_ OCEANS
NSSOC ID 78-Og8A-OSR, SEA SURFACE TE)IP OVE_ OCFJ_S
Time period covered - 10/30178 TO 10/31182
quantity of data - 290 COLOR POSITIVE RRAHES
This darn set contalnl lips o_ 6-day and monthly averages
of sea iurfice t_lporstores over ocelni in Hercltor pro_ect_on.
Generated from t_e HAP-LO tapes (NSSDC ID 78-098A-OSH), thls
diti set is a subset of the NATRIX-LO deta set that aas
produced by the Nimbus ProJ oct on color, 105-_ film. No data
were processed beyond Year 4 (October 198_).
_9
Data set name - SEA ICE NULTI-YEAR ICE FRACTION
IW_SOC ZD 78-098A-08S0 SEA ICE HULTZ-YEAR ICE FRACTION
Time period covered - 10/30/78 TO 10/31/82
quantity of data - ]74 COL_ POSITIVE FRAME_
This data met is a subset of _he NATRIX-SS data set that
contains laps of 6-day and monthly aver•gee of sea ice surface
temperatures, sea ice co_lcentration (percent of ice cover
wlthln field-of-view), portent polarization of the 18- and
37-1_z brightness temperatures, and other geophysical
parameters over land mnom, ice sheet, and sea ice. The saps
are dlspl•yed in polar stereographic projmctlon. The NATRIX-SS
data set was produced by the Nimbus Project from _he MAP-SS
tapes (NSSDC ID 78-098A-OOF) on_o color, lOS-am film. No data
uere processed beyond Year 4 (October 1982).
...............................................................
Data met name - CALIBRATED TB4PBF_TURE DATA (TCT) ON
MAGNE_ IC TAPE
NSSDC ID 78-098A-OOW, CALIBRATED TB_PI_ATURE TAPE (TC_)
Time period covered - 10/25/78 TO 08/20/87
quantity of data - 536 REELS OF TAPE
This calibrated radiometrlc data set was generated from
the Antenna Temperature Tip• (TAT; NSSDC ID 78-098A-OOA) and
was produced by an IBM 308] cow,outer onto 9-track, 82_O-bpl,
binary magnetic tapes. Each tape cent•ins 3 days of brightness
temperatures in the TAT resolution. There •re else data on the
incidence and reflected sun-boremlght angles, and geographic
and quality flags. The radiances contained in _him dat, set
were calibrated based on • model computation; consequently,
they differ from those of the CnL-ALL data (NSSOC ID
78-098A-OOB), which were derived from pre|aunch Lest data.
Conversions from the CFIL to the TCT radiances are possible by
means of i linear equation.
..............................................................
Data set nile - MARCINAL 1CE ZONE EXPERIM_N1 (MIZEX)
BRIGHTNESS TEMPFRATURE DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID /8-098A-OBX, MIZEX BRICHTNESS TEMPFRATURE DATA
Time period covered 11/27/83 TO 04/29/84
quantity of data - 6 REELS OF TAPE
This set of Scanning N_ltichannel Microwave Radiome_er
(_) brightness temperature data was supplied by the Harglnal
lee Zone Experiment (NIZEX-West) principal ;nvestigatx)r in
Q-track, 6250-bp;, IBM binary magnetic _ape&. _ch tape
cent•ins 3 days of brightnemm temperatures th•t are cl|ibrated
based on model computation and are mapped into evenly mpaced
cells. Four differmnt cell sizes are used: 156 • 1S6 kl (all
channel_), 97.S : 97.5 kl (•11 but the dual-polarized 6.6-QHz
channelm), 60 x 6_ km (18-. 21-, and 37-CHz channel•), end 30 x
30 km (the dual-polarized 37-CHz channels only). Besides the
brightness tmmperaturas and the Joc•tion coordinates for each
cell and band, there are data on the ;nc;dence and reflected
sun-her•sight angles, and geographic and quality flags.
..........................................................
Data met name - HALE-DEGRFF CALIBRATe) TEMPERATURE HAPS
ON MACN_IC TAPE
NS_C ID 78 Og8A-OOY, 0.5-DEC CAL. T_4P HAP (ICI) TAPE
Time period covered - 10/25/78 TO 05/0_/87
quantity of data - 129 REELS OF lAP[
This set of calibrated global brightness temperature laps
was produced by an 1BM 3081 computer onto 9-track, 6_50-bp;.
binary magnetic tapes It was generated from the Calibrated
Temperature Tape (TC1; NSSDC ID 78-098A-OOV), and each map
covers a 6-day period, i.e , 3 days of data. Daytime and
nighttime calibrated horizontal and verticat polarization
brightness temperatures from 5 bands (37, 2], ]6. 10. and 6.6
GHz) are mapped onto grids Of 1/2-de• latitude by 1/2-de•
longitude (Sb I _5 km at the equator) The maps range from 85
deg N. to 85 deg S. and from 180 deg W. to 180 deg E There ;s
approximately one tape per month
.............................................
Data set name QUART_]_-DECR_ CALIBRATED T_PE}_ATURE
MAPS ON MACNEflC TAPE
NSSDC ID 78-OQ8A-OOZ, 0.25-De=CAL. TBIPIIAP (TCT) TAPE
TIe perld covered - 10125/78 TO 08/20/87
quantity Of data - 36 REELS OF TAPE
Thim met of calibrated global br;ghtne_ temperature maps
was produced by an IBM _Oel computer onto 9-trick. 6_[K)-bpi,
binary magnetic tlpeS. It wam •ms•rated from the Calibrated
Temperature Tape (TCT; NSSDC ID 7B-O_-O_), and mich map
covers • 6-day period, i.e., 3 dl_l of data. Daytime and
n;ghttlme calibrated horizontal and vertical polarization
brightness teIperiturem from 5 bands meamured at 37 (_lz are
mapped onto grids of ]/4-de• I•ti_ude by 1/4-dog longitude
(27.5 • 27_5 km). The laps range fro_ 85 deg N. to 8_ deg S.
and frol 180 deg W. _ 180 deg E. There is •pproxiiitaJy one
_ape per 3 Jo.
............................................................
Data met name - S_ PARMAP DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 78-OQOA-OOa. _ PARtIAP DATA ON TAPE
Time period covered - 11/03/83 TO 10/31/86
quantity of data 10 REELS OF TAPE
This ouperlmenter-suppiled set of global geophysical
parameters was generated by an IBM 3081 computer onto Q-track,
1600-bpi, binary lignetic t_pes. The data set. derived from
the PARH-LO (NSSOC ID 78-O_8A-OSD) and PARM-SS (78-098A-O8E)
data, contains global laps for the following parameters: t_)taJ
mea ice concentration, multiyaar ice concentration, sea,surface
temperature, sam surface wind mpeed, total a_omphmric eater
vapor, and liquid later conl_ent. The maps covmr from 85 de• S.
to 85 de• N. and 180 dig _. to 180 de• E.. eith individual m]p
grids repre_entlng •ream of 1/2 • 1/2 dee each (5._ • 55 kl).
Each grid has thm mm•n value of the parametmr expressed in the
appropriate units, and each map is for a 6-day period (3 data
days). There are about 4 me of data per tape.
...............................................................
Daba set name - HIZ_(-_T BFRINCS_A S/4HR37 GHZ (V)
CONC_ITRATION HAP FOR FEB. 1983
NSSDC ID 78-098A-DOt, MIZEX-W SEA ICE CONCBNTRATION
Time period covered - 0_/01/83 TO 0_/28/83
quantity of data - ] REEL OF TAPE
This data set con_aln6 sea ice concentration values
(fraction of ice cover ;n 30 • 30 km fieJd-of-vlee) that are
mapped into _Q3 x 293 unbfore grids. Maps are in polar
s_ereographlc projections, covering reg_onm between 50 and QO
deg in both hemlmpheres. Daily values are computed from th•
observed, ice-free ocean, and consolidated sea ice brightness
tel_oeri[ures are leisured by the vertically polarized 37-CHz
channel in 30 x 30 kl ground re_olutlons. Thls data met IIS
provided by the Bering Sea 8argin•l Sen Ice Zone E_perlment
(HIZEX-West) principal investigator on one 1800-bp;, IBM binary
t•pe.
...............................................................
Data met name - COLORADO RIVER BASIN _ P_AM_FR ATLAS
(P0_RIZATI04N RATIOS • _ADII_NT RATIO) O_
_ ID 78-OQBA-_c, COLORADO R SNOW PBAT_S DISK
Tile period covered - 12/05/78 TO 04/21/86
quantity of data - 15 DISKS
This set of snow parameters over the Colorado River Das;n
was supplied by the investigat_)r on 15 5 1/4-;n. floppy disks
in ASCII format. Snoe parameters called the polarlza_ion ra_io
(P_) ind gradient ratio (_) are computed for both daytime and
nighttime from brightness _emperaLures measured at 18 and 37
C_Iz. The _ values are indicate)re of the _patlal distribution
of snow water equivalent in _h• area sno_pack, and they may be
used to predict _he timing of the onset Of Snow melting. Doth
I_ and CH are gridded onto a map that covers From 3_ to 46 deg
N latitude and lOS to 1_0 deg W. longitude, with a spatial
resolution Of 0._ de• x 0._ dab Each map con_a_ns 3 data days
(or 6 calendar days) of data. Altogether there are 1 yr of
data, which span December through May of each year, starting
aith 1978
........................................
NIM_ 7, HEATH
SOLAR BACKSCA'FI'EI_ UI TRAVIOL_/TOTAL
OZONE MAPPINC SPECTROM_[I_ (SOUV/TOHS)
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Data set name - CDLUI41N OZONE DATA FROM THE TOTAL OZONE
MAPPINC SPECTROMETER(TOMS)ON MACNF3IC TAPF
30
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p_._, _i _Y
NSSOC I0 78-098A-OQC, HDTOt4S TOTAL OZONE DATA TAPE
Time per_od covered - 10/31/78 TO 12/17/88
Quantity of data - 189 RF_I_ OF TAPE
This experlmenter-supplied ozone data set was generated
by an IE_ 3081 computer onto Q-trick, 8250-bpl magnetic tapes.
It contains, scan by scan (35 samples each) and orbit by orbit:
1) t_tal ozone values (in Dobson units), 2) effective
Lambertian surface reflectivities, and 3) calibrated albedos
measured aL skJ wavelengths from 312.5 to 380 nm
Reflectlvities are determined from measurements made by the two
longest wavelength bands, whereas _otat ozone values are
determ;nmd from the four shorter wavelength band_. The average
ground resolution of the data is 66 km. There are 18 _TOMS
tapes per year, each containing 3 weeks worth oT data
......................................................
Data set name SOUkR OACKSCAT[ERED UV (SBUV)XOTAL
• PROFILE OZONE DATA(HDSBUV)ON MAC TAPE
NSSDC ]D 78-098A-OQD, SB_W TOTAL+PROFIL OZON TP(HDSOUV)
Time period covered - 10/31/78 TO 03/01/88
Quant;Ly of data $7 REELS OF TAPE
This experimenter-supplied ozone dati set was generated
by an 1BM 3081 computer onto Q-track, 6250-bp; magnetic tapes.
It was generated from the SE_JV Raw Units Tape (RUT-S; NSSDC ID
78-098A-OQF). It contains, scan by scan and orbit by orbit: 1)
total ozone (Dohson units, i.e., 1 maim-ca), 2) reflectlvlt;es
determined mainly from the 33Q.B-nm channel measurements, 3)
ozone ailing ratios (microgram/g), and 4) layer ozone amounts
(Dobson units). The mixing ratios Ire given It 19 pressure
levels: 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7. 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 7.0,
10, 15, 20, 30, 40, SO. 70, and 100 NEar. The layer ozone
amounts are given for 12 layers: 0-0.24, 0.24-0.4Q, 0.49-0.Q8,
O.QB-1.QS. 1.95-3.Q, 3.9-7.0, 7.8-15.6. 1S.6-31, 31-62, 62-125.
125-250, and 250-1000 mbar. The data set also contains
calibrated and corrected radiances measured by all 12 channels
(from 255.5 to 339.8 nm), and various dlagnost;c information
about the retrievals. There are four tapes per year.
..............................................................
Data set name RAW UINIlS TAPE-TONS (RUT-T) DATA ON
MACNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 78-OQOA-OQE, RAW UNITS TAPE-TOHS (RUT-T)
Time period covered - 10/31/78 TO 0S/21/BQ
_uantlty of data - 818 RFFIS OF TAPE
This experimenter-&upplled met Of _ radiance data was
generated by an I_ _I computer onto binary mlgnetlc tapes.
It contains uncorrmcted, uncaJibrlted, but earth-locatmd UV
radiances in counts measured at Sl= wavelengths from 312.5 _o
380.0 am. There is also housekeeping information, instrument
status, and ancillary data such aa snow/ice from the Air Force
Global Weather Central; terrain height from NOAA; and cloud
information from the Nimbus 7 Temperature Humidity Infrared
Radiometer (THIR). The data lit is not expmcted _o be of
m;gnlf;cant use t_ lost investigators.
...............................................................
Data set name - RAW UNITS TAPE-SBUV (RUT-S) DATA ON
HAQNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 78-0QBA-OQF. RAW UNITS TAPE-SBUV DATA (RUT-S)
Time period covered - 10/31/78 TO 05/21/0Q
Quantity of data - ,._I.S REELS OF TAPE
This experimenter-supplied data se_ mas generated by an
IBM 360 onto Q-track, _2_K)-bpi magnetic tapes. It contains
earth-located but uncorrectmd, uncallbrited radiances,
housekeeping information, and instrument status. There are
four types of data record formats, one for each of the four
;nstrulent operation modes: normal step mean. mavelength
calibration, mcan off/cage cam, ahd continuous scan. In the
normal step scan mode, solar radiation backscittered by the
atmosphere Is measured by a monochromat_r ;n 12 wavelengths
that range frol 2SS.5 tO 33Q.8 el. S;lulteneous measurements
of the effective UV refJect;vity of t_e surface is obtained by
a phot_0meter that operates at 343 am. In the continuous scan
mode, leasure_nts are obtained at BO-II_ intervals in the range
of 160 to 400 nm in 0.2-nm incremmnts. Both the monochromat_r
and photometer measure betaeen 80 de'g N_ and 60 deo S.0 with
swath widths of 200 km, meparited by 26-dew longitude intervals
between successive orbits, Besides the rmd;ances, ancillary
data such as snow/ice from the Air Force Global Weather
Central. terrain height from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NO_), and cloud informal;on from
the Nimbus 7 Temperature Humidity infrared RId;ommter (THIR)
are also included In the data set. There arm 52 tapes pmr
year,
Data set name - SBUl/ ZONAL NEANS OZONE DATA (ZHT-S) ON
HACNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 78-OQBA-OQK, SBUV ZONAL HEANS OZONE TP(ZHT-S)
Time period covered - 10/31/78 TO 02/29/88
quantity of data - 11 REELS OF TAPE
This set of experimenter-suppl;md Iveraged ozone data was
generited by an 1ON 370/3081 computer onto Q-track, ]600-bpl
magnetic tapes. It contains daily, ueekly, _nthly. and
emasonaJ averages of total ozone (Dobson unltb, i.e, matm-c_),
ozone mining ratios (microgram/el, and reflect;virile In
geodetic coordinates The input data source is the High
Oensity Solar Backscattered Ultraviolet ozone tapes (HDS_V;
NSSDC 1D 78-OQBA-OQD), and values are given for elch of the
same 1Q pressure levels (0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0,
3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 7.0, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, _0, 70, and ]DO mbar)
for JO-deg latitudinal zones from 80 dew S. to 80 deg N. There
are also etandard deviations, maximum and minimum values, and
sample size. One tape contains an entire year of data.
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Data set name - S_UV COMPRESSE_ PROFlt_ OZONE DATA ON
TAPE (CPOZ)
I_SDC 1D 7B-Ogfk-09_, S_JV CMPRES PROFIL OZONE TP(CPOZ)
Time period covered 10/31/78 TO 12/31/87
Quantity of data 12 R_J_ OF TAPE
This experlmenLer-suppJied ozone data set me written in
IBM 3081 hlnary format onto Q-track, 6_SO-bpi lagnetic tapes.
The da_a set ;s a condensmd version of the H_gh Density
Oackscattered Ultraviolet ozone tapes (HDS_UV; N._OC ID
78-OQSA-OQD). Measured radiances (W/cu cI/AU), absorption
coefficients in units of (atm-cm)-I w;¢h base e, and instrument
calibration for 13 instrument wavelengths (255.5 to 3433 rim)
are contained in the header record. Data records contain: 1)
earth-located _tal ozone (in Dobson un;ts, m_th and without IR
cloud height information), _) raflectiv;ty measured mainly by
the 33Q.8-nm channel, 3) ozone mixing ratios (mlcrogram/g), and
4) layer ozone amounts (in Dobson units). The mixing ra_;os
are given at 1Q pressure levels: 0.3, 0.4, O.S, 0.7. ].0, 1.5,
2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0. 7.0, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40. SO, 70, and )00
mbar. The layer ozone amounts are given for 12 layers: 0-0.24,
0.24-0.4Q, 0.49-0.9g, O.gQ-l.g8, 1.QB-3.Q6. 3.96-7.92,
7.Q_-15.8, 15.8 31.7, 31.7-63.3. 63.3-127, 127-2S3, and
253-1013 mbar. There is also solar zmnith angle information, a
data quality flag, and a volcano costal;hallos indel. Designed
to be the most convenient sour product for investigators, each
CPOZ tape normilly covers 1 yr of data.
...............................................................
Data set nile - DAILY CRI_ED TOTAL OZONE FROM THE TOTAL
OZONE _PPIN_ SPECTROM(TO_S)ON HAG TP
NSSOC IO 78-OQ8A-OQR, DAILY C_ID TOHS 03 TP(CRIDTOHS)
Time period covered - 10/31/78 TO 03/31/89
Quantity of data - 16 REELS OF TAPE
This experimenter-supplied met of gr_dded total ozone
data mas generated by an 11314 370/3081 computer onto Q-track,
6250-bpl magnetic tapes. Der;vmd from thm TOMS ozone data
tapes (HDTOF_; N_SDC ID 70-OQSA-09C), i¢ conmists of daily
averages Of total ozone, refJectiv;ty, and time Of observation
on geOgrlphlc grids. Total ozone values are dotarm;ned frol
meamurements made at four wavelengths (339.B0 331.2, 3]7.5, and
312.5 rim), and reflmctlvlty is derived from two longer
wavelengths (380 and 360 tim). Only good quality data from
amcendlng orbits are selectmd, averaged, and binned into 1-dew
latitude zones that cover from QO dew 5. to QO dew N. Bands
mre further divided into grids that vary frol 1.25 deg
Iong_tude at the equator to 5 dew It the poles. There is one
tape per _ear.
...............................................................
Data Set name -- SBUV C_N_TI NU_S SCAN EARTH RADIANCE TAPE
(EARTH)
NSSOC ID 78-OQ8A-OQU, SBUV C0NT SCAN EARTH RAD TP,EARTH
llme period covered - 11/04/78 TO 10/15/85
Quantity of data - 7 REELS OF TAPE
Thia e_peri--nter-supplied set of corrected, continuous
scan earth radiance data mas generated by an IBM 3081 onto
Q-track, 6250-bpi magnetic tapes. Thm data marm derived from
the ram mirth radiance data in t_e Raw Units Tape - SBUY
(_-S; NSS[_E ]D 7B-OQBA-OQ) lad ire organized into one file
per Barrel (27-day) period. FJch file contains the followlng
types Of records: 1) actual (po_tliumch) wavelengths from abOUt
160 to 400 tim at 0.2-nm intervals; 2) normalizmd monochromat_r
dmytime earth radiancms for each of the 1200 aivelengths and
normal;lad photometer earth radiances for each of 16 sa_lms at
31
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343.3 nm; 3) daily Imin aon_chrolmtor molar irrJdilncei at each
of the 1_0 wavelengths and daily main photo>meter 8olar
irradlances at 343.3 am, as computed for 1;he Continuous-Scan
Solar Flul (SUNC) data met (NSSDC ZD 73-098A-ogv); and 4) a
trailer record wi th quality control ;nformmtlon. There is (me
tips par data year.
...............................................................
Data set na-- - SeUVCONTINU(X_ SCAN SOLAR FLUX TAPE
(aUNt)
NSSOC 1O 78-OQ8A-OgV0 SeUV C_T SCAN SOLAR FLUX TP,SUNC
Time pariod covered - 11/04/78 lO 10/15/85
Quantity of da_a - 7 REELS OF TAPE
This experimenter-supplied let of corrected, continuous
lean solar flux was gmneratmd hy an Ill( 3081 onto 9-brick,
6250-bpi magnetic t_pes. The data were derived from the rww
solar flux data (RUT-S, NSSOC ID 78-098A-09) and are organized
into one f,le per Barrel (27-day) period. _mch file contains
the following types of records: 1) normal;aid monochromator
m,_lar ,rradiances for each of the 1200 wavelengths (from ]60 _o
400 ne at 0.2-ne intervals), normJl;zed phot_eter solar
irrad;ances for each of 16 samtDles at 343.3 nm, and normalized
reference diode sollr ;rradiances for 16 samples; 2) orbital
and daily main monochromator solar irridiances, mean photometer
4_olar ;rradlances at 343.3 am, standard deviations, maximum and
m;nilUl irrad'ances, and number of samples; 3) daily mean solar
irradiances for every 5 nm between 160- and 400-nm wavelengths
at 2.5-am increments (162.5, 165.0, 167.5, ..., and 397.S am);
and 4) a trailer record with quality control information.
There is one tape per da_a year.
..............................................................
Data se_ name - SEIUV DAILY TOTAL OZONE AND PROFILE POLAR
ST_A_IC CON_OUR(P'oC) DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC 1D 78-098A-OgW, SBUV TOTAL 03&PFL CONTOUR(PSC)TP
Time period covered - 11/07/70 TO 09/30/86
Quantity of data - 7 REELS OF TAPE
This data set contains daily averages of total ozone and
profile contours in polar coordlnates. The total ozone data
cons;st of daily global total ozone concentration ;n Dobmon
units (matm-cm). The profile ozone data consist of ozone mass
mixing ratios (micrograms/g) at pressure levels 30, 10, 5, 20
1, and 0.4 mbar. These data were abs[racCed from the version
5.0 Compressed Profile Ozone data (CPOZ; NSSOC [D 78-O98A-OgQ).
They are grldded in the standard National Meteorological Center
(NMC) 6S • 65 rectangular array ;n • polar stereogrlphic
proj eta;on. The data met ;s supplied hy NOAA on 1600-bpl, IBM
binary tapes. There IS one t.ape per year for Years I-5 and _wo
each for Years 6 and 7.
NIHBUS7, KYLE
EARTH RADIATION _ (ERB)
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Data let nile - EARTH RADIATION BUDCEIF HASTI_ ARCHIVAL
DATA ON NAGNE-TIC TAPE (MAT)
NSSDC ID 78-09BA-07A, RADN BIJD_EI MASTS ARCH TP,NAT
Time period covered - 11/16/78 TO 11/06/88
Quantity of data - 1209 RE_EJ_S OF TAPE
This ezper;menter-suppl;ed set of solar and earth flue
data was generated hy 15t4 360 and 3001 computers onto 9-track,
62SO-bp;, binary magnetic tapes. It contains preliminary
calibrated radiancas and raw digital counts ;n orhibal
lequence. _rth-located radiances are meamured at 0.2 to _O
micrometer eavelengths by four fixed eide-fiold-of-v;ew
channels and it 0.2 to 4 and 5 to 50 micrometer wavelengths by
eight scanning narrow-f,eld of-view (NFOV) channels. The NFOV
footprint is 85 • 85 km at nadir. Solar radiation in raw
counts is obtained from 10 solar channels. There are also
orbital and daily summary records, data quality flags,
housekeeping information, and a callbrat,on adjustment table.
Data are arranged ;n 16-s records, and there are usually 3 days
of data per 6250 bp= tape.
......................................................
Data set name - SOLAR AN_ EARTH FLUX DATA ON MACNET]C
1APE (SEFDT)
NSSOC ID 78-OQ8A-OTB, SOLAR _ EARTH FLUX DATA TP(SEFDT)
llme period covered - 11/01/78 TO 04/30/89
Quantity of data - 11S REELS OF TAPE
Thi_ experimenter-supplied set of solar and
w;de-fleld of-view earth flux data was generated by 1BM 3081
colputer! ortto g-track, 1600-bpi laonetic tapes. A subset of
t_he I_ster Archival Tape (MAT; NSSDC ID 78-098A-O7A), it
contains both ril coun_l and recal;brat, ld radiances and
irradiances mmamured in the 0.2 to SO micrometer range. The
latitude and I ongll;ude of the earth pizels Ire given. For the
first 1q me. cal;bratlon was directly fled to that of the
I ongwave nlrroe-fleld-of-view channels. Following the fl;lure
of the _clnnar, an optimized mcheme was uled. There il one
tape per month.
...............................................................
Data met name - MAPPE_) RADIATION DATA HATRIX ON HAONETIC
TAPE
N_SOC I0 78-098A-07C, MAPP_) RAON DATA HATRIX TP
Time period covered - 11/16/70 TO 05/05/07
Quantity of da_a - 104 REELS OE TAPE
This dita set contains gr_dded, daily and aK)nthly
averaged earth radiation budget parameters generated by an IE_M
3081 computer onto 9-track, 1600-hp; magnetic _apes. The data
Ire eatracced from the Halter Arch'vll lape (HAT; NSSDC ID
78-OQBA-OTA). Outgoing longwave radlat;on (O_R), albedo, and
net radiation Ire calculated from measurelents Imde by the
fixed wide-fleld-of-v;ew channels and the 20-me scanning
narro_-flald-of-viea channels. DiTferont values for the
ascend'n O and descending nodes, as well as some mtatlstlcal
information, are given for 2070 equal areas, each approximately
_00 km _00 km. Besides the daily averages there ire the
6-day an_ "monthly gridded averages, and the 6-day and _on[hly
averages in Hereafter/polar stereooraphlc map projmctlon for
microfilm product;on. The data set eas supplied hy the Nimbus
Project on one tape per month.
..............................................................
Data set name - ZONAL M_klNI_ INSOLATION AND EARTH
R_DIAT]ON DATA 0N MA(]dETIC TAPE (ZMT)
N_ 1D 78-098A-O?E, ZONAL MEANS RAON TAPE (ZI_)
T;me period covered - 11/]6/78 TO 11/30/85
Quantity of data - 1S REELS OF TAPE
Thls daba set contains zonal means of earth radiation
budget parameters. They include insolation, outgoing Iongwave
radiation (OLR), albedo, and net radiation calculated from the
narro_-fleld-of-vlew measurements. Oata are calculated for
4.5-des latitude zones on a daily, 6-da_, monthly, and seae,_nal
basis. The data set was derived by the N_mbus Project from the
E_B S_FDT, MATRIX, and SAVE_ tapes (NSSDC ID 78-OQ8A-OZB0
78-O_8A-07C, mnd 78-O98A-071) on In ]B_ 30_1 computer. There
are two Q-track, 1600-bp; _apes per _ear.
..............................................................
Data met name - S4J_-T_ RADIANCE DATA ON MACNETIC
TAPE (STRT)
NSSDC 10 78-090A-07C, SU_-TARC, EI RADIANCE TAPE (STRT)
Time period covered - 11/16/78 TO O1/30/80
Quantity of data - 47 RE_LS OF TAPE
This data --t contains earth-emltted and reflected
radiances that were observed at 0.2- to 4- and 5- to
SO-mlcrometer wavelengths by the narro_-fleld-of-vlew mcanner
from m number of viewing ingles_ The calibrated rid;laces and
ancillar_ information are sorted into 2070 target areas (TA),
which are approximately 500 = 500 km each and Ire further
divided _n_o nine subtarget areas (STA). Ancillary information
includes cloud cover data from the first version of the Nimbus
7 lalperature and Humidity lnfrlred Radiogter (THIR) Cloud-mRS
type (CLE) and topographic and geographic da_a. The da_a set
was supplied by NOAA on 62SO-bp_ I_ tapes, each cont•ining 6
days Of data for l total of 272 days.
..........................................................
D_ta set came - POST MAT CAL]_RATION DATA ON MAG:NET]C
TAPE (DEIJ_kT)
N_SOC 10 78-OQBA-OTH, POST HA1 CALIBRATION TP (OELHAT)
Time period covered - 11/01/78 TO 11/0S/87
Quantity of data - 106 REELS OF TAPE
This data set contains calibration adjustments for the
correction of earth radiances melsured by the
wide-field-of-vies channels. Naw calibration adJust;meat
algorithms warm developed after the scanner, which was used for
inft;ght calibration, failed _0 mo after launch. In add;lion
to the calibration ad;ustm0nts, the data smt contains the
uncorrected and corrected irradiances. Designed _ complement
re[her than replace the Nester Archival ]apes (HA1; NS_OC ID
78-OQSA-O7A), the DE_J_AI is supplied by the N_mbus Project on
one 1600-bpl, I_ magnetic tape per Ion _
32
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Data set name - S_SONAL AVERAO_ OF RADIATION IN[_ET
DATA ON HAQNETIC TAPE (SAVER)
NSSDC ID 78-098A-07I, SEASONAL AVC RADN _UOCEr(SAVER)
Time period covered - 12/02/78 TO 03/01/86
Quantity of data - 29 REELS OF TAPE
This data met contains earth ridlatlon budget parameters
such is outgoing Iongwave radiation (OLR), albedo, and net
radiation on a seasonal basis. The seasonal intervals are
December through February, Harch through May, June through
August, and September through November. Separate
wide-fleld-of-view and narrow-fleld-of-view scanner data (when
available) are presented globally for 2070 fixed target areas,
each approximately 500 x 500 ke. In addition to the world
grids, data are also g,ven in the fore of Mercator/polar
s_ereographkc projection matrices for microfilm product;on
The data sat is provided by the Nimbus Project on four Q-track,
1600-bpi ION tapes per year.
..............................................................
Data set name - ER8 SOLAR ANALYSIS DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
(ESAT)
NSSOC ID 7B-098A-O7L, ERB SOLAR ANALYSIS TAPE (ESAT)
Time period covered - 11/16/78 TD 03/31/86
Quantity of dati- 1RFFI OF TAPE
This euperlmenter-suppllsd composite set of _r_)lar data
was generated by an IBM 3081 computer ont_ a 9-track0 ]600-bp;
magnetic tape. The data set mas derived from the 10 mR8 solar
channel (0.2 1;o DO mlcrone_ers) measurements that are contained
;n the So llr and Earth Flux Data ]apes (Sf_)T;
78-098A-078). It includes orbital end daily mean solar
irradlances and certain common ogler activity indicators such
as the Zurich relatlve sunmpot numbers, Ottawa 2800-HHz molar
flux, daily cilclue plage index, geomagnetic (Ap) index, and
solar glade data. All data are irchived on one tape.
...............................................................
Data set name - MATRIX MONTHLY AVERAGED SUMMARY (EHST)
DATA ON MASTIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 78-098A-070, MATRIX HONTHLY AVC SUtIRY TP(E_T)
Time period covered - 11/01/78 TO 10/31/86
Quantity OF data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data set contains gridded monthly averages Of mirth
radiation budget parameters generated by an ION 3081 computer
onto 9-track, 6250-bpi magnetic tapes. The dlta are extracted
from the monthly ERB MATRIX tapes (NSSDC ID 78-098A-07C). They
include outgoing Iongwave radiation (OLR), Ilbodo, net
radiation, and many statistical parameters. Data are
calculated for 2070 equal areas, mach approximotely 600 km I
500 km. The first _0 me of data contain separate lelsurements
in the spectra[ range of 0.2 to 50 micrometers. Beginn;ng June
2"2, 1980, no NFOV data are avalnabla. An improved
elde-fleid-of-v;sw, infl;ght calibration adjustment table known
am the Global Calibration Adjustment Table (EAT) elm developed
for all subsequent measuremmnts. Premsntly, one tape cover;no
November 1982 to October 1985 has been prepared with the Global
CAT. Eventually. consistent processing mill be extended back
to the November 1980 data.
...............................................................
NIHBUS 7, MCCORHICK
STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL HEASURB4J_T-II
(SAM-am)
...............................................................
Oata set name - RAW DATA ARCHIVE TAPE (ROAT) DATA ON
MAGNETIC 1APE
NSSDC ID 78-098A-O6A, RADIANCE DATA ARCHIVE TAPE (RDAT)
Time period covered - 11/01/78 TO 10/31/85
_uantity of data - 84 REELS OF TAPE
This set of radiance data was generated by LIRC in an IBId
representition on 9-tract. 1600-bpi magnetic tapes. It
contains earth-located IR radiance measured at | micrometer for
each spacecraft sunrise and sunset as a Function oF time.
Measurements ere obtained only in regions between 64 and 80 dog
in both hemispheres. There are 12 RDAT tapes per year.
...............................................................
Data Set name - BETA-A_OSOL _B DEITY ARCHIVE
DATA GN MA(_NETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 78-098A-06B, BETA-A_OSOL NO D_t_ (B_AT)
Time period covered - 11/01/78 TO 11/01/87
_uantity of data - 108 RBELS OF TAPE
This data set contains aerosol eltinctlo_ profiles end is
provided by the experimenter in an lal4 representation on
g-track, 1600-bpl magnetic tapes. The data set is generated
From the RDAT (NS_ ID 78-098A-O6A). For each sunrise and
sunset event, 1-km-rmsolut;on vertical profiles of aerosol
coefficients of eztinction are glvmn above an earth tangent
point beteeen 64 and 80 dog in both hemispheres_ Profiles of
molecular extinction coefficients, total extinction ratios, and
aerosol number density, along eith error bars, are also given
1here ore 1_ BN_AT tapes per year.
..........................................................
NIMBUS 7. RUSSELL, 3RD/GILLE
LIMB INFRARED MONITOR OF THE
STRATOSPHERE (LIMS)
..............................................................
Data set name - LIMS INVERTED PROFILE ARCHIVAL TAPE(LIMS/
LAIPAT) OF TBPERATURES AND MIXINC RATIOS
NSSOC ID 78-098A-OIA, TEHP+MIX RATIO PROFIL TP(LAIPAT)
Time period covered - 10/25/78 TO 05/29/79
Quantity of data - 38 REEJ-S OF TAPE
This exporilenter-suppJled data set from laRC is klein as
Inverted Profile Archival Tape (LAIPAT). It conta;ns corrected
IR radiance profiles that mere generated by an I_ 360 computer
onto 9-track, 1600-bp;, binary magnetic tapes. Selective
radiances from the Radiance Archival Tapes (RAT; NSSOC ID
78-098A-0181 are corrected and profiled at 4-dog latitude zones
from 64 dog S. to 84 dog N. Vertical coverage extends from
app roxi mately 10 to 50 km0 e; th the ozone channel measuring
through the mower ms_osphere to 65 km. The data sol Ilso
contains inverted daily profiles, about lO00of temperature and
1000 each of mixing ratios for ozone, water vapor, nitric acid,
and nitrogen d;ollde, all es a function of pressure. In
addition, earth local;on, time, cloud Cop, and housekeeping
informal;on are included. E_ch LAIPAT tape contains 2 to 6
days of data, covering the period from October 26, 1978,
through Hay 28, 1979.
...............................................................
Data set name - LIHS RP_)IANCE AR(_IIVAL OATA (LIHS/RAT)
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 70-098A-OIB. RADIANCE ARCHIVAL TAPE (RAT)
Time period covered - 10/25/78 TO 05/30/79
Quantity of data - 205 REB-S OF TAPE
Thls exporlmonter-mupplled IR radiance data smt is on
9-track, 1600-bpl, binary magnetic tapes created on an IBM 360
computer. It contllns callbrat_d and eart_-Iocatmd radiances,
daaStamell as housokoeplnQ informal;on, instrument status, andquality ;nformation. Radiances are measured both day and
night in mix spectral ranges and are profiled It 4-dog zones
from 84 dog S. to84 dog N. Vertical coverage extends from
approximately 10 to 50 km, with the ozone channel measuring
through the I ogmr moaoaphero to 6_ km. Though calibrltod, the
ridilncos are not corrected for instrument effects such as
fleld-of-vile, elmctron;¢ dolly, mad spacecraft motion. There
;m one Radiance Arch;vii Tmpe (RAT) per data day covering the
period from October 26, 1978, through Hay 30, 1979, minus 15
off days.
...............................................................
Data set name - LIP_ MAP ARCHIVAL TAPE (LIHS/LAHAT) OF
TB4P, MIXING RATIOS • CEOPOTENTIAL HGHIS
NSSOC ID 78-098A-01C, TB4P,MIX R_TIO,HT. MAPS (LAHAT)
Time period covered - 10/25/78 TO 05/29/79
_uant;ty of data - 9 REELS OF 1APE
This experlmenter-supplied data met from LJkR_, known as
the MIp Archival lIpe {LAHAT), is on 9-track. 1600-bp;, binary
magnetic tapes. It contains daily global maps of si:
parameters (temperature, ozone, .i_rogsn dioxide, eater vapor,
nitric acid, and goopotentlal height) It 18 pressure levels
(0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, O.S, 0.7, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 16, 30,
50, 70, and 100 mbar). These maps ire storsd in t_e form of
Fourier coefflcientm for each parameter, latitude zone, and
pressure level. There are 38 latitudes 8paced at 4-dog
intervals from 64 dog S. to 84 dog N. The coefficients,
actually mtandard deviations, are developed from the LAIPAT
inverted profile data (NS_C ID 78-O98A-OIA) using an
optimal-eat)mat;on Kalman fi|_er technique. They are recorded
for spacecraft amcondlng node (day or l_qDOOH1 synoptic times),
descending node (night or OOOO _ synoptic times), and
comb;ned ascending and descending nodes, which allows diurnal
variations to be studied. In general° only temperature and
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OZOnear sappedat all 18 pressure levels. H:ps for the other
four parosetera usually mt_p at altitudes whors siioai-t<)-no;sm
values hecooe inadequate for date reduction. In add;t;o_, the
analyses at 70 and 100 sbar are often s;sslng at tropical
latitudes beceu:e of clouds rendering the results unreliable.
Each tape COntains maps for 23 to _K) data days. Altogether
there are eight IJ_4_T tapes covering the period Dct_Dbor 26,
1978, to Hey 28, 1979.
...............................................................
Date :at name - PROFILES OF RADIANCE DATA ON HACNE-rIC
TAPE (PROFI LE-R)
NSSDC I0 78-098A-OIF, RADIANCE PROFIt TAPE(PROFILE-R)
Time period covered - 10/25/78 TD 05/30/79
Quantity of data - 8 REELS OF TAPL
This radiance deb= met consists of g-track, 1600-bp;,
binary magnetlc tapes creeled on an IBM 360 computer. Daily
vertical profiles Of radiance across the earth)s atmospheric
llsb were derived from the Red_ance Archival Tapes (RAT; NSSOC
10 78-OgmA-O1fl) Neasuresent_s are obtained, as a function of
tangent height (or scan angle), once every 12 s ;n each of the
six spectral bends (tee 15-micrometer C02 bands, an
ll.3-micrometer HNO3 band, a 9.6-m;crome_er 03 band. a
6.9-micrometer _0 band, and a 6.2-microme_mr NO2 band) from
tam highest pressure level be the Ioees_ in steps of 0.1 km.
There ere eight tapes covering the period OCt_Dber 26, 1978, to
May 28, 1979, each Containing up LO 62 days of profiles.
..................................................
Data set name LI_ SUSONAL HAP ARRIVAL TAPE(_AT)
OF T_P, MIXI_ RATIOS+OEOPDT_IAL
_ ID 78-098A-OIL, 90-0 TBP,HIX R_T,_ _(_T)
Time period covered - 30/25/78 TD 05/29/79
Quanti&y of data - 1R_L OF TAPE
This eRperlmenter-supplied data set, which eas created by
LeRC on a g-track, 1600-bp;0 binary magnetic _ape, contains
maps of monthly and seasonal means of six parameters
(temperature, ozone, nitrogen dioxide, water vapor, nl_rlc
acid, and geopotentlal height) eL 18 pressure levels (0.05,
0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 5, 7, lO, 16, 3D, _)0,
70, and 10{) mE•r). Daily Map Archival Tape (L_IqAT; NS_ ID
78-OqGA-01C) remults stored in the form of Fourier coefficients
for each parameter, latltude zone, and pressure level are
averaged over periods of 1 or 3 I_:), respectively. There ire 38
latitudes spaced at 4-deg intervals from 64 deg S. to 84 deg N.
The coeff;clent5 are developed from the ]averted Profile
Archival ]ape (LAIPAT; NSSDC ID 78-098A-OIA) data using an
optlmal-estlmat;on Kalman filter technique. They are recorded
for spacecraft ascending node (day or 1200 _ aynoptlc times),
descending node (night or 0000 _ synoptic times), and
co•_;ned ascending and descending nodes. In general, only
te_erature end ozone ere mapped at all 18 premature levels. In
addition, the analyses at 70 and 100 mbar are often sisslng at
tropical latitudes because of clouds rendering the results
unreliable. There ;e one LAS_IAT tape covering October 26.
1978, t_ Hey 28, lqTq.
...............................................................
NIHBUS 7. STOVE
TEMPERATURE/HUMIDITY INFRARED RADIOMETER
(THIR)
...............................................................
Daba set name 11.5-NICRDN THIR PHOTOFACSIMILE FILM
NSSDC ID 78-O98A-lOA, II.5-MICRDN CLOUD MONTACE
Time period covered - 06/23/79 lO 05/07/85
quantity of da_a - 43355 F_ OF B/W NEGATIVES
Thia experlmenter-suppiied set of daily eortd montages of
cloud data is available on 241-ma (9 5 in) file. E_ch montage
contains either a daTtise or nighttime assembly of individual
swaths (13 or 141 of Temperature Humidity Infrared Radloateter
(THIR) data for the 11 5-micrometer channel data. Beneath the
display are orbit numbers, nodal (_ and longitudes, and a gr_y
scale.
.............................................................
Data set name - 6.7-MICRON THIR PHOTDFACSIM]LE FILM
NSSDC ID 78-098A-108, 6.l-MICRON CLOUO MDNTAOE
Time period covered - 06/_3/7g TO 05/07/85
Quantity of data - 43355 FEET OF B/W NEGATIVES
This experimenter-supplied set of daily eorld montages of
cloud data is available on 241-mm (9.5-;n.) film. Each montage
contains ai thor a dayti# or nighttime Rmsesbly of individual
swaths (13 or 14) of Temperature Humidity Infrared Radlomet_r
(THIR) data for the 6.7-micrometer channel data. Beneath the
d;mplay are orbit numbers, nodal GMT :nd Io_g;tudee, and • gray
scale.
...............................................................
Data set flame - CALIBRATE]) LO_T_ RADIATION DATA
_IC TAPE (C_T)
NSSDC ID 78-OQBA-100, CALIB.-LDCATED RAg DATA TP(CLDT)
Time period covered - 10/30/78 TO 05/09/85
_uant;ty of dab• - 4478 REELS OF TAPE
This experlmenter-supplled red;mace data set was
generated mn IBM representation onto 9-track, )600-bpi magnetic
tapes. It contains scan-by-scan and orblt-by-orbit calibrated
radiance data measured by the 6.7- and 11._-a;crome_er
channels, earth-lee•aloe information, data quality flags, and
englneer_ng end housekeepinp data. There is a_so a
documentation record _n the beginning of each data file in
which orbit number, time, nodal position, solar declination,
and two radlanco-to-temperat4Jre converslon tables are given.
_ch _ape conLe_ns half • day's da_a.
..........................................................
Data se_ name - CLOUD DATA IN E_B FORHAT (NCLE) ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 78-OgBA-100, CLOUD DATA E_B FORMAT (NCL_)
T;se period covered - 10/30//8 TO 03/31/85
Quantity of data - 312 RF_-S DF TAPE
This exparlmen_er-mupplled cloud data sot was generated
in IBM rapresentatlon on g-track, ]600-bpl oagnet;c tapes. The
data set was generated from the Temperature Husldity lnfrared
Radiometer (THIR) 11.5-micrometer rldlancla (CLDT; NSSDC ID
78-098A-100), the Tocal Ozone Happing _pectroseter (TOMS)
derived UV (0.36- and 0.38-micrometer) reflectlvitles (HOT_14_;
N_SDC ID 78-O98A-OQC), and Lhe Air Force surface temperature.
Data consist of total cloud amounl_s in percent coverage; cloud
amounts at three altltude_: low (beige 2 km), middle (2 to 7 km
depending on latitude), and high (above the middle cloud
layer); percent c_rrus and deep convective cloudiness; and
surface radiances. Data are averaged orbit by orbit to the
Nimbus 7 Earth Radiation Budget (BB) eaperisent subtarget
areas (STA), approximately 165 km x 165 km each. NCLE is • nee
version of CLE, with improved cloud estimation. There is one
laps per week starling in April ]979, ehen the Air Force
surface temperature inform•Lion began.
..............................................................
Data set name - CLOUD DATA TOMS FOfl_4_T (EK_LT) ON HAC_IETIC
TAPE
NSSDC ID 78-098A-108, CLOUD DATA TOHS FOR'HAT (BCLT)
Time period covered - 10/31/78 TO 10/31/84
Quantity of data - 893 REELS OF TAPE
This experlmenter-supplied cloud data set las generated
in iBM representation on 9-tracT, 1600-bpl magnetic tapes. The
dat• set was generated from the Temperature Hus;d;ty Infrared
Radiometer (THIR) 11.S-micrometer ridiences (CLDT; NSSDC ID
78-098A-1K), the Total Ozone Happing Spectrometer (TOHS)
derived UV (0.36- and 0.38-micrometer) reflectivlties (HDTOHS;
NSSDC ID 78-098A-0901. end the Air Force surface temper•lure.
Similar to the THIR NCLE (NSSDC ]D 78-098A-1081, the data se_
contain_ total cloud amounbs, in percent coverage; cloud
• _ounts at three eltibudes: Joe (below 2 km), middle (2 to 7 km
depending on latitude), and hlgh (above the middle cloud
layer); cmrrus and deep convective clouds; and mean and
deviations of cloud end surface red;antes. Da_a are averaged
orbit by orbit on_o each of _he Nimbus 7 TaMS IFDV, which vary
from _0 km • ._0 km be 20_ km • 200 km. BCLT ;s a nee version
of CLT, wi_h improved cloud estimation. There is one tape per
week, starling ;n April 197g :hen the Air Force surface
temperature information began.
......................................................
Da£a set name CLOUD DATA (C-MATRIX) ON HACN_TIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 78-OQBA-lOF, CLOUD DATA (C-HATRIX)
Time period covered - 04/01/79 TO 03/31/85
_uanti[y of data - 7 RFFIS OF TAPF
Thls experimenter-supplied cloud data set mas generated
by an ]BM 3081 computer on g-trock. 6250-bp; magnetic tapes.
The data se_ was generated fro_ the Temperature Humidity
lnfrared Radiometer (THIR) NCLE t_pes (NSSDC ID ?8-Og8A-IOD)
It consists of mare than 100 parameters, which include d_ily
(local noon and midnight) and monthly averages Of tote_, low
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(below 2 ks), m;ddle (2 _o 7 km depending on latitude), •nd
high (•bore Che middle cloud I•yer) cloud •mount in percent
coverage; cle•r are• r•d;•nces; •nd sp•t;•l •nd temporal
variances. These par•meters •re computed for the 2070 Niim_us 7
Earth Radi•tlon Budget (E_O) target areas, each with •n •re• of
approximately 500 km = 500 Am. Derived zonal, hemispheric, and
global values are also given for most parameters. There ;s one
C-NATRIX tape per year, st•fling in April 1Q7Q when the Air
Force surface temperature information began.
...........................................................
N]HEIUS 7. TAYLOR
STRATOSPttE_IC AND HESOSPHER]C SOUND_
(SAMS)
Data set name - RADIANCE ARCHIVE DATA ON HAGNL-rlC TAPE
NSSDC 1D 78-O98A-O_A, RADIANCE ARCHIVE TAPE (RAT)
Time period covered - 10/23/78 TO 06/13/83
Quantity of data - lq6 R_J-S OF TAPE
This experimenter-suppl_ed radiance data set is written
on 9 track, 1600-bpi magnetic tapes in 16-blt integers. ]t
contains uncalibrated and calibrated data frame by frame along
the orbit, housekeeping functions, derived tangent point
pressures, relevant spacecraft functions, and retrieved
temperature profiles at 2.5-deg intervals •long the tangent
tr•ck, r-_ch tape covers 6 days of data.
...........................................................
Data set name - C_IDD_ RETRIEVAL TE_PERATLffRE DATA ON
MACN_IC TAPE
NSSOC ID 78-OQBA-O2B, CRIDOE_ TE)4PE_ATURE TAPE (CRIDT)
Time period covered - 12/24/78 TO 06/09/83
Quantity of data 4 RFJ=-J_ OF TAPE
This data set of retrieved temperatures, originally
supplied by experimenters in DEC format, was copied by the
Nimbus Project onto g-track, 6250-bpl m•gnetlc tapes in IBM
3081 binary integers. It consists of two kinds of data blocks:
block types 7402 and 7403. For both types, the earth's surfmce
is divided into 2.5-dog latitude by lO-deg longitude grids that
extend from 50 deg S. to 67.5 deg N. Block type 7402 cent•ins
retrieved temperatures aver•gad over d•y and night at 62
pressure levels, which range from In(PO/P)=l.A to 13.6, with an
increment of 0.2. PO is 1000 mb•r and P ;s the pressure ;n
mh•r. Zonal mean •nd cl;m•tology values are •Iso given. Block
type 7403 contains either temper•lures or temper•lure errors
• vet•gad over day and night •t 10 pressure levels: 100, 30, 10,
3, 1, 0.3, 0.1, 0.03, 0.01 and 0.003 mbar. There Ire some data
discontinuities caused by changes _n the oper•tlon modes of the
instrument (C02 channels Cl and Alp. Users should refer to a
tabular listing of modes for each nominal day in the eNimbus 7
Stratospheric and Nesospher;c Sounder (SAJMIS) Experiment DeC•
User's Guide," which •lmo contains an article by C.D. Bodgers
et el. on the met_od of t•iper•ture retrieval. Each QRIO-T
tape cent•ins approximately 1 calendar yr of data.
...............................................................
Data eel name - ZONAL HEANS COHPOSITION DATA ON NA()NETIC
TAPE
NSSDC ID 76-OQOA-02C, ZONAL MEANS N20, CH4 TAPE (ZHT-G)
T;me period covered - 01/01/79 TO 12/30/81
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set of zonal mean retrieved mixing ratios of
methane and nitrous aside0 originally supplied by e=perimenters
single 9 track, 6250-bpi
in DEC format, is written ;nln_egers. The earth's surfacemagnetic tape in I) 3081 binar
_s divided into 2.5-deg latlbudln•l zones that e,tend froR 50
deg S. _o 67.5 dog N. Retrieved mlxing ratios •re •vet•gad
over day and night at 31 pressure levels, mhlch range from
In(PO/P)=3.0 to 9.0, with an increment of 0.2. PO is 1013.2_
mbar and P ;s the pressure in mblr. Nixing r•tlo errors are
• leo given. Because the methane and the nitrous oxide channels
cannot function simultaneously, only one type of measurement is
made for any nominal day. Users should refer to a tabular
listing of modes for each nominal day in the mNimbus 7
Stratospheric and Hesospheric Sounder (SA_) Experiment Dat•
UserJs Ou;de, m ehlch also contalns.•n •rt;cle by C.D. Rodgers
et el. on the method of composition retrieval.
NOAA g BARI<STROH
EARTH RADIATION EUDCET EXPERIN_4T (ERBE)
...............................................................
Dat• set name - RAW ARCHIVE TAPE (RAT) INACES ON OPTICAl
DISK
NSSDC ID 84-123A-OSB, RAW ARCH TP(RAT) IHAGES ON 0P DSK
Time period covered - 01/23/85 TO 07/31/87
Quantity Of data - 10 DISKS
This r•w data set was supplied by the I_BE science team
as tape images on I2-in. VOf_R optical disks that were created
on Optimem drives in an Aquidneck system The data were flrsl
g ..... ted on : CDC ...... tar T: scaled integers in I_
representation nd put onto un beled magnetic tapes Thi_
data set. called the Raw Archival Tape (RAT), cent•ins scanner
and nonscanner raw radiometric counts. It also contains
telemetry, ephemeris, •nd attitude data merged t_:)gether
sequentially by time. The scanner measurements are obtained
from three detectors that scan the earth perpendicular to
satellite ground track from horizon t_ horizon in three
spectral ranges: _otal (0.2 to _4) micrometers), shortwave (0.2
to 5.0 micrometers), and Iongwave (b.O _ 50 micrometers).
F_ch scan lasts 4 e and covers a hexagonal IFOV of 3 dog by 4 5
dee The nonscanner measurements are obtained from four
e•rth-vlewing channels and • solar monitor. The earth-viewlng
channels provide total waveband r•d;ation •nd shortwave
radiation data in two sp•tlal re_lutions: a horizon-to-horlzon
view (WFOV). approximately 135 deg, and a view limited _o 10
dee or 1000 km (MFOV). Data measured by the solar monitor Ire
total radiation from the sun. A set of nonscinner measure_nts
is made once every 0.8 s, with a tile gap of 0.1 s in between.
Earth locations of the field-of-view Ire provided for all
radiometric measurements- Additional information includes the
time of the record; spacecraft pos;tlon, velocity, and •el;rude
data; sun position data; housekeeping data in both counts and
converted values; and a complete set of radlometrlc, geometric,
and st•tus flags describing the _BE instruments. These data
arm grouped ;ntA_ 16-s records, wlth one tape per day and one
optical disk per month.
..............................................................
Data set name - P_0CESSE_ ARCHIVE TAPE (PAT) IHAOES ON
OPTICAL DISK
NSSOC 10 84-123A-050, PROC ARCH TP(PAT) IHACES ON OP aSK
Time period covered - 04/01/85 TO 10/31/86
Quant)ty of data - 5 DISKS
This set of earth radiances was supplied by the E]RBE
science team as tope images on 12-in. WORN optical disks that
were created on OptimeB drives in an Aquidneck myatem. The
data were first goner•ted on • _ co_puter as scaled integers
;n I_ represent•tlon and put on unlabeled emgnetlc tapes. The
dlta set contains mcanner and nonsc•nner radlometric and
unfiltered melsurements, viewing angles •t t_e top of the
atmosphere, and estimates of the radiant exlt•nce based on
these measurements. The time, spacecraft po_ition, velocity
vectors, lun position, and flags are also given for each file,
which contains 1 day of data. There is one optical dlsk per
month.
..............................................................
Data set name - TOTAL SOLAR IRRADIANCE ON H_OPY
NSSDC I0 84-123A-OSD, TOTAL SOLAR IRRADIANCE
Time period covered - 03/01/85 TO 12/31/86
Quantity of data 2 PACES OF UNBOUND HARDCOPY
This set of total soler irradiince data was supplied by
the experimenter te•m to NASA's Cllm•te Datm System on hard
copy. The _ol•r constants were measured by the _ol•r monitor
(0.2-50 micrometers) every 2 weeks during pe#iode of solar
calibration of the a•rthnVleWlng instruments. The measurements
are normalized to one •stronomica_ unit and corrmcted for any
ofF-axis positioning of the sun. Accuracy is bmtter than 0.S_
The data sob is available on line in _mmon D•ta Form•t (CDF).
Thls data set ;s colocated with the t_tal molar irradiance data
from the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (E_BS; NSSI:)C 1D
84-108B-010).
...............................................................
Data set name - SOLAR INCIDBWCE DATA (S-2) ON OPTICAL
DISK
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NSSOCZD84-123A-OSE,SOLAR INC_E (S-2) ON OP DISK
T;me period covered - 04/01/85 TO 10131186
quantity of data - 3 DISKS
This mot of solar data was supplied by the BR1BE sclonce
team as tape images on 12-in. optical d;mka that mere created
on OptillNim dr;yea in an Aquldnmck system. Thm dat_ll were first
generated on a CDC cowuter as scaled integera ;n ION
repremontation and put on unlabeled magnetic tapes. This data
set contains radlometrlc _msuremmnf_s in c_et;m _hat wore taken
by _he _lar monitor channel of the n_scanner ;natrumwnt
during each _O-min molar calibration period Besides the
radiometrlc da_a, there are el me no.scanner houmekeaping data
in counts and enginmer;ng units, the solar monitor cone angle,
and flogs There may be up to four measurement periods per
_ntE, and one [apm contains 1 _ of data. This data set ;s
archkved on the Processed Archive lape (PAT) optical disks of
the month.
.............................................................
Data set name - CRIOOED EARTH RADIATION BUDCL_ DATA (S-41
ON OPTICAL DISK
NSSOC ID 84-123A-OSF, QRIDOED EARTH RAD BUDCE_ OO (S-41
Tile pmriod cowmrmd - 04/01/85 TO 10/31/86
Quantity of data - 5 DISKS
This set of earth radiation budget data was supplied by
_he E_BE science team as tape images on 12-;n. optical disks
that lerm created on Optimem drives in an Aquidneck system.
The da_a mere first generated on m C[X_ colmuter as scaled
integers in ION ropromon_ation and put _ unlabeled magnotlc
tapes. This data set contains averages Of estisates of
longwave, shortwave, and nmt radiant exi_anco It the top of the
a_molphere and albedo. One met of eatimates includes all
nerroe-flmld-of-view (NFDV) scanner _asure_nts. The second
sat contains only thosm measurements ;dent;lied Is viealng
clear sky areas. Four lore sots of estimates contain
nonecanfler meamurements (NFOV and WFOV) that are reduced with
both the shepe factor technique and t_e numerical filter
_mchnlque. There are four types of spatial Ivermglng: 2.5 deQ,
5.0 dog, 10.0 dog regions and zones, and global averaging.
There Ire mile thrme different time periods of avermg;ng:
daily, monthly, and monthly hourly. One tape contains 1 me of
da_a from the NOSu_ 9 spacecraft or from comb;ned mpacecraft
(_, NOAA 9, and NO_ 10) Thim daba met is arch;ved on the
last Processed Archive Tape (PAT) optical disk of the month.
..............................................................
Data set name - SCANNE_ EARTH RADIATIDN(S-9) EXIT/_E
AL8_ DATA ON OPTICAL DISK
_ IO 84-123A-0_, SCAN _RTH(S9)RAD EXIT_E+A_O
Time period covered - 04/01/85 TO 10/31/86
Quantity of data - _ DISKS
This sob of earth rediat;on budget data vaa supplied by
the _BE science team as tape images on 12-1n. optlcal disks
teat were created on Optlmem drives in an Aqu;dneck systsm.
The data wore first generated on a CDC computer as scaled
integers ;n IBI4 representation and put on unlabeled magnetic
tapes. Thim data let contains daily, monthly hourly, mnd
_nthly averages of Iongwave and shortwave radiant ex;tance at
the top oT the at_Bosphere and aibedo. The parameters are
derived from the scanner measuremmntm end are spa_;ally
averaged for 2.5-dog regions, There is also stat;stlcal
information and scene inforlation, i.e., cloud condition.
5;miler parameters arm determined for those scanner
measurements that mere identified as view;rig clair sky areas.
One month of data from the NDAA 9 spacecraft or from combined
spacmcraft (E_B_, NOAA q, and NOAA 101 are contained on 1-17
tapes. This data set is arcEivmd on the last Processmd Archive
Tape (PAT) optical disk of the month.
............................................................
Data set name - NON SCANNI_ EARTH RADIANCE (S-IO)
_%TANCE AND A_O DATA ON OPTICAL DISK
NS_ ID B4-I23A-O_, N S )TH(SIO)RAD _IT_E+AL_O
Time period covered - 04/01/8_ TO 10/31/86
Quantity of data + 5 DISKS
This set of earth radiation budget data was supplied by
tee E_B[ science team is tape images on 12-in. optical dlmks
that mere created on Optkmem drives in an Aqu;dneck system
The data lmra first generated or* a CDC computer as scaled
integers in IBM representation and put on unlabeled magnetlc
_apes, This data set contains daily, monthly hourly, and
mN_nthly mverages of I ongwavm and shortwave radiant exi_ance at
the top of the atmosphmre and albed_. Thm parameters are
derived from the nonscanner measurmments by the shape factor
(SF) technique,and the numerical filter technique (NF). The SF
data are collected into IO-deQ reQ;ons and the NF data are
collected into S-dog ragiema. Similar to the scmnnmr dat_ mmt
(S-9; NSSOC ID 84-106B-0101, tharm is mime st;atistical and
scene iafornation, i.e., cloud condition, HOWever, there are
no plrameterl calculated for clllr sky armam. One month of
data from the NOAA 9 mllacecrift or from combined mpIcecrift
(ERBS, NOAA g, lad NDAA ]O) are coneminmd on f_r topis. This
die41 sot is archived on the last Procasa_d Archive Tape (PAT)
optical dilk of the month.
**eeeeeaeoeee*eeeooeeoe*ee*eeoeea*aeeoleeoaeoeooeo,eaeeeeeeoee,
seeeeeeeeeeomeeeeeemeew SAGE eeeeweeee*meeeeeeeaeeeeeeee_eeeeeo
eeeeeeeeeeeaeaeee*eeeeeeseeeeeeeeeeeemeeeee_aeeo,aeeeeemmeeee_,
SAGE, HCCOf_HICK
STRATOS_IC AI_OSOL AND GAS EXPEREHI_K1
(SAOE)
...............................................................
Date set name - MOBROLOCIEAL, _]S AND RAW DATA
ARCHIVAL MAGNETIC TAPES
N_SOC I0 79-OI3A-OIA, HET,EPHE_,RAW ARCH TAPE (Hl_q_AT)
Time period covered - 02/21/79 TO 11/18/8]
Quantity of data - 233 R_ OF TAPE
lhese experimenter-supplied, meteorological, ephemeris,
rmduced data ere on q-track, 1000-bpi0 binary magnetic tapes
created on m _ 8800 computer. Each mvmnt is composed oF one
record (616 CDC 60-hit words) of meteorological and mphemerls
data (combined) plus 10 or more consecutive 4-s telemetry dlba
records. The metworolog;cml date, _hich are provided by NOAA,
includm telqperaturm and density at 19 pressure levels. The
ephemeris data include _he position and valocity vectors and
_he t;sm at the ophwmerla points. The telemetry data include
ral _olar radiance data (in counts) that were measured at four
wavelengths between 0.385 end 1 micrometer (or each spacecraft
sunrise and sunset event. Each tape contains 4 days of data.
...............................................................
Data set name - OZONE, A_OSOL AND NITROOE_ DIOXIDE
PROFILE DATA ON NAQNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 79-013A-01C, OZONE, A_OSOL • NO2 PFL TAPE
Time period covered - 02/21/79 TO 11/18/81
Qua_tlty of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data se_ contains aerobe e.tinct;on profiles and
m;z;ng ratios of ozone and nitrogen dlo:ide. TEe data set wms
derived from radiances measured at m 0.38_-1.04 micrometer
mavmlength for each sunrise and sunset event on the
Hetmorologlcal0 EpEamerls, Ram Oats Archlval Tape (HB_DAT;
NSSOC ID 79-O]3A-O1A). Profiles of aerosol coefficients of
extinction end profiles Of nitrogen dlolide and ozone number
density are given at 1-km rm_olu_ion above In earth tangent
point from cloud top (110 hi) to 40 km. Stlatlal coverage ;s
from 79 dog N, to 79 dmg S., mlth i horizontal resolutlon of
200 km. There are ll_ total eltlnctlon ratlom and miz;ng
ratios of nitrogen dioxide and ozone. The estimated errors of
theme derived products at their peak distributions are: 10_ for
aerololm, 10_ for ozone, and 251 for nitrogen dioxide.
Or;gin_lly supplied by the e.pmr;menter as one ]600-bpi tape
per month in _ binary, the data sol was compressed by N_SOC
int_ two 6250-bpi tapes.
*********************** SKYLAB ********************************
............................................................
SKyLAO. DE1q_L
NULTISPECTRAL PHOTOCRAF_IIC FACIL;TY
...............................................................
Data set nmme - SKyLA8 EARTH RESOURCES DATA CATALOC ON
MICROFICHE
NSSOC 10 73-027A-17A, INDEX OF )F-JP PHOIOORAPHS, NFZCHF_
Time period covered - 05/14/73 TO 11/01/74
_uant;ty of data - ] CARD OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of 173 pages of tabulated indexing
and el. maps tha_ identify photography available from this
exper*ment. Introductory mater i_J providms experiment
descriptions for _11 sis B_EP experiments° exal_ lea, and
suggemt i one for usage, along with other useful bmck ground
informit;on For each pict_ure the indexing data l lst time,
location, picture iden_iflcation (roll and frame number), and
short descriptmve location comments This document may be
obtained from the U.S. Government Printing Officm. merck no
3300-00586, no author, title ISky l mb _1 r th Resources Dabs
Catalog0 t or from the National Technical Information Service.
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.a*_s**eeeeeteeeeeee*ee _ 1 eeee*ee*ewlew_leeee*eweeta•lteee*
w.e_s.leleaaee.aee*lai**eeee**e*eeleeeee*e_e*aee*eeeee*eee*ee*
SMS 1, NESOIS STAFF
VISIBLE INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETB_
(vissa)
..............................................................
Data set name - EXPBIMENTB HISTORY TAPES - VISSR DATA
IN DIGITAL FORMAT ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 74-033A-O]A, _ - VISSR DIGITAL DATA TAPES
Time period covered - 05/17/74 TO 10/_D/75
_uantity of datl - 303 REELS OF TAPE
This set of radiances eis prepired by the elperilenter's
office and is iv•liable on 9-trick, 1600-bpi, binary magnetic
tapes known as the Experimenter Hie•wry Tapes (l_lT). It
contelns, in image sections, radiances •hit were leisured it
villble (0.5S tO 0.70 micrometer) •nd IR (10.5 to 12.6
m;cr_eter) wivelengths i;th spatial resolutions of O.Q and B
km, respectively. There is also time and I_•tion, orbit,
attitude, and telemetry informition The _ forlet is
presented in ippindiI B of the IVlS_ Data Processing Plan for
Synchronous Meteorological and Geostatlonary 0peratlonal
EnvlronmentlJ Satellites (_ICOES) I by P.L. McKowan, TRF
B29538.
...............................................................
Data met name - Vl_ VISIBLE IHACE_Y ON 7OHM FILM
NSSOC ID 74-033A-OIB, VISSR VISIBLE IMAGERY, 701414 FILM
Time period covered - 08/30/74 TO 04/19/79
Quantity of data - 1449 B/W NEC_TIVE FRAHES
This s•t of visible imagery was produced on commerciil
imige-generatlon equipment from dlgltal tapes and is available
on 70-ll flJ . F_ch pictu re contalns a title on th• t_)p
boundlry end ma 33-level griy ac•le on the right boundary that
represents brightne_ telperltures. It may have i comblnltlon
of _he following options: 1) contrast enhancement, 2) image
sectoriz•t;on, and 31 1/16-slze imagery. The m•limUm effective
mlze'covwra _ sq km, represented by 4000 by 3904 pixels.
Ealch element his i laXlmum r•solut;on of 3_7 km. The t;tll
cone•ins the satell te identlflc•tlon, picture number, picture
type, coordinate numbers of the top left pixel relative to the
visible sensor, start time of aect_rized image, and p;xel
icaling ind sect_)r size identificatlon. Sectorized il•gem lay
be requested by date, time, and geographic Irel.
...............................................................
Data Set name - VIS._ INFRARED IHAOERY ON 70NM FILM
NSSOC ID 74-033A-010, VISSR IR IMAOERY, 7_ FILM
lime period covered - 08/29/74 TO 04/19/79
qUlnti_y of date - 2B2S B/_ NEGATIVE FRAHES
This set of IR iilgery was produced on COllerclil
il•Qe-gener•tlon equipment from digital tapes •nd is avalJlbJe
on 70-ml film. E_ch picture con•ales • title on the top
boundary and a 33-level gray sc•|e on the r;ght boundary that
represents brightness temperatures. It lay hive i combination
of the following options: 11 contr•st enhlncement, 2) ;lime
lectorlzatlon, 3) full-earth or lector imagery, 4) 114-size
ilegery, end S) 1/16-size imagery. The mlximum effectlve slze
covers SO0 sq Am, represented by 4000 by 3904 p;xels. Each
element has a maximum resolution of 3.7 ka. The tltle cone•ins
the matelllte ident;flcation, picture number, picture type,
coordinate numbers of the top left pixel relative to the
visible sensor, atert time of sect_r;zed liege, and pilel
Icaling and sector mize ;dentiflclti_. Sectorlzed images may
be requeated by date, time, and geographic Irma.
...............................................................
D•t• set name - AOIPS IR AND VISIBLE IMAGE DATA ON TAPE
NSSOC ID 74-033A-010, AOIPS IR * VISIBLE IMAGE TAPES
Tile period covered - 05/17174 T009126/75
quantity of data - 5472 REELS OF TAPE
This set of radiance telperat_res eas prepared by the
experiHnter's office and is available o_ Q-trick, 1600-bpi,
binary magnetic tapes in the At41oapherlc and Oceeno_riphlc
Image Processing Symtem (AOIPS) format. _ch ripe con•mine up
to four data files: a v;mlble (0.55- _o O.70-micrometer) image
data file, In IR (10.5- to I2.6-llcroleter) inige dim• file0 an
IR grid dlti file, and I callbratlon date file. _th the
visible and infrared data cover from pole _o pole, from 65 dig
W to 15S deg E. The rel_)Juti_e are 0.9 kl and 8 km,
respectively. The AOI_ format iS demcrlbed in appendix B of
the eVISSR Data Processing Plan for Synchronous H•teorological
and _ostltlofllr 7 0perit;on•l _lnv;ronmentll Satellites
(SHSICOES)I by P_L. McKoean, TRF Er29538.
Data met nBme - IDA_ VISIBLE AND IR IMA_ DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC 1D 74-033A-OIE, IDAMS VISIBLE * IR IMACE DATA
lime period coverld - 05/17/74 TO 09/06/74
Quantity of dati 786 REELS OF TAPE
This seb of rldilnce temperatures was prepared by the
experimenter's office and _s available on 7-track, BOO-bp;,
biniry mlgnetlc tIpes in [he 1mime Display •nd Manipulation
System (IOANS) format Each tape contains up to 4000 image
records in brightness temperitures and his orblt/teiemetry
inforllLion also. The tapes wire used to generate 70-mm film
products but were subsequently replaced by the Atmompheric and
Oceanographic II•ge Processing System (AOIPS) formit data.
More description of these data may be found in appwnd;m B of
the mVIS_ Data Processing Plan for Synchronous Meteorolo¢;cal
and Oeomtat;onlry Operationll Env;ronlentll Satellites
(SHS/COE_) e by P-L. HcKowan, TRF B2qS_8.
e*eeeeeI*ae_ee*teeeeeee _ 2 t_•e**ee*eeee****a_eeeeeee*eo**e*
eeeeeee***eee_ele.eaeee*eJeellewe_leeI*e*ea*eeleleeee*ee*eeeae*
SHS2, NESOIS STAFF
VISIBLE INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOR_TER
(VZ_)
...............................................................
DIta set nile - E_PERIH_T_ HISTORY TAPES - VISSR DATA
IN DIGITAL FORMAT ON _ON_IC TAPE
_ ID 7S-01IA-_A, _ - VI_ DICITAL DATA 1AP_
Time period covered - 02117/75 TO 08/28/75
Quantity of data - 334 REFJ-S OF TAPE
This set of ridlinces elm prepirmd by the expmrilenter)a
office ind im avail•bee on 9-track, 1600-bpi, binary magnetic
tapes known is the Experimenter History Tapes (B_I). It
contains0 in imlge s•ctlons, radiances t_lt were measured It
visible (0,5S- I_0 O.70-licroleter) led IR (10.5- to
12.6-mlcrolebmr) wavelengthm lith spatial re_lutlons Of 0.9
and B Am, respectively. There Ire also til_ and Ioc•tlon0
orbit, •ttltude, and _elemetr_ information. The _ format ia
presented ;n appendix C of the _DIta Processing Plen for
Synchr_ous Meteorological and Geostltionary Operational
Environmental Satellites (SH_/GOE_) m by P.L. McKo_in, TRF
Er29538.
...............................................................
Data set ne_ - VISS_ VISIBLE IHAGE_Y ON 70MM FILH
NSSDC ID 75-011A-O4B, VISSR VISIBLE II_AOERY, 70ttM FILM
Time period covered - 04/19/79 TO 02101/80
qulntlty of dltl - 1882 B_# NEGATIVE FRAHE_
Thls set of visible ie_gery wls produced on COlmerciil
i lk_ge-gener•tlon equipment from digital tapes and ;a eva;labia
on 70-mm film. Each picture contains a title on the top
boundary and I 33-level grly iclle on _e r;oht boundary •hit
repreeents brightness telperltures. It may h•ve a combinatlon
of the following options: 1) contrast enhancement0 2) imagl
sectorlzat;on, end 3) 1/16-eize imagery. The meui mum effectlvl
mlze covera 500 sq Am, repremented by 4000 by 3904 piuels.
Each elelent his I maximum remolutlon of 3.7 km. The _itle
con•line the s•telllte idmntiflcatlon, picture number, picture
type, coordinate nUl_ers of the top left pliel relative to the
visible sensor, start tile of sector;zed i 1 age0 end plxel
scaling end a_ictor s_ze iden_ificltlon. _ctorized images mly
be requested by date, time, and oeogrlphlc Irma.
...............................................................
Data se_ name - VI_SR INFRARED IHACIE_:Y ON 70_M FILM
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NSSOCID 75-011A-04C0 VlSSR IR IMAC_R¥. 7OHM FILM
Time period covered - 04119/79 TO 09/12/79
Quantity of dlta - 1446 B/V NEC, ATIYEFRAMES
Thls set of IR imagery wam produced on commercial
image-gmneratlon mqulp_nt from digital tapes mad im ave;llble
70-N film. I:;_ch picture contmlnm m tltlo on t_le tamp
b(_Landlry and a 33-level gray nolle on the right boundlry that
represents brightnemm temerat_Jres. It may have • cc:)oblnatlon
of the following optbons: 1) contrast enhmncm_nt, 2} image
mec_orizltion. 3) full-earth or mectaDr ;Imgory0 4) ]/4-e;ze
imlgmry, snd 5) ]/16-mlze imagery. The mszimum effective size
covers 54{)0 mq km, represented by 4000 by 3904 plzels. F=ch
element has • m•limua rmmolution of 3.7 Am. The title contains
the satellite identification, p_cLure number, picture type,
coordinate number• of the top left pizel relative t_o the
vimlble mmne_r, st•re time of •ect_)rized image, •rid pixel
scaling and mecta:)r size identification. Secta_)rizmd imagos may
be requested by date, time, and gmographlc area.
.......................................................
Data met name - AOI_ IR AND VISIBLE IMAGE GAlA ON TAPE
NSSOC ID 75-011A 040. AOIPS mR +V]SIBLE IMAGE TAPES
Time period covered - 08/12/74 TO 09/12/79
Quintity of dats- 4278 REB-5 OF TAPE
This met oF ridlance temperatures was prepared by _he
emperimenter's office and is avlilable on Q-trick, 1600-bp;,
binary magnetic tapes ;n the Atqmompheric and Oceanographic
amigo Processing System (AOI_) format. F-_ch tape contains up
to four d•_s files: a visible (0.55- to 0.70-mlcrometer) image
data file. an IR (IO.S- to 12o8-mlcrometer) ;uge dsta file, In
1R grid data file, snd a calibration data file. 8oth the
visible and infrared data cover from polm to polo, from 65 dog
W. to 156 dog E. The resolutions sre 0.9 km lad 8 km,
rempectively. The AOI_ format is described in appendix B of
• ho IYI) Data Processing Plan for Synchronous Meteorological
end Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites
(5/45/COF_51 m by P.L. HcKowan, TRF B2953B.
...........................................................
D•ta set name IDAHS VISIBLE AND IR IHACE DATA ON TAPE
NS_ 10 75-011A-04E. IDAHS VISIBLE + IR IMAGE OATA
Time period covered - 02/06/75 TO 10/27/75
Quantity of data - 1780 REELS OF TAPE
Thlm set of radience temporltures man prepared by _he
experlmenter's office end ;a available on 7-trick, _-bpi,
binary magnetic tapes in the Image Oimplsy and MIn_pulatlon
Symtem (IDN¢S) forint. F_lch tape c_teins up to 4000 ;mile
records in brlghtnems tompmratures Bad ham orbit/telemetry
information lime. The tapes were used ta_ generate 7O-m_ film
products but were submequently replaced by the At_•pheri¢ and
Oce•nographlc Image Processing System (AOIPS) format do_a.
Here description of those data may be found in appendix B of
the mVISSR Dati Processing Plan for Synchronous Mmteorological
and OeOStlt;onlry Operational Envlronmentll Satellites
(SHS/COF-S) m by P.L. McKowen. TRF B29538.
NSSDC ID 81-IlIA-O1A, RADAR IMACB_Y
Time period covered - 11/12/81 TO 11/14/81
Quant;ty of data - 1530 FEET OF B/W NEGATIVES
This data set contains radar images of the esrth on 5-1n.
film. lhe images were acquired at ].2B Cltz frequency (23 cm
wavelength) snd were recorded on signal film. lhe signal film,
which can be regarded as a radar hologram, was processed in an
optical correlat_:)r at JPL. The resulting imagery has • scale
of I:50CI.O00, and the ground tracks cover selected area5
between 35 deg S. and 40 deg N. The width of ill smiths is 50
Am, but the length of the image varies depending on the on/off
timms EJIch image is identlf;ed by • data-take number. The
resolution ;s alightly better than 40 m. Since the image fill
does no_ contain annotst;on data, the mShutt[e lmag;ng Bsd•r-A
(SIR-A) [xperlment m (IRF B34186-OOOA) must be used to obtain
NSSDC ID 81-111A-OIB, SIR-A M0VIE, COLOR
Time period covered - (N/A)
Qu•ntlty oF data - 3CMD FEET OF COLOR _TIV_
This 1]-mln _tlon picture (mThe SIR-A Howls m) begins
wlth footlg, of the lctu•l launch of the mpececr•ft lad
continues with man. los of the radar imagery acquired wlth the
Shuttle Imaging Radmr-A Flown on STS 2. The narration is done
by the prlnclpsl investigator, Gr. Chsrlos Elsch; of JPL. The
film is made ;n much • way th•t the imagery appears a• though
the vleeer ;s fly;no on the Shuttle. Imagery exnmplem include
the coast of southern Californis, villages and tectonic
features in Chin•, river pettmrns in Borneo, and termed
drainage patterns in _he _yptian/Sudanese demert.
...............................................................
Data set name - SIR-A HOVIE FILM ON VlD_ TAPE
M_SDC ID 81-111A-01C, SIR-A MOVIE ON VIDFJ3 TAPE
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data 1 REEL OF TAPE
This video cessette (mThe SIR-A Movie m ) begins with
foot•go of the actual launch of the mplcecr•ft and continuem
with examplms of the radar imagery •cqulrod with the Shuttle
Imaging Radar-A flown on SIS-2. The narration is done by the
prlnc;pal investigator, Dr. Charism Elachi, of JPL. The film
is made in much m may that the imagery sppmars is _hough the
viewer is fly;ng on the Shuttle. Imagery examples include the
coast of _ou_hern California, villages and _ec_onic features in
China, river pattarns in Borneo, and buried drainage pattern_
in the E_yptiln/Sudaneme desert.
...............................................................
STS 2/OSTA-1, COETZ
SHbrFTLE HULTISPEETRAL INFRARI_D
RAg IOMETB_ (SMIRR)
...............................................................
Data set name - CALIBRATI_) RAOIOME_RIC DATA ON HAONETIC
TAPE
NSSI)C I0 81-111A-O2A, RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION DATA
Time period covered - 0E/09/8] TO 03/01/82
Quentlty of dats- I REFJ- OF TAPE
This met of calibr•tic_ data ;s on c_e 9-trsck, 1600-bp;
magnetic tape that was generated by in I_ 360 computer in
binary format. Two callbrmtlone were performed before launch
•nd three after launch. L;I;ted documentitlon IS• provided by
the principal ;nvsstiQ•_r. This data le_ ;s mon_
lutomi_icllly mhen the rad_ometric meamuremmnt8 (NS,._)C ]O
81-111A-O2B) are ordered.
...............................................................
Data set name - UNCALIBRATE_ PJU)IOMETE]_ DATA ON MAONETIC
TAPE
NSSDC ID 81-111A-O2B. UNCALI_RATED RADIOME'T_ DATA
Time period covered - 11/1_/8] TO 11/14/81
Quantity of data - _ RF-EL_ OF TAPE
This met of uncalibrsted ridlometr;c di_a win archived by
the principal invemtigstor on Q-trick, ]600-bpl, binary
magnetic tapes that were gmnerited on in IB_ 360 computer. The
data net cent•ins rad;_trlc reflectance of mmlocted portions
of the earth'e murfece that were measured in 10 wavelengths
(0.5-_-5 eicroeleters). Approlimatmly 70 lln of cloud-free
data, mquivmlent to 400,000 spectra, and .SO mifl of nearly
cloud-free data are available on I total of ]7 data takes. The
rad;ometrlc calibration data tape (NSS_2 1D 81 111A-O2A) and
the photographs (81-111A-02E or Bl-111A-(Y201 are necessary for
calibration and location of the radiances. Limited
documentation eas provided by the P.I.
...............................................................
Data set name _ BLACK AND WHITE IMAGERY
38
NSSDC ID Rl-111A-O_C, BLACK AND WHZTE IMACE_Y
Time period covered - 11/12/81 TO 11/14/81
Quantity of data - 250 FEET OF B/_I/NEQATIVES
This set of black and white photographs is on 16-am,
250-ft flle. The data provide •ccompanylng images to the
digital r•diometrlc measurements (NSSOC ID Bl-111A-O_R).
Approximately 120 mln of images were collected, but, unlike the
radiometer data, no separate data takes •re ivaitable. Since
these photx>grlphs are necessary to geograph;cllly locate
rad_ometric mea&urementso they are sent autd)matically when the
radio•etric measurements (NSSDC ID 81-111A-O2B) •re ordered.
......................................................
Data set name COLOR IMACE]RY
NSSDC ID 81 111A-O2D, COLOR 1RAGERY
Time period covered - 11/12/81 TO 11/14/81
Qu•ntity of data 250 FEET OF COLOR NECAT]VF-S
This set of color photographs ;s on 16-mm0 250-ft film.
The data provide •ccompanylng images to the dlg;tal radiometr;c
measurements (NSSD(:: IO Rl-111A-O2B). Approz;l•tely 120 aim of
images mere collected, but, unlike the radiometer data, no
separate data takes are available. The quality of this set is
poorer than the black and wh;_e images (NSS[X: ID Bl-111A-O_)C).
The frame numbers, for example, ire almost illegible.
Therefore, the black and white film is recommended as the
necessary data set to geographically locate the radiom•tr;c
measurements.
..............................................................
STS 2/OSTA-1, KIM
OCEAN COLOR EXPE_RIMENT (OCE)
..............................................................
Data set name - CALIORATED RADIANCE DATA ON HAC_hlI__IC TAPE
I_:)SOC ID B1 111A-OSA, CALIBRATED RADIANCE DATA
Time period covered - 11/14/81 TO 11/14/81
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data set contains calibrated and lee•ted r•dlances
on tmo 9-track, 1600-bpl, binary magnetic tapes. The r•dlances
were measured at elght wavelengths between 0.49 and 0.79
micrometer and mere corrected for solar zenith angle, surface
• lbedo0 Raylelgh scattering, and •eroaol mc•ttering.
Approximately 1_0 min of scanning d•ti were acquired over the
Nediterr•nean and the Yellow Seas, with a swath width of 506 km
and • resolution of 1-3 ki. From this data met, digital and
photograph;c images of chlorophyll concentrations and
concentr•tlon gradlent_i have been produced and may be Ivailible
through the investigator.
...............................................................
STS 2/OSTA-1, REICHLE, JR.
HEASURE]NBNr[ OF AIR POLLUTION FROM
SATELLITES (MAPS)
...............................................................
Data set name - MIDOLE AND UPPE_R TROPOSPHERIC CARBON
HONOXIDE MIXING RATIOS DATA ON TAPE
NSSOC ID 81-111A-O4A. TROPOSPHERIC CO MIXINC RATIO TAPE
T]me period covered - 11/14/81 TO 11/14/01
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This set of carbon monoxide values aim archived by the
principal ;nvestigat_0r on 9-track, 1600-bpi magnetic tapes that
were created on an IBH 360 computer in ASCII format. The data
met contains carbon monoxide mixing ratios that mere inferred
fro• radiances measured at _180-22_0 clam-1. The column values
ve_egan altitude range Of 3-12 km and, horizontally, beteeenN. •nd 38 de• S. over all longitudes, with a precision
of about 10_. The data agree tlo within 20-30S of near
simultaneous aircraft measurements made over Australia.
NSSOC ID 84-108A-OIA, RADAR ]MAOERY ON FILM
Time period covered - 10/07/84 TO 10/13/84
Quantity oF data - 298 B/W NECATIVE FRAMES
This da_a set contains radar imagos of the earth on 8- •
1D-in black and white transparenclas. The optically recorded
images mere •cqulred at ].28 CHz frequency (23 cm eavelength)
and •t varying incidence angles from 15 to 60 dog. The
resulting imagery has a scale of I:_DO,O00. It_ resolution ;s
25 m •long track and lS-58 • •cross track, and it has a mlath
width of 20-40 km Besides the imagery, the film products also
contain scene annotation, the JPL logo, a gray scale, and a
kilometer scale. Limited coverage of all continents except
Antarct,ca is available Eor more detail, refer to the maps in
IThe Shuttle Imaging Radar B (SIR-B) Lxperiment Report, D JPL
88-2.
...............................................................
Oata set name - IMAGE AND ANNOTATION DATA ON HA(_:-l]C
TAPE
NSSDC ID R4-1OBA-OIB, IMAGE DATA • ANNOTATION ON TAPE
Time period covered - 10/07/84 TO 10112184
Quantity of data 162 REELS OF TAPE
This data set cent•ins radar images of the earth on
9-trsck, 1600-bpl magnetic tapes. The digit•lly correlated
images were acquired at 1._8 QHz frequency (23 cmeavelength)
and at varying incidence Ingles from 15 to 60 de•. The
resulting imagery has • scale of l:bO0,OO0. Its resolution is
25 m along track and 1S-58a •cross track, and it has • smith
width of 20-40 km. In addition to image data, annotation iS
llso included on a tape. Limited coverage of all continents
except Antarctica ;s •vailibie. For more detail, refer to the
i•ps in mThe Shuttle Imaging Radar B (SIR-B) Experiment
Report," JPL _8-2.
..............................................................
5T5-41C, MOLLBERC
LARCE FORMAT CAHERA (LFC)
...............................................................
Data set name - IMAOE_Y ON FILM
NSSDC: ID 84-108A-O2A, IMAGERY ON FILM
Time period covered - 10105/84 TO 10113/84
Quantity of data - 5000 FEET OF B/W NECATIVE5
This data eet containl photographs o_ the earth on 9- x
1B-in black and white film. Approximately 2100 frames were
acquired during daylight passes from altitudes of lore than _DO
km. The resulting scales of the images range from near
1:750,000 to •bOUt ]:1,200,000. Ground coverage is Jlmi ted by
elcesslve cloud cover, especially in the Northern Hemisphere.
High quality images of IrllS Of all contlnent_ except
Antarctica, however, are available. In compliance with the
Land Remote Sensing Commercialization Act of 19840 only
federally funded and cooperitlve researchers My order these
data from N_S_K_.
...............................................................
Oat• set name - COLOR IMAGERY ON FILM
NSSOC ID 84-108A-O2B, COLOR IMAGERY ON FILM
Time period covered - 10/08/84 TO 10/11/84
quantity of data - _DO0 FEET OF COLOR POSITIVES
This data set cent•ins photographs of the earth on 9- x
18-;n. color film. Approximately 1500 frames mere acquired
during daylight passes from altitudes of lore than _)00 km. The
resulting scales of the i ilge& range from near 1:750,000 to
about 1:1,200,000. Ground coverage ;s limited by excessive
cloud cover, especially in the Northern Hemisphere. H_gh
quality images of areas of all continents except Antarctica,
belayer, are available. In compliance with the Land Remote
Sensing Commercialization Act of 1984, only federally funded
and cooperative researchers may order these data fro• N_S(X:.
...............................................................
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STS-SIB/SPACELkO 3, FARHB_
ATMOSPHERIC TRACE MOLECULES OBSBV[]) BY
SPECTROSCOPY (ATHOS)
...............................................................
Data met name - ATHOSPHERIC TRACE AND MINOR CASES VOLUHE
NIXING RATIO PROFILES ON FLOPPY DISK
NSSOC ]D 85-034A-14A, TRACE+RINR GAS HIX RATIO PROFILES
Time period covered - 04101185 TO 05131/85
Quantity of data 1 DISK
This set of trice and minor gas volume m_x,ng ratio (VHR)
profilem eis supplied by the experimenter on one S 1/4-inch
floppy disk ;n IBM-compatible, ASCII formaL. The data were
acquired during the Shuttle flight of Spacmlab 3 in April-May
IQ85_ Profiles for more thin 25 itmospherlc species, including
CO and hilogenited hydrocarbons, mere retrieved from
h;gh-resolution (0.01 ca-1 unipodized), IR 42-16 =;creme=mr)0
8olar occultation spectra. They cover both the Northern
Hemlmphere (at about 30 dog N.) and the Southern Hemisphere (at
about 47 deg S.) at a]tit_dem that range from 10 to 150 km,
with an average resolution of 4.1 km. For most of the mpec;es,
separate profiles for munrlses (.SR) and sunset, s (_SS) are
listed. Besides the data files, there is also an occultatlo,
file that llets all occultations by longitude and letltude in
chronologicel order, a physical model file that tabulates
models that are deri red from the spectra and are used in
establishing the V_ profiles, and an information File that
documents the contents of the disk.
...........................................................
TIROS 2, BA_SDALE
_A_¢RI_ RADIOH_
Data set name FINAL METEOROLOGICAL RADIATION TAPES
(_T)
NSSOC ID 60-018A-O2A, FINAL HET. RAOIATION TAPES
Time period covered - I1/23/60 TO 04126/6]
Quentlty of data - 128 REELS OF TAPE
The TIROS 2 Final Meteorological Radietlon Tapes (FMRT)
were produced on an IE_ 7094 computer. They contain calibrated
radiances measured in five ear=band= between 0.2 end 30
micrometers_ They also include attitude/orbit data, geographic
locations associated eith the radiation measurements, _01ar
ephemeris, and satellite temperature. _hese 7-track, _lO-bpi
binary tapes contain the orlglnal reduced data in their
entirety. _ach tape contains approximately 1 day, i.e., eight
orbits of date. The exact format of the tapes ;s described _n
the =TIROS I] Radiation Data Users' Rinual = and _ts supplement
(B00820) .
....................................................
Data set name CATALOC OF HETEOROLOCICAL RADIATION DATA
(MICROFICHE)
NSSOC ID 60-016A-020, CAT OF METRO RADIATION DATA,FICHE
Time period covered - 11/23/60 10 04/13/61
Quantity of d_t• - 7 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
The =TIROS II Radlatlon Oat• Cat•log = (August ]5, 1961;
EK)36R7) describes the mapping procedures that were employed in
process;no the TIROS 2 scanning radiometer Final Meteorological
Rad*ition Tapes (F_RT) using automatic data processing
equipment. Sample grid point maps Of the first 50 orbits.
where data were acquired over or near the United States, are
presented. An index of all existing FI_T For TIROS 2 is also
included. The index ;s d;vkded;nto tee sections. One mectkon
contains information concerning the attitude of the sate!lit=
and the location of the subpoint track as i function of time.
The second section gives the time for which radket;on data a,'e
available on the FF_I The index coverage is from _ovember 23.
1980, to April 13, )961. This data catalog |ll published by
Itlff members of the Aeronomy and Ret_orolo(LY Divas;on of
NASA/GS_ and the H*teoroloey Siteli;te IJboret, or_ of the U.S.
Weather Bureau. It ihould be used in conjunction with the
=TIROS I] Rad;atio_ Dito U_rs _ _nual, m published ;n August
1981 by the lame gro4Jp (BOO=20). Th;m document includes an
explanatio_ of the calibration, physlcal signlflcanca of the
data, mpp roll matlons used. FRRT format, end ISlet;lead
information.
*********************** TIROS 3 ******************************
...............................................................
TIROS 3, RADOS
SCANNINC RADI_T_
...............................................................
Data set name - FINAL HETEOROLOCICAL RADIATION TAPES
(F_RT)
N550C IO 61-O]7A-O3A. FINAL MEI. RADIATION TAPES
Time period covered - 07/12/81 TO 10/01/61
Quantity of data - 74 REE_ OF TAPE
The TIROS 3 Final He_eoro|oglcal Radiation Tapes (FHRT)
eere produced on In I_ 7094 computer. The_ contain c•librated
radiances measured ;n five ely=bands between 0.2 and 30
micrometers, lhe.v also include attit, ude/orbit data, geographic
locations associated wlth the rid;at*ion measurements, molar
ephemeris, and so=el I it= temperature. These 7-track. _(X)-bpi
binary topes conta_ n the original reduced data in their
entirety. E_ch tepe contains ippro=imately I da_, ;.e , eight
orbits of data. The exact format of the tapes ;s described in
the =TIROS 11] Radiation Data Users' Hanu=l = and ;t_ supplement
(B19B65).
..............................................................
Data see name - CATALOG OF H_TEOROLOGI_L RADIATION DATA
(MICROFICHE)
N_SDC ID 61-OllA-O3B, CAT OF H_I_O RADIATION DATA,FI_E
Time period covered - O7/12/6] TO O9/_16I
Quintl t_ of dat•- 8 CAR_S OF 8/I# RICROFICHE
The =TIROS III Radiation Data Catalog = (BO36Be) describes
the mapping procedures that uere employed in proceeding _he
TIROS 3 scans ; ng radiometer F;nll Meteorological Radiation
Tapes (FHRT) using auto_itl c date processing equipment.
Radiation grid-print maps ere promenaded for five case studloa.
An index of all mill=lag FHRT for TIROS 3 is lime included.
The index ;e divided int_ tee mac=ions. One section contains
information concerning the attitude of the iitel J ate and the
location of the mubpolnt track iaa function of time. The
second section gives the time for which radiation data ere
• vlillble on the FHRT. The indea average am from July 12 to
September 30, 1981. This data catalog was publ ished in
December 1962 by staff members of the Aeronomy and Meteorology
Dtvlslon of NASAI_ and the Reteorolo_Lv So=ell ;to Laboratory
o_ the U.S. _eather Bureau. It should be used in conjunction
with the ITIROS 111 Radiation Data Users ) _null l and ate
mupp J amen= (B10585) , pub I i ihed ; n August ]96_ and December
1963, respectively, b_ the same group This document includes
an e=pl•nltlon of the col ;brat;on, phyelca[ significance of the
data, appro= i mat; one used, _T format, and asset meted
i nformat_ _on .
.............................................................
TIROS 3. SUOH]
LO_-RF_OLI_ ION OHNIDIRECT ]ONAL
RADIOH_T_
...............................................................
Data set nile - LOW-RE_OLUTION OHNIDIRECIIONAL
RADIOHETE_ TE)4P_ATURE TAPES
NSSOC ID 61-017A 01A, OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADI(_z-TE_ TAPES
Time period covered 07/12/61 TO 10120/61
Quantity of data - S REELS OE TAPE
The TIROS 3 Io_-resolut;on omnidirectional radloleter
data are oval labia on magnetic t, ipes produced on an I_ 7094
computer. These 7-track, 556-bpi, _)CD tapes contain the black
and white sensor temperature values obtained fro_ the
hemisphertc telemeters. _llch telperature value is located eith
rempect to time, latitude, and longitude. 1he data lore not
processed on • routine basis_
4O
Datasetname - A1-FITUOE _Y TABLES
NS50C ID 62-002A-000, TIROS 4 ATTITUDE SU144ARY
Tile period covered - 02]08]62 TO 06/12/62
Quantity of data - 4 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
Thls data set contains analyzed spacecraft Ittltude data
prepared by Aracon Laboratories on contract to the project
office. The spacecraft attitude was determined primarily from
the horizon sensors and sun sensors, and is listed once per
orbit in two fores. One form is in an orbital coordinate
system lhere minimum nadir angle in degree is shown, along with
time of the minimum nldir angle occurrence The time is in
minutes after the preceding ascending node passage. The other
form shows right ascension and declination of the spin axis at
the ascendlng node of each orbit. This ;s the standard forint,
compiled from the first form, in celestial coordinates. Other
data listed for each orbit are UT date, spacecraft day and
orbit number, longitude, UT time of ascending node crossing,
and spin axis/sateillte-sun angle lime plots of both fores of
attitude data are also included. Changes in magnetic attitude
control (MAC) mode are indicated on the plots. These data are
pubS;shed ;n Go ldshlak's "TIROS 4 Attitude Summary,' B]6S25
.............................................................
TIROS 4, BARKSDALE
SCANNINC RADIOHETI3_
...............................................................
Data eet naee- FINAL MErEJ)ROLOCICAL RADIATION TAPES
(FI4RT)
NSSOC ID 62-002A-O3A, FINAL MET. RADIATION TAPES
Time period covered - 02/00/62 TO 06/30/62
Quantity of data - I32 REELS OF TAPE
The TIROS 4 Final Meteorological Radiation Tapes (F'I_RT)
mere produced on an IBR 7094 colputer. They contain calibrated
radiances and attltude/orbit data. They also) include
geographic locations associated elth the radiation
neasklrements, solar epheeerls, and satellite temperature.
These 7-track, 200-bp;0 brnary tapes contain the original
reduced data in their entirety. Each tape contains
appro=;mately I day, i.e., might orblts of data. The Ilact
format of the tapes is descrlbed in t_e ITIROS IV Radiation
Data Catalog and Users t Manual, I data let 62-O02A-O3B (B100840).
...............................................................
Data set name - RADIATION DATA CATALOC AND US_' HANUAL
(MICROFICHE)
NSSDC ID 62-O02A-O3B, RAD DATA CATALOC + USB_S HAN,FICH
Time period covered - C_2/08/62 TO 06/30/52
_uant;ty of data - S CARDS OF B/_d MICROFICHE
The =TIROS IV Rad;it;on Oata Catalog and Userm I Ranual =
(B00840) fully describes the TIROS 4 meteorological satellite
ecannlng radiometer and its calibration, data processing, Einal
HetmoroJoglcal Radiation ]apes (R4RT) 0 observed degradation
patterns, and possible corrections for degradation. The
catalog/manual also includes, in two fores, documentation of
each orbit of successfully reduced radiation data acquired by
TIROS 4_ Appendix A ;s an index of the FIqRT. This index is
divided into tee sections. One aectlon contains information
concerning the attitude of the satellite and the location of
the eubpolnt track ms I function of ties. The second section
of the index gives the time for which radiation data are
available on the FRR1. Appeno_x B iea subpolnt track summary
of available radiation data in diagralmatlc fore.
...............................................................
TIROS 4, SUORI
LOW-RESOLUTION OHN IDIRECT 10NAL
RADIOHET_
...............................................................
Data se% name - L_-R_0L_I_ _IDIRE_I_AL
RADI_IETBt TEHPE_ATURE TAPES
_ ID 62-_A-OIA, O_IDIRECTI_L RADIOMETER TAPES
Time period covered - 02/08/62 TO 06/28/62
Quantity of data - 10 R_S OF TAPE
The TIROS 4 low-resolution omnidirectional radiometer
data are available on magnetic tapes produced on an IBM 7094
computer. These 7-track, _6-bp;, BCD tapes contain the black
mnd white sensor temperature values obtained from the
hemispheric bolometers. _ch _emperature value is located aith
respect to ties, latitude, and Ionpitude. The detm were not
preceded on a routine basis.
...............................................................
Data set name - DHNIDZRECTIONAL RADIOHET_ RADIANCE
VALUE TAPES
_ ID 62-OD2A-OIB. R_IEE VALUE TAPES
Time period covered - _/_/62 TO 06/10/62
Quantity of dita - 2 REF_LS OF TAPE
These TIROS 4 radiation tapes sere generated on an I_
7094 computer free the lea-resolution olnldirect;onal
radiometer temperature values. The 7-track tapes lore written
in BCD format at _h56 bpi The temperature values were
converted to Jongeave radiition values in Langleys per minute.
Albedos expressed as percentages were detereined. These values
ire given, along eith coordinates of the subsatellite point,
time, and zenith angle of the sun elth respect Lo the
satellite Additional information about the sensors, data, and
data manipulation are given in a 1965 doctoral thesis by
Frederick 0. House, from the University oF Wisconsin, titled
Ilhe Radiation OaJance of the _Jrth from a Sitellite, a B01306.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
...........................................................
Data set name - TIROS VII AttITUDE _Y
NSSDC ID 63-024A-OOD, TIROS VIl AltITUDE SUMMARY
Time period covered - 06/19/63 TO 08/28/65
_umnt;ty of data - lO CARDS OF O/W MICROFICHE
These are analyzed spacecraft attitude data prepared by
Armcon Laboratories on co.tract to the project off;co.
Attitude was determlned primarily from the horizon sensors and
sun sensors, and is listed once per orbit in two forms. One
form is in an orbital coordinate system ihere minimum nadir
Ingle in degree is shown, along with flee of minimum nadir
angle occurrence. Thls time ;s in minutes after preceding
ascending node passage. The other form (columns C mnd H) shows
right ascension mnd declination of the spin mxls at the
lacmndlng node of each orbit. This ;e the standmrd Form for
attitude data (compiled from t_e first form) in celestial
coordinates. Other data listed for each orbit are UT date,
spacecraft day and orbit number, longitude and UT time of
ascending node crossing, and spln-axis/satelllte-sun angle.
Al_o included are tlme plot_ of both forms of attitude data.
Changes in magnetic attitude control (MAC) node are indicated
on the plots. These data ire published in Go Jdshlak's mTIROS 7
Attitude Summary, m B16525.
...............................................................
TIROS 7, BARKSDALE
SCANNING RADIOMETB_
...............................................................
Data eet name - FINAL METEOROLOCICAL RADIATION TAPES
(F_T)
ID 63-024A-_A, FINAL R_. RADIATION TAPES
Time period covered - 06/]Q/S3 TO 06/1_/6S
Quantity of data - 692 REELS OF TAPE
The TIROS 7 Final Meteorological Rad;atlon Tapes (F)tRT)
mere produced on an IBH 7094 computer. They contain calibrated
radiances and attitude/orbit data. They also include
geographic locations associated mlth the radiation
measurement, solar mphameria, and satellite temperature.
These 7-track, 200-bpi, binary tapes contain _he original
reduced data ;n their entirety. _ach tape contains
ipproxlmately I day, i.e., eight orbits of data. The exact
format of the tapes is described in the iTIROS VII Radiation
Data Catalog and Users' Manual, I data mot 63-024A-O_B (B00850).
...............................................................
Data set name - RADIATION DATA CATALDC AND USERS' MANUAL
ON HICROFlcHE
41
NSSOCID 63-024A-O2B, TIROS 7 R/_)IATIONOATA CAT, FICHE
Time period covered - 06/19/63 TO 06/19/65
Quantity of da_a - ]4 CARDS OF Bj_ MICROFICHE
The mTIROS VII Red;allen Data Cltalog and Users' Hanual m
(O00850) fully describes the TIROS 7 scanning radioeeter,
calibration, data processing, Final Meteorological Radiation
Tape (FMRT) format, and radiometer performance. The
catalog/manual also contains, in tie forlm, documentation of
each orbit of successfully reduced radiation data. One method
of presentation is the index of the FNRT, and t_ho other is •
mubpoint track summary of available radiation data in
diagrammatic form_
.........................................................
TIROS 7, BRACE
LANO_ I R PROBE
..............................................................
Data set name TABLE OF F_LECIRON DENSITIES ON MICROFILM
NSSO(: ID 63-024A-O3A, UbN(}IUIR PROBE DENSITY DATA
Time period covered - 06119/63 TO 07/09/63
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
The analyzed data seL, which mas received from the
elperimenter, presents electron density data in tabular form on
35-mm microfilm. Other types of information given are time (UT
and local), pass number, st•ties, geographic and geomagnetic
location, altitude, electron current, volts, magnetic l_titude,
dip angle, and solar and megnet_c indices. There is
approlilately one data point per minute. A description of the
data is contained ;n a data users' _ote (NSSOC 67-24). =TIROS 7
(1963 24A) Electrostatic Probe E=perl ment, m B05104.
...............................................................
TIROS 7, SUOMI
LOW-RESOLUIION OMNIDIRECTIONAL
RADIOMETB
...........................................................
Data set name - LOW-R_OLU]ION ORNIDIRECTIONAL
RADIOMETB_ TEHPERATURE TAPES
NSSOC ID 63-024A-OIA, OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIONEFE_ TAPES
Time period covered - 06/19/83 TO 08/29163
Quantity of data - 9 R_ OF TAPE
The TIROS 7 Iom-resolution omnidirectional radiometer
data ere available on lagnetic tapes that were produced on an
11_1 7094 computer. Theee 7-track, _S6-bpi, BCD _apee contain
the black and white sensor temperature values obtained from the
hemispheric bolometers. Each temperature value ;, located with
respect to time, latitude, and longitude. The omnidlrectional
radmoleter data eere not processed on • routine basis.
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INDEX OF DATA SETS

ASTP-APOLLO 07/15/75
BOWYER
BOWYE_
EL-BAZ
PEPIN
VONBUN
ATS 3
BRANCHFLOWE_
SUOMI
BE-B
BLUI'N-E
BRACE
BE-C
BLUMLE
DHSP 58/F2
AFG1dC STAFF
DMSP 5B/F3
AFCWC STAFF
DMSP 5B/F4
AFCWC STAFF
DNSP SB/F5
AFGt/C STAFF
DHSP _/F1
AFGldC STAFF
OHSP 5C/F2
AFGWC STAFF
ONSP 5D-l/F1
AF-CWC STAFF
AFG_/C STAFF
11105167
10/lO164
04129165
03124172
11109172
08117173
03/16/74
08/09174
05/24175
09111176
DMSP SO-l/F2 06105/77
AFGldC STAFF
AFGVC STAFF
DHSP SD-1/F3 05/01/7B
AFG_/C STAFF
AFGWC STAFF
DMSP SO-l/F4 06106/79
AFGWC STAFF
AF_C STAFF
ECHO 2 01/25/64
JACCHIA
EOLE 1 08/16/71
BANDF_N
EROS 10/05/84
BARKSTROH
COLOR FILM MAOS.-NISC.EXPS
SCIENCE DI_IONSTRATIONS-1BMM COLOR
SPACECRAFT D]OITAL TAPES
APOLL0-SOYUZ E_4E]4_tIS DATA
_IS DATA ON NAG. TAPE
_IS DATA ON NI_OFILM
ASTP, BJV SURVEY (NA-O83)
BUV DATA ON NAO TAPE
ASTP, HELIUM CLDW (NA-O88)
BJV DATA ON TAPE
ASTP, EARTH DBS + PHOTOS (MA-136)
EARTH OBS + PHOTOS, 35HH COLOR
70NN COLOR FILM
ASTP, S_ATOSPH ABOSO_ (NA-_7)
SECX C,_BATION P05. 70 _ FILM
PHOT_B INT_ITIES VS TI_,TP
ASTP, GEOOYNAMICS (NA-128)
CEDDYNAHICS, 35HM COLOR
ATS 3,IHAOE DISSECTOR C_A
ATS METED DATA CAT ON NI(_OF]CHE
ATS 3,SPIN SCAN CLOUD C/_A
NE'[_OLOCICAL DATA CATALOC
BE-B,RF BEACON
TOTAL ELECTRON C_ (NFILM)
TOTAL ELECTRON C_ (BOOKS)
_T VS TE£ PLOTS ON NI_OFICHE
BE-B,LANCHUIR PROBE
ELECTRON DENSITY (MICROFILM)
BE-C, RF BEACDN
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT(PRINTOUT)
[_SP, SCA_I_ RADIOMETER (SR)
AURORAL INAG_Y
NICJ-_IHE POLAR INAO_Y
_P, 5CA_I_ RADIOH_B (SR)
AURORAL INAO_Y
NI_INE POLAR IMAGERY
_P, SCA_INC RADIOHETB (SR)
AURORAL INAOBY, MICROFILM
NI_INE POLAR IMAGERY
_SP, SCAP_I¢ RADIDM_ (SR)
AURORAL INAO_Y, NFLM
NI_INE POLAR INAG_Y
_P. SC/_I¢ RADIOMETER (SR)
AURORAL 1HAGE]_Y, NFLM
NIGHTTIME POLAR INAG_Y
D_P, SCANNI¢ RADIOMETE_ (SR)
AURORAL ]NAO_Y, NFLM
NIOH_IE POLAR INAO_Y
_P-_,OP_ LINE_ SYS (0_)
AURORAL INAOBY ON NICROFILM
_p-SO_NULTCHAN FILT R_R(MFR)
TOTAL OZONE * CALIBRATED RADIANCE
M_ TOTAL OZONE =ID POINT DATA
_P-_,OP_ L]N_ SYS (0_)
AURORAL IMAGERY ON NICROFILM
_p-._,NULT_N FILT RA_R(MER)
TOTAL OZONE * CALIORAT_ RADIANCE
flF_ TOTAl OZONE _ID POINT DATA
_SP-_.OP_ LIN_AN SYS (OLS)
AURORAL IMACE_Y ON MICROFILM
_SP-SD,NULTCHAN FILT RA_R(HP_)
TOTAL OZONE • CALIORAT_ RADIATE
M_ TOTAl OZONE GRID POINT DATA
_SP-_.OPB LIN_CAN ST5 (OlS)
AURORAL ]NAC_Y ON MICROF]_
_SP-SD.MULTC_N FIL] RAE_R(N_)
TOTAL OZONE + CALIBRATED RADIANCE
M_ TOTAL OZONE ORID P03_ DATA
ECHO 2.ATMOSPH_IC _AC DENSITY
ATHOS _AC D_5ITY TABLE
_LE ].UPP_ ATHOS W_ RELAY SYS
RAN 'STATE' AND LOC. DATA TAPE
ERBS,F_RTH RADN BUOCET EXP/EHBE
RAY ARCH TP(RAT) 1NAOES ON OP DSK
PROC ARCH TP(PAT) IMAGES ON OP DK
TOTAL SOLAR IRRADIANCE
SOLAR INCIDENCE (S-2) ON OP DISK
_I_ED EARTH RAD BUDGET OD (5-4)
SCAN EARTH(59)RAD EXITANCE+ALBEDO
ID
DATA SET INFORMATION
TI_SP_
OF DATA PACE
75-066A
7S-066A-000 N/A 9
75-066A-00E N/A 9
75-066A-OOF 07/1S/7S 07/24175 9
7S-066A-000 N/A 9
7S-066A-OOH 07/15/75 07/24/75 9
75-066A-00I 07/16/75 07124/75 9
7S-066A-01
7S-066A-OIA 07/16175 07/_4/75 9
7S-066A-02
75-066A-OZA 07/16/7S 07/24/75 10
75-066A-2]
75-066A-21A N/A 10
75-D66A-21B N/A 10
7S-066A-19
7S-066A-19A N/A 10
75-066A-19B 07/26/75 07/26/75 10
75-066A-17
7S-066A-17A N/A 10
67-111A
67-111A-03
67-111A-O3A 11/07/67 07/31/89 10
67-111A-01
67-111A-010 11/05/67 0S/25/70 10
64-064A
64-064A-01
64-064A-OIA 10/13/64 04117/69 11
64-064A-016 10/16/64 12/31/67 11
64-064A-010 10/21/64 03/17/65 11
64-064A-02
64-064A-O2A 10/10/64 0S/31/65 11
65-032A
6S-032A-01
6S-032A-OIA 05/03/6S 02110/68 1]
72-018A
72-018A-D1
72-018A-OIA 06/16/7_ 02/23/74 11
72-018A-010 06/16/72 04/30/75 11
72-089A
72-089A-01
72-089A-OIA 02/01/73 05/31/7S 1_
72-089A-01B 02/01/73 05/31/7S 12
73-0S4A
73-0S4A-01
73-O54A-OIA 09/21/73 04/30/77 12
73-054A-01B 09/21/73 04/30/77 12
74-01SA
74-015A-01
74-01SA-OIA 03/23/74 0S/07/76 12
74-015A-01B 03/23/74 04/30/75 12
74-063A
74-063A-01
74-063A-OIA 10/01/74 11/28/74 1_
74-063A-01B 10/01/74 11/28/74 12
75-043A
75-043A-01
75-043A-OIA 05/30/7S 07/31/77 13
75-043A-01B 0S/30/7S 07/31/77 13
76-091A
76-091A-01
76-091A-OIA 0S/01/77 09/30/79 13
76-091A-02
76-091A-OZA 03/25/77 07/23/77 13
76-091A-020 03125/77 07123/77 13
77-044A
77-044A-01
77-044A-OtA 08/01/77 06/05/78 13
77-O44A-O2
77 044A-OZA 07/13/77 02/16/80 13
77-044A-O2B 07/13/77 02/16/80 13
78-042A
78-042A-01
78-042A-O1A 05/20/78 09/30/79 14
78-042A-02
78-042A-OZA 07/23/78 O_/05/SO 14
78-042A-OZB 07/23/78 02/05/80 14
79 050A
79 050A-01
79 050A-OIA 07/01/79 09/30/79 14
79-OSOA-O_
79-OSOA-O2A 06/17/79 02/06/80 14
79-OSOA-OZB 06/17/79 02/06/80 14
64-004A
64-004A-03
64-O04A-O3A 01/31/64 06/05/69 14
71-071A
71-071A-01
71-071A-O1A 08/27/7] 07/04/72 15
84-1006
84-108B-01
84-1086-01B 10/2S/84 07/31/87 1_
84-108B-010 11/01/84 01/31/86 15
84-1086 OlD 03/01/8S 10/31/86 15
84-1086-016 11/01/84 11/30/84 15
84rlOSB-OIF 11/01/84 11/30/84 15
84-108B-010 11/0]/84 11/30/84 16
• SPACECRAFT_ LAUNCH DATE •
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• INVESTIOATOR NAME EXPBRII_iT NAME •
• DATA SET NAHE
NSSDC ID
DATA SET INFORMATION
...................................
TIHESPAN
OF DATA PAGE
NCCORNICK
CBqINI 5 08/21/65
NPf
GENIN! 0 06/03/66
NEW
COIN] 10 07/18/66
N_f
COES 1 10/16/75
NESO I S STAFF
OOES 2 06/16/77
NESOIS STAFF
ODES 3 06/16/78
NESOIS STAFF
HO4H O4126/78
BARNES
LOGACS 1, AOi_A 05/3/67
BRUCE
CHIU
NIMBUS 1
FOSHFF
NIMBUS 2
FO_
NCCULLOCH
SCHUt.HAN
NIHBU_ 3
BRANO'IFLOWER
CHBRR IX
HANEL
HCCULLOCH
WARK
NIMBUS 4
BRANCHFL0_#ER
HANEL
HEATH
HOUGHTON
I_CULLOCH
08128164
05115/66
04/14/69
o41o8170
N S EARTH(SIO)RAD ExI-rANCE_ALBO)O
E_BS,STRAT AROSOiJICJ_S EXP/SAOEII
NET,EPHEM,RAV ARCH TAPE(SAT)
OZONE NO. DENSTY*MIX RATIO PROFIL
SAGE II AEROSOL PROFIL ARCH. TAPE
_INI 5,ZODIACAL LICHT PHOTO
ZODIACAL LICHT PHOTOGRAPHY
GBqlNI 9,ZOOIACAL LIGHT PHOTO
ZODIACAL LIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY
G_INI IO,ZDDIACAL LICHT PHOTO
ZODIACAL LICHT PHOTOGRAPHY
GOF_ 1,V/IR SPIN-SCAN RAD (VISSR)
E}-rr - VISSR DIGITAL DATA TAPES
VISSR VISIBLE IMAGERY,IOHM FILM
VISSR IR IMACERY,7OMM FILM
VISSR IR/VIS AOIPS %MACE TAPES
IDAMS VISIBLE + IR IMAGE DAIA,TP
GOES 2,SPIN-SCANRADIOMETER-VISSR
AOIPS IB * VISIBLE IMAGE DATA
VISSR VIS IHAOERY ON 7(3,1_ FILM
VlSSR IR 1MACERY ON 70HH FILM
GOES 3,SPIN-SCAN RADIONETBR-VISSR
VISSR IR IMAGERY ON 70MH FILM
VISSR VIS IMAOERY ON 701414 FILM
AOIPS IR + VISIBLE IMAGE DATA
HC'MM, BAD Z OMETER (HC_R)
RADIOMETER DATA ON FILM
IMAGE DATA ON HAG TAPE
DAY/NIGHT REGISTERED DATA ON FILM
DAY/NIGHT REGISTERED DATA
LOGACS 1, ATMOSPHI_IC Di_N_SITY SYS
PLOTS, 140-240 KM, MAY 67, FICHE
ACCELEROMETER PLOTS, MAY 67,FICHE
LOCACS 1, WIND ANALYSIS
WIND COHP BELOW 2)00 KB,MICROFICHE
NIMBUS I,HRIR
NIMBUS HRIR MET. RADIATION TAPES
HRIR PHOTOFACSIMILE FILM STRIPS
HRIR FILM STRIP CAT ON MICROFICHE
HRIR RAD. TAPE CAT ON MICROFICHE
DATA CATALOG OF EXPERMNT 0PERATNS
NII_BUS 2,HRIR
NIH_ HRIR MET. RADIATION TAPES
HRIR PHOTOFACSIMILE FILM STRIPS
HRIR VORLD NONTAOE CATALOG
NIHBUS 2,NRIR
NIMBUS HRIR MET. RADIATION TAPES
HRIR PHOTO DISPLAY
MRIR PICTORIAL DATA CATALOG
NINeUS 2.AVCS
WORLD MONTAGE CAT, ON M/FICHE
DATA CAT EX_ OPERATNS. FICHE
NIMBUS 3.IMAGE DISSECTOR CANB_A
IDCS WORLD HONTAGE CAT.MICROFICHE
NIMBUS 3,HICH RES. IR RADIOI_E'rER
NIOi_IME PHOTOFACSIHILE FItJ_
DAYTIME PHOTOFACSIHILE FILM
HRIR NETEOR. RADIATION TAPES
HICH RES IR DATA CAT, MICROFICHE
NINSUS 3,IR INTERFEROMETER SPECT.
NIHBUS IBIS ARCHIVAL TAPES
NII_ 3,MB).RES. IRRADIOMETER
HRIR PHOTOFACSIMILE FILMS
NRIR HETEOR. RADIATION TAPES
RES IR DATA CATALOCSo FICHE
NIMBUS S,SAT. IR SPEC_. (SIRS)
SIRS RADIANCE TAPES
DATA CATALOC OF EXPERNNT 0PERATNS
NIPIBUS 4, INADE DISSECTOR CAMERA
IDCS WORLD HONTAOE CAT.MICROFIC]_E
NINBU5 4, IR INTER. SPEET. (IRIS)
IRIS RADIANCE TAPES
NINBUS 4,BACKSCATTER tN SPEC(BUV)
EIJV RADIANCE VALUES (U-TAPE)
PRII_U_Y DATA BASE TAPES (PD_)
BUV DARK CURRENT STUDY NSTR DATA
BUV DARK CURRENT STUDY WORK DATA
ZONAL MEANS TAPE (ZNT)
COMPRESSED OZONE PROFILE TP(CPOZ)
TOTAL * PROFILE 03 TP (HI)BUY)
NINBUS 4.SELECTIVE CHOPPER RAD.
SCR RADIANCE TAPES
NINBUS 4,TB4P-HUHID. IR.RAD(THIR)
ll.5-MICROR CLOUO MONTAGE,FILM
84-1O88-01H
84-1O8B-02
84-1088-02A
84- lo88-02B
84- lo88-020
65-088A
65-088A-01
6S-06BA-OIA
66-O47A
66-O47A-01
66-047A-OIA
66-066A
66-066A-01
66-066A-OIA
75-100A
75-1OOA-O1
75-100A-OIA
75-10OA-01B
75-100A-010
75-100A-DID
75-10OA-OIE
77-048A
77-O48A-01
77-O48A-OIA
77-O48A-018
77-O48A-010
78-062A
78-062A-01
78-062A-OIA
78-062A-018
78-062A-010
78-041A
78-041A-01
78-041A-OIA
78-041A-018
78-041A-010
78-O41A-OID
67-OSOB
67-0500-01
67-0508-01A
67-050B-018
67-0508-02
67-OSOD-OZA
64-052A
64-052A-03
64-052A-O3A
64-052A-038
64-052A-030
64-052A-O3D
66-040A
66-040A-OOD
66-O40A-03
66-O40A-O3A
66-O40A-038
66-040A-O3D
66-040A-04
66-O40A-O4A
66-O40A-048
86-O40A-O4D
66-O40A-01
66-O40A-015
69-037A
69-037A-000
89-037A-06
69-037A-O6A
69-037A-02
69-037A-OZA
69-037A-028
69-037A-020
60-037A-OZD
60-037A-03
69-037A-O3A
69-037A-05
69-037A-OSA
89-037A-058
69-037A-050
69-037A-04
69-037A-O4A
70-025A
70-025A-000
70-025A-06
70-O_SA-O6A
70-025A-03
70-025A-O3A
70-025A-05
70-025A-058
70-025A-0SE
70-025A-OSH
70-025A-OSI
70-025A-050
70-025A-OSP
70-025A-050
70-025A-10
70-025A-10A
70-025A-02
7O-02SA-O2A
11101184 11130184 16
ll/Ol/e4 08131180 1_
10124184 1113o180 16
10105/84 11130188 16
08121165 08/29165 26
06/o3/66 06106/66 )6
07/18/66 O7/21/66 17
04/16176 05129177 17
04111/76 10/28/76 17
O4/11/76 10/28/76 17
07/19/75 06/1117B 17
01/26/76 02/02/76 17
12/07/77 03/05/78 17
011o3179 02/03179 IS
01/03/79 01/03/79 18
05/02/79 06/05179 18
0.5/20/79 06/08/79 18
06/11/78 05102179 18
06106178 09/07/80 18
05111/78 12/0S/79 18
07/11/78 09/16/79 19
05111178 06117179 19
05/23/67 05/26/67 19
05/23/67 05/26/67 19
05125167 05127167 19
08129164 09122164 19
08/28/64 09/22/64 19
08128164 09122164 19
08128164 09/2"2/64 20
O5/15/66 07/28166 2G
06115166 11/15/66 "2o
05/15/66 11118/66 _D
05/20/66 11/18/66 20
05115/66 07/28/66 20
05115186 07128166 20
o5115166 07128166 2o
05115166 08131166 20
04114169 05/31/70 21
04/14/69 05/31/70 21
o4122169 01/31/70 21
04/22/69 01/31/70 21
04/17/89 03/21/70 21
O4/14/69 05131170 21
O4/15/69 07101169 21
O4114169 O2105170 22
04/15/69 0"2/04/70 2"2
04114169 05/31170 2*2
O4/I4/69 06119170
O4/18/70 04/30/72 22
o4118170 041o8171
04109170 01/30/71 2"2
04/10/70 05/06177 22
04109170 05/06177 23
04/10/70 I2/16171 23
04/10/70 12/16/71 23
04110170 05102177 23
04/10/70 08/06/77 23
04110/70 05/06177 23
07/27/70 O1/30/73 23
04118170 O41O8171 24
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• SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE •
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERINB_R NAME
• DATA SET NAI4E
WARK
NIMBUS 5 12/11/72
H_0N
HOVZS
HCCULLOCH
SMITH
STAELIN
WIUIEIT, JR.
NIMBUS 6 06/12/75
CILLE
HCCULLOCH
SMITH
STAELIN
WILHEIT, JR.
NIMBUS 7 10124/78
OLOB_SE]N
HEATH
KYLE
MCCORMICK
6.7-NICRON CLOUD NONTA_E,FILM
NIMBUS 4 THIR DATA CATALOOS,FICHE
11.5-1qICRON CLOUO RADIANCE TAPE
$.7--NICRON _ RADIANCE TAPE
NIMBUS 4,SAT. IR SPELT. (SIRS)
SIRS RADIANCE TAPS
DATA CATALOG OF EXPI_ OPE3RATNS
NIMBUS S, SELECTIVE CHOPPBR RAD.
SCR RADIANCE TAPS
NIMBUS 5,SFC C0NP NAPPINO RAD
SFC COMPOSITION NAPPINO MAD TAPES
NIMBUS S,TBRP-HUHIDTTY IR RAD
11.S-MICRON CLOUD I_NTAC, E,FIt.H
6.7-MICRON CLOUO MONTAGES,FILM
11.S-MICRON CLOUO RADIANCE TAPE
6.7-MICRON CLOUD RADAINCE TAPE
NIMBUS 5,IR TBqP PROFILE MAD.
RADIANCE OBSBRVATIONS ON TAPE
NIMBUS S,NICRONAVE SP_'TROHETBR
NEMS OUTPUT TAPES (NEMSOT)
NEMS OUTPUT TP(NE_qSOT)ON H/FICHE
NI3RS BRIGHTNESS TBPCP - MICROFICHE
NIMBUS 5,EL_ SCAN MICROWAVE RAD
ES_R CALIB BRCHT TENP (CBFT) TAPES
SELECTED _ COLOR IMAGES
ESNR 70 NM PHOTOFACSIMILE FILM
SATELLITE-DO, IVY5) OCEANIC MAINFAL
BRIGHTNESS TBqP ,_ SEA ICE CONCENT
NII_ 6,LIHB RAO INVSR RAD,LRIR
INVR T_&OZONE PRFL ARCH TP(IPAT)
NIHSUS 6, TI_eP-HUHIDITY IR RAD
11.S-MICRON CLOUO NONTACE, FILH
6.l-MICRON CLOUO MONTAOE,FILM
II.5-MICRON CLOUO RADIANCE TAPE
S./-MICRON CLOUO RADIANCE TAPE
NIMBUS 6, HIOH RS IR SNDER(HIRS)
HIRS BRICHTNESS TE_P ON 70-NMFILM
HIRS/SCAHS RADN, TMP*HUHIDITY TP
NIMBUS 6,SCANNINC MICROWAVE SPECT
SCAMS OUTPUT TP OF H20+TNP(SOTA)
SCANS RADN, H20+TNP ON 70-MM FILM
HIRS/SCAHS RADN,TMP+HUHIDITY TP
NIHSUS 6,REC SCAN MICRO RADoESHR
ESHR BRICHTNESS TMP ON 70-149 FILH
NII4BJS 7,SHHR-SCNNG MICROWAVE RAD
ANTENNA T_IPE_ATURE TAPE (TAT)
HOR._VBR POLRIZ BROH TMP(CFIL-ALL)
SEA ICE,PARM 37-OHZ CHAN(PARH-30)
PARAM OF LAND AND OCEAN (PARM-LO)
PAR/_4 SEA ICE,SNO_,,ICE (PARH-SS)
MAPPE:O PARM SEA ICE.SNOW(MAP-SS)
MAPPED PARH, 37-C_Z CHAN(MAP-30)
MAPPED PARH OF I..AND-OCEAN(MAP-LO)
ORADIBWT RATIO
SEA ICE CONCBWTRATION
SPECTRAL CRAD IE_rr
SEA ICE AND OCEAN SURFACE TB4P
SEA SURFACE WIND SPEED
LIQUID ttATE3R OVIE_ OCEANS
PBCBCT POLARIZATION OVER TI_RAIN
WATER VAPOR OVER OCEANS
BR ICHTNESS TERPERATURE
SEA SURFACE TERP OVER OCEANS
SEA ICE MULTI-YEAR ICE FRACTION
CALIBRATI_) TI_I3RATURE TAPE (TCT)
MIZEX BRIC_frNSS T_PERATURE DATA
O.6-DEC CAL. TERP MAP (TCT) TAPE
0.2S-DEC CAL. TE_IP MAP (TCT) TAF_E
PARMAP DATA ON TAPE
NIZEX-W SEA ICE CONCB','TRATI8N
COLORADO R SNOW PARM ATLAS DISK
NIMBUS 7, BUV/TORS-BACKSC UV/DZONE
HDTOHS TOTAL OZONE DATA TAPE
SBUV TOTAL._PROFIL OZON TP(HDSBUV)
RAW UNITS TAPE-TOHS (RUT-T)
RAW UNITS TAPE-SBUV DATA (RUT-S)
SBUV ZONAL MFJ,,NS OZONE TP(ZHT-S)
SBUV CMPRS PROFIL OZONE TP(CPOZ)
DAILY CRID TOMS 03 TP(CRIDTOMS)
SBUV CONT SCAN EARTH RAD TP,EARTH
SBUV CONT SCAN SOLAR FLUX TP,SUNC
SBUV IOTAL O3&PFL CONTOUN(PSC)TP
NIMBUS 7,ERB-EARTH RADIATN BUOC_T
RADN BUOC_T MASTER ARCH TP,MAT
SOLAR ,_ EARTH FLUX DATA TP(SFJ:DT)
MAPPED RADN OATA MATRIX TP
ZONAL MEANS RADN TAPE (ZMT)
SUB-TARC_T RADIANCE TAPE (STRT)
POST MAT CALIBRATION TP (DEIJ4AT)
SEASONAL AVC RADN BUOCET(SAVER)
ER0 SOLAR ANALYSIS TAPE (BAT)
MATRIX MONTHLY AVC _Y TP(E_ST)
NIMBUS 7,SAM-I1,STRAT AEROSOL MEA
DATA SET I_TI@W
NSS_ 11) ..................................
TIME SPAN
OF DATA PACE
70-026A-02B 04118170 0410e/71 24
70-025A-02C 04110/70 04/08171 24
70-025#,-020 O4110/70 02/13/71 24
70--O'26A-O2E 04/14/70 0312-5/71 24
70-026A-04
70-O_EA--O4A O410@/70 04/0_/71 24
72-097A
72-097A-000 12/191T2 07/31/74 24
72-097A-02
72-OqTA-O'2A 12/13/72 12/26/74 24
72-097A-06
72-097A-OSA 12/11/72 12/30/72 25
72-097A-08
72-097A-O8A 12/19/72 03/12/75 26
72-097A-OeEI 12/lq/72 03/12/7S 25
72-097A-08C 12/]9/72 02/07/74 25
72-097A-080 12/19/72 02/07/74 25
72-097A-01
72-097A-OIA 02/14/76 09/30/76 25
72-097A-03
72-097A-O3A 12/18/72 10/31/73 25
72-097A-030 12/18/72 12/31/73 25
72-097A-03C 12/17/72 12/31/73 25
72-007A-04
72-097A-O4A 12/11/72 05/16/77 26
72-OqTA-O4B 12/15/72 02/10/73 26
72-097A-04C 12/11/72 05114175 26
72-097A-040 12/11/72 02/28/75. 26
72-097A-O4E 01/01/73 12/31/76 26
75-052A
76-062A-04
75-OS2A-O4A 06/20/75 01/06/76 26
75-052A-12
75-052A-12A 07/14/75 02/13/77 26
75-052A-128 07/14/75 02/13/77 26
76-052A-12C 06/18/75 09/]4/76 27
76-062A-120 06/18/75 05/06/77 27
75-052A-O2
7S-OS2A-O2A 06/13/76 05/26/76 27
75-052A-028 08/17/75 03/04/76 27
75-062A-10
75-OS2A-10A 06/15/75 OS/29/76 27
75-052A-10_ 06/15/75 03/02/78 27
75-052A-1OC 08/17/75 03/04/76 27
75-052A-03
7S-OS2A-O3B 06/22/75 08/11/77 28
78-098A
78-098A-08
78-098A-OSA 10/25/78 06/29/88 28
78-098A-08B 10/29/78 06/25/87 28
78-098A-08C 10/29/78 10/29/86 28
78-098A-080 10/29/78 10/29/86 28
78-098A-OSE 10/29/78 10/29/86 28
78-098A-O8F 10/30/78 10/26/83 28
78-098A-080 10/30/78 10/30/83 28
78-OqSA-OSH 10130178 10126183 28
78-098A-08I 10/30/78 10/31/82 29
78-098A-OSJ 10/30/78 10/31/82 29
78-OqSA-OSK 10/30/78 ]0/31/82 29
78-098A-O8L 10/30/78 10/31/82 29
78-098A-OSH 10/30/78 10/31/02 29
78-098A-OSN 10/30/78 10/31/82 29
78-098A-OMBO 10/30/76 10/31/82 29
78-098A-OSP 10/30/78 10/31/82 29
78-098A-OSQ 10/30/78 10/31/82 29
78-098A-OSR 10/30/78 10/31/82 29
78-090A-086 10/30/78 10/31/82 30
78-098A-OSW 10/25/78 08/20/87 30
78-098A-OBX 11/27/83 04/29/84 30
78-098A-OSY 10/26/78 05/02/87 30
78-098A-O8Z 10/25/78 08/20/87 30
78-098A-OSa 11/03/83 10/31/86 30
78-098A-OSb 02/01/83 02/28/83 30
78-098A-08c 12/05/78 04/21/86 30
78-098A-09
78-098A-09C 10/31/78 12/17/88 3]
78-098A-090 10/31/78 03/01/88 81
78-098A-09E 10/3]/78 05/21/89 31
78-O98A-OgF 10/31/78 06/21/89 31
78-008A-OgK 10/31/78 0"2/29/88 31
78-O98A-OqQ 10/31/78 12/31/87 31
78-OgBA-OgR 10/31/78 03/31/89 31
78-098A-09U 11/04/78 10/16/85 3]
78-OgSA-OgV 11/04/78 10/16/86 32
78-Oq8A-OgW 11/07/78 09/30/86 32
78-008A-07
78-098A-OTA 11/16/78 11/06/88 32
78-098A-O7B 11/01/78 04/30/89 32
78-098A-07C 11/16/78 05/06/87 32
78-098A-OTE 11/16/78 11/30/85 32
78-098A-OTG 11/16/78 01/30/80 32
78-098A-O7H 11/01/78 11/05/87 32
78-098A-07I 12/02/78 03/01/86 33
78-098A-O7L 11/16/78 03/31/86 33
78-098A-070 11/01/78 10/31/88 33
78-098A-06
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RUSSELL,3RD
STOWE
TAYLOR
RDAA 9 12/12/84
BARKSTRDH
SAGE 02118179
I,K::C ORN I CK
SKYLAB 0.5/14 / 73
DB4EL
Slq5 1 05117174
NESDI S STAFF
sm 2 021mOlTS
NE_IS STAFF
STS 2/OSTA-I 11/12/81
ELACHI
COETZ
KIN
REICHt-E. JR.
STS-410 lO/OS/B4
ELACHI
NOLLBB_
REICHLE. JR.
STS- 51B/SPACELA8 3 04/29/85.
FARMI_
TIROS 2 11/23160
BARKSDALE
TIROS 3 07112161
RADOS
SUOMI
TIROS 4 02108/62
BARKSDALE
SUOH1
TIROS 7 06119/63
BARK.TdDALE
RADIANCE DATA ARCHIVE TAPE (RDAT)
BETA-AEROSOL NO DEN ARCH (BANAT)
NIH8US 7,LIMB IR NON STRATO(LIM_)
TE)4P..eMIX RATIO PROFIL TP(LAIPAT)
RADIANCE ARCHIVAL TAPE (RAT)
TBgP,MIX RATln,HT. MAPS (LAHAT)
RAD1/CMCE PROFIL TAPE(PROFILE-R)
90-D TBRP,MIX RAT,Hr NAPS(LASNAT)
NII_BUS 7,TgC°-HUMID 1R RND (TH]R)
11.5-MICRON CLOUD MONTAGE
6.7-MICRDN CLOUD MONTAGE
CAL18.-LOCATED RAD DATA TP(CLDT)
CLOUD DATA ERB FORMAT (NCLE)
CLOUD DATA TOMS FORMAT (BCLT)
CLOUD DATA (C-MATRIX)
NIMEUS 7,SANS-STRAT -_ MESO SNDR
RADIANCE ARCHIVE TAPE (RAT)
CRIDOED TEMPERATURE TAPE (GRID-T)
ZONAL I'IEANS N20. CH4 TAPE (ZHrT-C)
EARTH RN_ BUDGET EXP (ERBE)
RAW ARCH TP(RAT) INACES ON OP DSK
PROC ARCH TP(PAT)INAGES ON OP DSK
TOTAL SOLAR IRRADIANCE
SOLAR 1NCIDE]NCE (S-2) ON OP DISK
GRIDDE_) EARTH _ BUDGET O0 (S-4)
SCAN EARTH(S9)RAD EXITANCE.,..ALB_
N S EARTH(SIO)RAD EXITANCE+AU_O
SAQE. STRAT ADO .+ GAS EXP
NET,E_.RAW ARCH TAPE (M_AT)
OZONE, AEROSOl- I N02 PFL TAPE
SKYLAB, M-SPECI. PHOTOG. -EREP(S190)
INDEX OF BREP PHOTIDW_q_,PHS, I'FICHE
SPIS 1.SPIN-SCAN RADIOMI:-TE3R(VISSR)
EHT - VISSR DIGITAL DATA TAPES
VISSR VISIBLE IHAOERY, 701_ FILN
VISSR IR IMAGERY, 701_ FILM
AOIPS 1R • YISIBLE ]MACE TAPES
1D/URS VISIBLE* IR IP.AOE DATA
2. SPIN-SCAN RADIOHETBR (V ISSR)
B-_ - VISSR OICITAL DATA TAPES
VISSR VISIBLE INAeJ_Y. 701_ FILM
VISSR IR IHAOERY, 70_q FILH
AOIPS IR• VISIBLE IMAGE TAPE5
IDAHS VISIBLE * IR IMAGE DATA
STS 2,SHUq-FLE IN(: RADAR-A(SIR-A)
RADAR IRAC_BRY
SIR-A MOV][E, COLOR
SIR-A NOVIE ON VTDEO TAPE
STS 2,SHUT NULT INFRA RAD(SMIRR)
RADIONETRIC CALIBRATION DATA
UNCALIBRATED RADIOMETBR DATA
BUICK AND WHITE INAQI_Y
COLOR INAOERY
STS 2.OCEAN COLOR EXPERINB_T/OCE
CALIBRATED RADIANCE DATA
STS 2.NEASURE OF AIR POLU FR SAT
TROPOSPHerIC CO MIXING RATIO TAPE
STS-410.SHUl-rLE 1NO RADAR-B/SIR-B
RADAR IMAOERY ON FIB
INAGE DATA & ANNOTATION ON TAPE
STS-410,LAROE FORNAT CANERA (LFC)
1NAr.,B;W ON FILR
COLOR ]RAOERY ON FILM
STS-41G,MEAS_R AIR POLU FROM SAT
TROPOSPHRIC CO _. N20 MIX RATIO TP
SPACELAB 3, ATIqOS. TRACE HOLEOJLES
TRACE+NINR GAS MIX RATIO PROFILES
TIROS 2.SCANNING RADIOHETER
FINAL. MET. RADIATION TAPES
CAT OF II_TRO RADIATiON DATA.FICHE
TIROS 3,SCANNING RADIONETE3R
FINAL HEr. RADIATION TAPES
CAT OF METRO RADIATION DATA,FICHE
TIROS 3, 0MNI RADIONWETER
OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIDHETER TAPES
TIROS 4 AI_'ITUDE SU_RY
TIROS 4,SC_qNINC RADIOMETER
FINAL HET. RADIATION TAPES
RUM) DATA CATALOG "* U_BRS HANoF]CH
TIROS 4, OMN% RADIOIqETE_
OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER TAPES
RADIANCE VALUE TAPES
TIROS VII ATTITUDE SUMMARY
TIROS 7.SCANNING RADIOMI;-rER
NSSOC ID
78-O98A-OEA
78-098A-068
78-098A-01
78-098A-OIA
78-098A-018
78-098A-010
78-098A-OIF
78-098A-OIL
78-OqSA-]O
78-O_OA-1OA
78-098A-]08
78-098A-100
78-098A-100
78-098A-106
78-O98A-lOF
78-098A-02
78-098A-O2A
78-098A-O_B
78-098A-0"2C
84M123A
84-123A-0_
84-123A-O_B
84-123A-050
84-123A-OSD
84-123_-05[
84-123A-ObF
84-123A-050
84-123A-OSH
79-013A
79-015A-01
79-013A-OIA
79-013A-010
73-027A
73-0_7A-17
73-O_TA-17A
74-033A
74-033A-01
74-033A-OIA
74-033A-018
74-033A-010
74-033A-DID
74-033A-01E
75-011A
75-011A-04
75MOllA-O4A
75-011A-048
75-011A-040
75-011A-O4D
75-011A-04E
81-111A
81-111A-01
8]-111A-OIA
81-111A-018
81-111A-010
81-111A-02
81-111A-O2A
81-111A-O2B
81-111A-02¢
81-111A-O2D
81-111A-05
81-111A-OSA
81-111A-04
81-111A-O4A
B4-1OeA
B4-1OeA-01
84- IOeA-OIA
84- IOeA-OIB
84-10BA-02
84- IO_A-O2A
B4-108A-O2B
84- IOBA-03
04 - lO_k-O3A
85-034A
_LS-O34A-14
EL_-O34A-14A
_0-016A
_0-018A-02
O0-018A-OQA
60-016A-02B
61-017A
81-017A-03
61-017A-O3A
61-017A-03B
61-017A-01
61-017A-OIA
62-002A
62-O02A-OOD
6_-00_A-03
62-O0_A-O3A
62-002A-038
62-002A-01
82-O02A-OIA
62-002A-018
63-024A
63-O_4A-OOD
63-0_4A-02
DATA SET INFORMATION
...................................
TII'IESP_N
OF DATA PACE
11/01/70 10/31/85 33
1]/01/78 11/01/87 33
10/2S/78 0S/2_/79 33
10195/78 05/30/79 33
10/25/7e 051_179 33
10/25/78 05/30/79 3_
10/25/78 OS/29/79 34
0_/23/79 05/07/05 34
06123179 0_107185 34
10/30/78 05/09/85 34
10/30178 03/31/85 34
10131/78 10/31184 34
04/01/79 03/31/85 34
10/23/78 06/13/83 35
12124178 06109183 3_
01/01179 12130/8] 3,5
01/23185 07131187 3b
04101185 10131186 3_
03101/85 12131186 3_
04/01/85 10/31/85 36
04/01/85 10/31/86 36
04/01/85 10/31/86 36
04101185 10131186 36
02/21/79 11118/81 36
02121179 11/18/81 36
05/14/73 11101/74 36
05117174 10/_/7S 37
08130174 04119179 37
08129174 04119179 37
05/17/74 09/26175 37
05/17174 09/06/74 37
02/17/75 08128/75 37
04/19/79 O'_lOlleO 37
04/19/79 09112179 38
08/12174 09/12/79 38
02/06/75 10/27/75 38
11/12/81 11114/81 38
N/A 38
NIA
06/09/8z o3101182 38
11112181 11114181 38
11112181 11/14/81 39
11112181 11114/81 39
11/14/81 11/14/81 39
11/14/81 11/14/81 39
lO/07/84 10113/84 39
10/07/84 10112184 3_
10105184 10113184 39
I010S184 lO/ll/Z_, 39
N/A 40
04101/85 08/31185 40
11123/60 04126161 40
11123/60 04113161 40
07112161 10/01/61 40
07112/61 09/30161 40
07112161 1012)0161 40
02108162 0a112162 41
o21o8162 o613o162 4]
02108182 06130162 41
o21o8162 o8128162 4]
02108162 O8/10/62 4]
06/19/63 O8/28/65 41
48
• SPACECRAFT NAHE LAUNCH DATE •
•••woeoooei•osolososw•eosoosooeoooQoooeoloeogesooJeseoee_oooloI_oo•oo•eo•oo
• IN_I_TIOATOR NAME EXP_INE_#T NAME •
. DATA SET NAME *
BRACE
SUOMI
FINAL NET. RAOIATION TAPES
TIROS 7 RADIATION DATA CAT, FICHE
TIROS 7.ELECTROSTATIC PROBE
LANO4UIR PROBE DBMS1-rT DATA
TIROS 7, OMNI RADIOHET6R
OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER TAPES
DATA SET INFORMATION
NSSOC ID ...................................
TIME SPAN
OF DATA PACE
63-024A-O2A 06/19/63 06/19/65 41
63--024A-O2B 06/19/63 0_@/19/65 42
63-0"24A-03
63-024A-O3A 06/19/63 07/09/63 42
63-024A-01
63-024A-OIA 06/19/83 08/2Q/63 42
4O

APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
SUPPLEMENT TO VOLUME 4A
This appendix contains descriptions of the few spacecraft and investigations that were not included in
Volume 4A. The format is the same as in Volume 4A.
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SPACECRAFT COHMON NAME- E_BS
ALTBq_IATE NAI'N_S- EARTH RAD BUOCET SAT, BBS-A
1 $3.._4
NS_ ID- B4-1OBB
_UNCH DATe- I0/05/B4
ORBIT PARAHETERS
ORBIT TYPE- CEOCE_ITRIC EPOCH DATE- 12/11/84
ORBIT PERIOD- 96.8 HIN INCLINATION- 57. DEC
PI_IAPSIS- 59B_ KH AL_ APBAPS1S 609. KH ALl
PI_ISDNNF-L
HC - D-S. DILLE_ NASA HF_J_DQUARTI_;_S
SC - R.A. SCHIFFER NASA HD_DQUARTI_S
PH - C.L. WAC_I_, JR. NASA-CSFC
PS - M.D. KINC NASA-CSFC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The F=rth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS) gas designed
to be a 2-yr mission tO gather requlrmd radiation budget data,
lerosot data, and ozone data to assess ciliate change and ozone
depletion. The two mlperilents sere the F_rth Radiation Budget
Expar i lent (E_BE) and the Str it_)sp he r i c Aerosol and Gas
Experiment II (SACE ]I). An ERBE ;• also carrlad on two
TIROS-N series (NOAA 9 and NOAA 10) llSsions.
........ ERBS, BARKSTROH ..........................................
INVESTIGATION NANE- EARTH RADIATION BUDGET EXPERIHE_T (EROE)
NSSDC ID- B4-108B-01
pERSONNEL
TL - B.R. BARKSTROH NASA-I-ARC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Earth Radiation Budget Experilent (ERBE) was designed
t;o leisure the enmrgy exchange between the earth-atmosphere
syStel and space. The leasuroments Of global, zonal, and
regional radlatlon budgets on monthly time scales helped ;n
climate prodlctlon and in the development of •tatlstlcal
relationships betlsmn reglonal isather and radiation budgst
anomalie•. The ERBE con•Sated of tie instrument packages: the
nonscanner (ERBE-NS) instrument and the scanner (IE_BS-S)
instrument. The BBE-NS instrument had floe sensors, each
using cavity radiometer detact_r•. Four of them were prilarily
earth-vlewlng. Two lide-field-of-view (FOV) sensors viewed the
entire di•k of the earth from limb to limb, approximately 135
dig. Too ISdiUl FOV sensors viewed I 1D-des region. The fifth
sensor las a solar monitor that measured the total radiation
from the sun. Of t_he four eert_-vlewing llnsors, one wide and
one medium FOV senior mode total radiation leisureliness; the
other two measured rsflected Iolar radiation in the shortwave
spectral bond betmson 0.2 and 5 micrometers by using SuprasiI-W
filters. The earth-elltted I onOwave radlotlon component los
determined by subtracting the I_lortwlve Blsurel•ent from the
total lmlSUrellnt. The IBRBE-S inltrullnt we• I scanning
radiometer that contained three narrow FOV chinnels. One
channel leisured reflected Iolar radiation in the shortwave
spectral interval between 0.2 and 5 aicroweters. Another
channel immasured earth-emitted radiation in the I ongmave
spectral region from 5 1;o 50 micrometers. The third channel
ieaai_red total radiation wlth I eavelength between 0.2 and 50
l;croleters. All three channels were located within a
continuously rotatinQ scan druB, ehlch scanned the FOV across
track sequentially from horizon to horizon. F=ch channel Bade
74 radiometric measurements during each scan, and the FOr of
each channel was 3 by 4.5 deS0 lhlch covered about 40 kent the
earth's •urface. The ERBE-S also v3 Bled the su% for
calibration. Additional information can be obtolned f rOB the
eEarth Rodlat]on Budget Ezperiment (I_BE): An Overv;el, e J.
_nergy, vol 6, pp. 141-146 (1982), by B.R. Barkstro_ and J.B.
Hall, Jr.
........ E_BS, HCCORIqlCK ..........................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- STRATOSPttE_]C AEROSOL AND GAS (SACE)
NSSOC ID- 84-108B-02
PERSONNEL
PI - H.P. MCC(_MICK NASA-I-ARC
O] - L.R. HEHASTER NASA-I-ARC
01 - V.R. VAUCHAN NASA-t_ARC
BRIEF DE_CRIPTION
The SACE sensor wa• a mu|ti•poctraJ channel radiometer
that measured the oxtiBction of molar rad;atlon intensity
during solar occultation. As the mpIcecraft emerged from the
earth'• shadow during each orbit, the sensor acquired the sun
and measured the molar intmnnlty in seven eavelsngth binds
centered between 0.385 and 1.O micrometer• as it scanned the
sun vertically. As the spacecraft continued in orbit, the line
of sight fro_ the wpacecraft to the rising su_ •canned the
earth's atmosphere, re_ltinQ in • meesurement of th0
attenuated Iolar intensity It different atmospheric la_ars.
The procedure wa• thin repeated ;n I reverse lense during
mpacecraft sunlit. E_ch sunrise or sunset event was monitored
from the top of the clouds to approilm_tely 150 km above the
earth's surface. The sen_or had an instantaneous fleld-of-v;ew
of ipprox;matel_ O.S ka measured at the horizon for • 600-km
orbit. The dynamic range of each rad;oletrlc channel was
approximately 4000, end the uncertainty in any radlometrlc
measurement was speclfied to be loss than 0.1_ of the
unattenuated solar intensity (the sensor WaS portlaliy
self-calibratlng in that a lOasurement Of the unattenuated
solar intensit_ was made prior t_ each spacecraft sunset and
foll o_ng each spacecraft sunrise). Furthermore, zero
intensity levels were reached every flee the elevation mirror
scanned off the sun. The instrument module cons;seed of
optical and electronic subassemblies mounted side by side. The
optical subassembly consisted of i flat scanning mirror,
Cassegrain optics, and a detector package. The entire optical
subassembly las giBbaled in azimuth. The azimuth serve
employed sun sensors dr;yen to null on the center of the sun to
• tolerance of plus or mlnus 1 arc-lie. At the beginning of a
_unrise or sun•eL event, the in•trument •limed in azimuth to a
position to acquire the mum. Upon Icquisition in azimuth, the
mlrror serve scanned in elevation until the sun las acquired.
The scan range was then reduced to scanning beck and forth
across the solor image only. The solar input was re(letted
from the scan mirror through the CaMagrain telescope, Ihlch
produced • _olar imago upon the science detec_or aperture.
This image las scanned ocross the aperture by the motion Of the
scan lirror. Ths radiation through the aperture was dispersed,
end the beams representing the wavelength bands were then
collected and epplled to s;llcon pin diode detectors. The
outputs of the detectors were fed to signal-cond;t;oning
amplifiers, whose outputs went to the P(_4 matador. The P_
oncoder multiplexed and digitized the signal• and l_hen
tran•ferred the d;gltol data to the _ data system. The
radlometric date for each wavelength channel lore Salpled 64
times per second or approximatel_ four tiles per kilometer of
tangent altitude, and they wore d;glt;zed to 12 bits. Those
data, plus science supporting data and instrument module
housekeeping date, totaled approximately 6 kbps.
........ CE_INI 5, NEY .........................................
INV_TICATION NAHE- ZODIACAL LICHT PHOTOCRAPHY
NSSDC ID- 6S-068A-01
PERSONNEL
PI - E.P. N_ U OF NI_ESOTA
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A hand-held camera (F/l), equipped with automatic
triggering, was uled by t_e Collnl crow to obtain photographs
of I;rglo_, zodlacol light, the Rilky Wiy, ind stsr fields.
The Camera, which was specially constructed for the elperilent,
had a 50- by 130-des Timid-of-vial. A trans;storlzed tiler on
the calera we• progremmsd to take fraleS in a imquencm ;n which
the oxpo•ure tiBe started It 0.5 s, eas doubled 01oh tile, and
ended at S mln. The shutter In• clossd for 20 m bstomen frills
to nllol for •plcecrlft rsorlsntatlon.
........ C_INI 9, NEY .........................................
INVESTIGATION NANE- ZOOIACAL LICHT PItOTOCRAPHY
NSSOC ID- 66-047A-01
PERSONNEL
PI - E.P. NEY U OF HINNF_OTA
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A hand-held C•lera (F/l), equlppsd eith autolatic
triQggorlng, was umed b_ Gel;n; crewmen to obtain photographs
of olrglow, zodlacol light, the Nilky Way, end star fields.
This claire, lh;ch woa speclaJJy constructed for the
e=perlment, had a 50-des by 130-dig fiald-oY-v;em. A
trlnslstorlzed timer on the Cillri elm programmed to toka _O-s
e=posure•, with the shutter closed for 10 • bstweon frame• to
.ollol for •plcscroft reorlontation.
........ C_IN1 10, NFY .........................................
I_ESTICATION NA_- Z_IACAL LICH_ _T_A_
NSSOC IO- 66-066A-01
pErSONNEL
PI - E.P, NEY U OF MINNESOTA
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A hand-held CllSro (F/l), equipped llth automatic
triggering, eam used by _smlnl crewmen to obtsln photogrlph8 of
alrgJo_ zodlocol light, t_he Hilky Wa_, nnd mtar fields. Thls
calera, which was _pecielly constructed for _he lxperlmmnt, bad
50-dig by 130-des field-of-viii. A transistorized tiler onhe cammra los progromled to take 30-s exposures, llth the
shutter closed for ]0 s botleen frames to illow for 8pacecrlft
reorlentation.
ORIG!;_L PAGE IS
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SPACr:_AF-T CONION NAME- STS-410
ALTBRI_ATE NAIl- OSTA-3/STS 41-G, 15353
NSSOC ID- 84-I08A
LAUNCH DATE- 10/0S/84
ORBIT PARAHE-TBRS
ORBIT TYPE- CEI_RIC EPOCH DATE- 10/05/84
ORBIT PE_RIOD- B8.9 NIN INCLINATION- 57. DEC
PBIA_IS- _16. _ ALT APOAPSlS- _"_q. 104 ALT
PISRSONNEL
- L.J. DIBHAS NASA _QUART_
- H. SETTLE. NASA _U_S
BRIEF _I_ION
The 13th flight of the Space S_uttle (STS 41-0) carried
the OSTA-3 (Office of Space and Terramtrlal AppI ;cation•)
payload damlgn•d for conducting elperi•ent6 in earth roll)ore
sensing. This experiment payload cons;seed of 1) a Shuttle
Imaging Radar (SIR-B) for stud;me of the earth's _urfnce, 2) i
large Forlat Ca•era (LFC) for teresa)graphic mappings of the
earth, 3) • Henmur•ment of Air Pollution fro• Satellite (MAPS)
mxperiment to dotorml ne the distr ibut;on of CO ;n the
atmosphere° and 4) a Feature Ident; f ;c•tlon and Location
EIp•rlment (FILE) for cla--iflcat;_m of murface eater;aim. The
SIR-B was an upgrndwd version Of t1_1• SIR-A flown on the DSIA-]
payload during the STS-2 •;ms;on (NSSOC ID 81-111A-01). The
MAPS and FILE sensors •ere tie ref I i •• of those nellie
instruments on the OSTA-1 payload (NSSOC IO 81-111A-04 end
IBI-1IIA-03)_ The mission lasted 8 days and. o•cept for SIR-B.
al I ;nltrumwnta met thei r prelaunch requl rements.
patJ1 with base-to-height rntiol of O.S0 O.t, O.g, mid 1.2. A
total of 2289 photographic frim were obtained, and the
experiment was considered I imcca_a.
eeeaeeeaeeaeeeeeaeeeeeaeweee STS-SIB/SP_'_LAB 3wameeaaeaeaeemae
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SPACECRAFT COHI_ NA_- STS-SIB/SPACELAB 8
ALT_ATE NAHES- SPACELAB 3, SPACE TRANSPORT SYS S1-B
1666S
NSS[X: ID- 85-034A
LAUNCH DATE- 04/29/85
ORBIT PARAHETI3RS
ORBIT TYPE- CEJDCE_ITRIC EPOCH DATE- 01/29/80
ORBIT PERIO0- 92.0 HIN INCLINATION- 57. DE_;
P{']RIAPSlS- 350. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 350. KH ALT
P_O_Fi
- S SMITH NASA H_N_UN_B_
SC - J.S. THeN NASA H_Q_TB_
PH - J. CRB4IN NASA-MSFC
PS - G.H. FICHTL NASA-_EC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
_acelab 3 consisbod of a Spacml•b long module and a
pal let. The primary objective of the miss;on was to cohduct
application, mclence, and technolog_ oxpor;mentationl requlr;ng
Iow-grevity environment end •n extended-duration (7 data)
_table vehicle attitude. Payload special ;it4_ were _ent into
orbit to conduct the 8cientif;¢ ]nve•t; get; one. The
investigations selected for the Spat•lib 3 m_ssion were fro•
the Us; ted States, France, and India. The experiments
represented a total of five different di•cipI inca, including
iateri•l science, llfo sciences0 fluid _echan;cs, atmoapherlc
science, and astrono•y. Two of the ;nvostlg•tion•, one in
material •cience and one in astronomy, had al ready flown aboard
........ ST5-41C, ELACHI ......................................... Spacelab 1. Hany of the Spacelab 3 invostigatione mere
scheduled _o be mud;fled and roll own on later m;ssions be
INVESTICATION NAME- SHUTTLE INAGINC RADAR-B (SIR-B) further explore the discoveries of this mission. _ of the
experimen_ were located in the module, memo on the pallet in
NSSDC ID- 84-108A-01 the payload bay, and one at m;dd•ck. The m;ss;on muccmsafully
demonstrated the capability of Spacelab for mult;d;mcipllne
P_SO_R research in •;crogravlty.
PI - C. ELACH1 NASA-JPL
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The primary purpose Of the Shuttle ImaQinQ Rndar-B
(SIR-B) empmrlment was to provide date for •tudles of
oeography, geology, hydrology, ocoenogrephy, vegetation, end
Ice applications. The SIR-B was a slde-looklng, synthetic
aperture radar that illuminated the earth's surface a;th
hor;zontmlly polarized (HH) microwave radiation transmitted it
L-band frequency 1.28 CHz (wavelength 23 ca). The SIR-B
antenna was mechanically tilted while the Shuttle's payload bey
was facing the earth, Thla enabled researchers _ obtain rider
_magery of a specific area at up to alx ;ncldenc• angles
ranging fro• 15 t_ 60 daQ. Hultiple-lncidanca-lngie rider
i•lgery ai• uild _ diitlngUl•h •urflce materials on the basls
of their roughness characteriitic•. WIth I 12-HHz band•idth
Ind _ degradation in the pulse° the ground renge resolution
wan 17 m at a 80-d•g incidence angle and v•s 58 m at 15 dew.
The azimuth ra_olution _am 25 • at all incld•nce angl•s. The
:math width of the SIR-B imegery wan 20-50 k•. The original
plan •as t;o obtain 42 h of digital data and B h of optical
data. A number Of problems severely impacted the SIR-B data
collection. They included thw Ku-band antenna failure, • T_SS
link lost for Iltore thin 12 h, and anomalies in the RF feed
mystea to the antenna. As a result, only 7 1/2 h of digital
data and 8 h of optical data mere collected. The digital data
were tress•lamed from the Shuttle through the Tracking and Data
fleley Satellite System (TORSS) to White Sands, Nee Mexico.
White Sands relayed the SIR-B data vla Domsat to CSFC. The
digital tapes were then sent to JPL to be processed to imagery.
The opticel deta were processed by an optical correlator at
JPL.
........ STS-41C, HOLLBB_C .....................................
INVESTIGATION NAHE- LArch_ FORMAT CAH_RA (LFC)
NSSOC ID- 84 108A-O_
PERSONNEL
PI - B. HOLLBFRC NASA-JSC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Large Format Camera (LFC) was a photographic camera
math i 305-•• focal length, an F/6 aperture, and n film format
of 23 by 46 c•. The objective was to evaluate the utility of
orbital photography for cartographic mepp;ng and land use
mtud;es at scales of I:_K),O00. To mini•ize smearing effects,
the ca•era's file platen moved horizontally along the Shuttle's
line of flight when the shutter was open. A ground resolution
of IO • was achieved at altitudes of _00 to 250 km e;th
_tanderd photographic films The LFC eas able to obtain
overlapping stereoscop,c coverage along the Shuttle's flight
........ STS-SIB/SPACELAB 3, FARMER .............................
INVESTIGATION NAHE- A_OSN_IC TRACE MIOLIECULES O_VEDBY
S_RO_OPY (A_S)
NSSOC ID- 85-034A-14
PI_SONNEL
PI - C.B. FARRER NASA-JPL
CI - O. RAPE_ NASA-JPL
CI - R.H. NORTON NASA-JPL
CI - R. BF_B_ NASA-JPL
CI - F.W. TAYLOR OXFORD U
CI - M.¥. CHAHINE NASA-JPL
CI - R. TOTH NASA-JPL
CI - R. SCHINDLE]R NA_-JPL
CI - J. BRECKINRIDCE NASA-JPL
CI - J.H. SHAW OHI0 STATE U
CI - J. SUSSKIND NASA-CSFC
CI - J.H. RUSSELL, 3RD NASA-LARC
CI - R. ZAJNOIBR U OF LIEC, E
CI - J.E. HARRIES RUTHI_FORD APPLETON L.
Cl - S. WOFSY _VARD U
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
lhe Atmospheric Trace Holecules Observed by Spectroacopy
(ATHOS) experiment was flown to demonstrate the capability to
monitor environmental quality by surveying the at•osphere for
trace const;tumnt_ and by identifying their I_D*Jrces, floe
patterns, and decay mechlnisme. In it• most general form, the
ATHOS e_per;mant objective was to determine coocentrnt_on
profiles for a large number of strltoapheric species for
altitudes from 20 to 80 ka0 llth • vertical re_lution of _ km.
The ATHOS instrument viewed the sun through the strl_phere
and •masured the spectral absorption of solar enmrgy. E,ech
data-taking run was initiated before the nun emerged from or
disappeared behind the earth. Date fro• the instrument for
these sunrise and sunset limb encounters were ;ntorfarograms
that were processed on the ground to provide absorption
spectra. The instrument mas a continuous-scanning Four;mr
spectrometer that operated in the )- to 16-micrometer
mavelength region and generated one interferog_am each aecond,
with • spectret resolution of O.O] (1/c•) The ATHOS consisted
of four major systems: I suntracker for precise _olar pointing,
an input optical system that included a telescope and a data
handling syste•, an ;nter(erometer for wavelength measurements,
end an infrared detector sensitive to radiation in the 3- to
16-mlcrometer aavelength range. The deem, ;n conjunctlon e;th
englnoerlng and houaokeep_ng data, mere converted int_ • serial
PCM bit saree• in a format compatible with the Spacelab
high-rate, real time mole•mary system. Th_ experiment aes
considered a succor.
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OR,'._I_,.,_LPAGE _S
OF POOR QUALITY
APPENDIX B
DEFINITIONS
ACRIM
AEM
AFGWC
AOIPS
ASCII
AVHRR
BANAT
BCD
BUV
CDC
CDF
CMATRIX
COADS
COSPAR
CPOZ
CZCS
EBCDIC
ECMWF
ERB
ERBE
ERBS
EREP
EROS
ESMR
ETO
FAO
FGGE
FIRE
FOV
GAC
GARP
GISS
GOES
HCMM
HCMR
HIRS
HRPT
HRV
ICSU
IDAMS
IFOV
Active Cavity Radiometer Irradiance Monitor
Application Explorer Mission
Air Force Global Weather Central
Atmospheric and Oceanographic Image Processing System
American Standard Code for Information Interchange
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
Beta Aerosol Number Density Tape (data product)
Binary coded decimal
Bits per inch
Backscatter Ultraviolet (spacecraft instrument)
Control Data Corporation
Common Data Format
Cloud data in matrix format (data product)
Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set
Committee on Space Research (ICSU)
Compressed Profile Ozone (data product)
Coastal Zone Color Scanner
Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code
European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasts
Earth Radiation Budget (spacecraft instrument)
Earth Radiation Budget Experiment
Earth Radiation Budget Satellite
Earth Resources Experiment Package
Earth Resources Observation System
Electronically Scanning Microwave Radiometer
Extended time observation
Food and Agricultural Organization (United Nations)
First GARP Global Experiment (now Global Weather Experiment)
First ISCCP Regional Experiment
Field-of-view
Global area coverage
Global Atmospheric Research Program
Goddard Institute for Space Studies (NASA)
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
Heat Capacity Mapping Mission
Heat Capacity Mapping Radiometer
High Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder
High Resolution Picture Transmission
High Resolution Visible (spacecraft instrument)
International Council of Scientific Unions
Image Display and Manipulation System
Instantaneous field-of-view
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IR
ISCCP
JPL
K
LAC
Level 0
Level I
Level H
Level III
LFC
LIMS
MFOV
MOMS
MSS
MSU
NASA
NCAR
NCDC
NCDS
NESDIS
NESS
NET
NFOV
n.m.
NMC
NOAA
NODS
NOPS
NSF
NSSDC
OCE
OI
OLS
OSTA
PI
PM
PS
SAGE
SAM II
SAO
SAR
SBUV
SDSD
SIR
Infrared
International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (NASA)
Kelvin
l.x_cal area coverage
Raw telemetry data
Data that have been calibrated into engineering units (e.g., radiances, brightness,
temperatures) and located with respect to time, orbit, and altitude
Climate parameters (e.g., sea surface temperature, soil moisture) at full spatial
and temporal resolution
Climate parameters spatially and temporally averaged
Large Format Camera (spacecraft instrument)
Limb Infrared Monitor of the Stratosphere (spacecraft instrument)
Medium field-of-view
Modular Optoelectric Multispectral Scanner
Multispectral Scanner
Microwave Sounding Unit
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NSF)
National Climatic Data Center (NOAA)
NASA Climate Data System
National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service (NOAA)
National Environmental Satellite Service (now NESDIS)
Nimbus Experiment Team
Narrow field-of-view
Nautical mile
National Meteorological Center (NOAA)
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NASA Ocean Data System
Nimbus Observation Processing System
National Science Foundation
National Space Science Data Center
Ocean Color Experiment
Other investigator
Operational Linescan System (spacecraft instrument)
Office of Space and Terrestrial Applications (NASA)
Principal investigator
Project manager
Project scientist
Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment
Stratospheric Aerosol Measurement II (spacecraft instrument)
Smithsonian Institution Astrophysical Observatory
Synthetic Aperture Radar
Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet (spacecraft instrument)
Satellite Data Service Division (NOAA)
Shuttle Imaging Radar
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SMMR
SMS
SR
SSU
THIR
TIROS-N
TL
TM
TM
TOMS
TOVS
TRF
UV
VAS
VISSR
WFOV
WORM
ScanningMultichannelMicrowaveRadiometer
SynchronousMeteorologicalSatellite
ScanningRadiometer
StratosphericSoundingUnit
Temperature-HumidityInfraredRadiometer
TelevisionandInfraredObservationSatellite,N Series
Teamleader
Teammember
ThematicMapper
TotalOzoneMappingSpectrometer
TIROSOperationalVerticalSounder
TechnicalReferenceFile. A computerized,space-investigation-oriented,
bibliographiclist maintainedby NSSDC.Journalpublicationsandother
documentsarecitedandcanberetrievedby authorname,title, or NSSDCID of
relevantinvestigation.TheTRF accessionumberbeginswith theletterB and
containsfive digits; for example,B29538.
Ultraviolet
VISSRAtmosphericSounder
VisibleandInfraredSpin-ScanRadiometer
Wide field-of-view
Write-once-read-many(opticaldisk)
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APPENDIX C
STANDARD EPHEMERIS DATA SETS
In many of the NSSDC earth science data sets, the spacecraft position data (altitude, latitude, and
longitude vs. time) and various position-related geophysical parameters are merged with the data
from the investigations. In such cases, the investigation data sets provide essentially all the
information needed for the analysis of the data. In other cases, however, the spacecraft ephemeris
must be obtained from separate data sets, called "world maps," which are identified by the
spacecraft ID followed by the designations 00A and 00B. Thus, the NSSDC IDs 64-064A-00A
and 64-064A-00B represent ephemeris data for the BE-B spacecraft (64-064A). Typically, the
00A data sets contain predicted spacecraft positions (based upon earlier tracking information) and
the 00B data sets provide more accurate spacecraft ephemeris data (based upon tracking data
obtained during the corresponding orbits). Although the 00A and 00B data sets are not completely
uniform in their respective contents and formats, the following descriptions provide the main
features of each type of data set.
OOA Predicted World Maps Listed in Microfilm
Each 00A data set contains a list of predicted spacecraft positions and is usually produced on reels
of 16-mm microfilm at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). The positions, which are listed at
1-min intervals, are based on predicted orbital elements. Each line of data contains the Greenwich
mean time (to 1 s) and the geodetic altitude, latitude, and longitude. An asterisk identifies each
position at which the satellite was in sunlight.
OOB Refined World Maps or Interim Definitive World Maps Listed on Microfilm
Each 00B data set contains a list of spacecraft positions based on actual tracking data and is usually
produced on reels of 16-mm microfilm at GSFC. Each 00B data set is either a Refined World Map
or an Interim Def'mitive World Map. Each type lists spacecraft positions at 1-min intervals and
contains the date, Greenwich mean time (to 1 min), and geodetic altitude, latitude, and longitude.
The Refined World Maps also list six special spacecraft position points in each orbit: the sunlight
entrance and exit points, the northbound and southbound equatorial crossing points, and the
northernmost and southernmost points. The Refined World Maps include a flag on each point at
which the spacecraft was in sunlight. The Interim Definitive World Maps use the word
"TWILIGHT" to flag the points for which the upper limb of the sun was between 0 and 6 deg
below the visual horizon. The Interim Definitive World Maps also include lines of tracking station
data that contain the station name, Greenwich mean time (to 0.001 s), zenith angle of the
spaceceraft, distance from station to spacecraft, and direction of travel of the spacecraft. There is
usually a line of tracking station data for each station's acquisition and loss of the spacecraft signal,
inserted chronologically between the spacecraft position data lines. In the early 1960s the Interim
Definitive World Maps were phased out and superseded by the Refined World Maps.
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AVAILABLE 00A AND 00B EPHEMERIS DATA SETS
This table covers all the spacecraft included in this volume. The headings "A" and "B" represent
data sets 00A and 00B, respectively. A "Y" indicates that the data set is available, while an "N"
indicates that it is not available.
Spacecraft Name A B
ASTP-Apollo N N
ATS 3 Y N
BE-B y y
BE-C y y
DMSP 5B/F2 N N
DMSP 5B/F3 N N
DMSP 5B/F4 N N
DMSP 5B/F5 N N
DMSP 5C/F1 N N
DMSP 5C/F2 N N
DMSP 5D-l/F1 N N
DMSP 5D-l/F2 N N
DMSP 5D-l/F3 N N
DMSP 5D-l/F4 N N
Echo 2 y y
EOLE 1 Y N
ERBS N N
Gemini 5 N N
Gemini 9 N N
Gemini 10 N N
GOES 1 Y N
GOES 2 Y N
GOES 3 Y N
HCMM Y N
Spacecraft Name A B
LOGACS 1, Agena N N
Nimbus 1 Y N
Nimbus 2 Y N
Nimbus 3 Y N
Nimbus 4 Y N
Nimbus 5 Y N
Nimbus 6 Y N
Nimbus 7 Y N
NOAA 9 N N
SAGE Y N
Skylab Y N
SMS 1 Y N
SMS 2 Y N
STS 2/OSTA-1 N N
STS-41G N N
STS-51B/Spacelab 3 N N
TIROS 2 Y N
TIROS 3 Y N
TIROS 4 Y N
TIROS 7 Y N
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APPENDIX D
DIRECTORY OF SELECTED IMAGE DATA SETS
Spacecraft Sensor Data Location
Apollo
DMSP
Gemini
GOES/SMS
HCMM
Cameras
OLS
Hand-held cameras
VISSR
VAS
HCMR
EROS Data Center
Sioux Falls, SD 57198
(605) 594-6511
Technical Applications Center
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131
(505) 277-3662
World Data Center A for Glaciology
National Snow and Ice Data Center
Cooperative Institute for Research in
Environmental Science (CIRES)
Campus Box 449
University of Colorado
Boulder, CO 80309
(303) 492-5171
EROS Data Center
Sioux Falls, SD 57198
(605) 594-6511
Technical Applications Center
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131
(507) 277-3662
NSSDC
NOAA/NESDIS
Satellite Data Services Division
World Weather Building, Room 100
Washington, DC 20233
(301) 763-8111
Space Science and Engineering Center
University of Wisconsin
1225 W. Dayton St.
Madison, WI 53706
(608) 262-3762
NSSDC
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Landsat
Nimbus7
NOAA
Seasat
Shuttle
MSS
TM
CZCS
AVHRR
SAR
Hand-held
cameras
LFC
Earth Observation Satellite Company
c/o EROS Data Center
Sioux Falls, SD 57198
(800) 367-2801
(605) 594-2291
Earth Resources Browse Facility
Bldg. 28/E203
Mail Code 620
NASA/GSFC
Greenbelt, MD 20771
(301) 286-5170
NOAA/NESDIS/NCDC
Princeton Executive Center, Room 100
Washington, DC 20233
(301) 763-8400
NSSDC
NOAA/NESDIS/NCDC
Princeton Executive Center, Room 100
Washington, DC 20233
(301) 763-8400
Jim Tucker
Code 623
NASAJGSFC
Greenbelt, MD 20771
NOAA/NESDIS/NCDC
Princeton Executive Center, Room 100
Washington, DC 20233
(301) 763-8400
NASA/JSC
Mail Code AP3
Houston, TX 77058
(713) 483-8604
Technical Applications Center
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131
(505) 277-3662
EROS Data Center
Sioux Falls, SD 57198
(605) 594-6511
Chicago Aerial Survey, Inc.
2140 Wolf Rd.
Des Plaines, IL 60018
(312) 298-1480
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Skylab
SPOT
MOMS
SIR-A
SIR-B
EREP
HRV
Browseat NSSDC
DFVLR RemoteSensingDataCenter
Oberpfaffenhofen
D-8031PostWessling
FederalRepublicof Germany
NSSDC
NSSDC& privatecompanyto beselected
JPLSIR-BDataCenter
Mail Stop300-233
JetPropulsionLaboratory
CaliforniaInstituteof Technology
4800OakGroveDr.
Pasadena,CA 91109
(818) 354-2386
EROSDataCenter
SiouxFalls,SD 57198
(605)594-6511
TechnicalApplicationsCenter
Universityof NewMexico
Albuquerque,NM 87131
(505)277-3662
Domesticrequesterscontact:
SPOTImageCompany
1897PrestonWhiteDr.
Reston,VA 22091-4326
(703)620-2200
Overseasrequesterscontact:
SPOTImageCompany
16AvenueEdouardBelin
31030ToulouseCedex
France
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APPENDIX E
NASA CLIMATE DATA SYSTEM
The NASA Climate Data System (NCDS), formerly known as the Pilot Climate Data System
(PCDS), is an advanced information and data system for researchers in the earth sciences. With
this system a scientist can locate, access, manipulate, and display climate-related data. Its
extensive online capabilities include:
• An inventory of NCDS data holdings
• A range of data set selection capabilities to select desired data according to time
or geographic area
• A variety of accessible data sets
• A variety of data manipulation utilities
• A flexible set of graphics display utilities
• An interface to statistical software
• An easy-to-use, flexible user interface
The online catalog provides information about selected climate parameter data sets and the
associated sensor measurements from which they were derived. The descriptions include the
characteristics, processing status, availability, and names of people to contact for further
information, as well as information about planned data sets.
Many of the data sets described in the online catalog are products of NASA missions, but several
associated NOAA data sets and related ground-based data sets are also described. Data sets
described in the catalog contain experimental data for a diverse range of climate parameters
extending from upper atmospheric trace constituents to sea air boundary measurements.
The online catalog was developed by the Data Management Systems Facility (Code 634),
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, which is part of the National Space Science Data Center.
NSSDC does not envision reproducing the entire catalog in hard copy format because of the
volume of information but will occasionally publish a summary report.
Data sets from both satellite and conventional sources are provided by NCDS and include data
from the First Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) Global Experiment, the World
Monthly Surface Climatology data set, and several data sets generated by the International Satellite
Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) and the First ISCCP Regional Experiment (FIRE). The data
sets currently available to NCDS users are listed in the table that follows. It indicates the data set
name, parameters, temporal and spatial characteristics, storage media, and output options. For
cross-reference, NSSDC IDs used in other sections of this volume are also provided wherever
appropriate.
NASA-sponsored climate researchers at universities and government agencies can access NCDS
remotely over the Space Physics Analysis Network (SPAN) and by dial-in lines (GTE Telenet).
Interested researchers may contact the NCDS User Support staff members at (301) 286-3209 or
NCF: :NCDSUSO.
PRECED:?.I_ ".... "...... '..........._-_.:_. _,_.:-.,;,,a _.!C.T FILMED
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DATA SETS AVAILABLE VIA NCDS
(as of 5/23/89)
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
Data Set
NSSDC ID
AEM-2 SAGE Profiles
79-013-A-01C
ERBS SAGE II Profiles
84-108B-02B
84-108B-02C
Nimbus 4 BUV CPOZ
70-025A-05P
Nimbus 7 LIMS Map
Archival Tapes
78-098A-01C
Nimbus 7 SAM 11
BANAT
78-098A 06B
Nimbus 7 SBUV CPOZ
78-098A-09Q
Nimbus 7 SBUV Ozone
78-098A-09D
Nimbus 7 TOMS
Gridded Data
78-098A-09R
Nimbus 7 TOMS Ozone
78-098A-09D
Parameters
Aerosols. nitrogen
dioxide, ozone
Aerosols. ozone.
humidity, nia'ogen
dioxide
Albedo, ozone
Height, humidity,
nitric acid, nitrogen
dioxide, ozone.
temperature
Aerosols
Albedo, ozone
Ozone
Ozone, reflectivity
Ozone
Temporal
Coverage
Resolution
02/21/79 - 11118/81, only
sunset data after 6/79;
full coverage every 18 days
10/24/84 - 11/30/87, on-
going; full coverage every
18 days for aerosols and
ozone only. ongoing
04/10/'70 - 05/06/77,
daylight only; 14 days for
global coverage, 32 sec/
observation
10/01/78 - 05/06/79;
daily (ascending, de-
scending, and combined
nodes I
11/01/78 - 04/30/87, on-
going; full latitude
coverage in 3 months
10/31/78 - 02/29/88, day-
light only; 14 days for
global coverage
10/31/78 - 03/01/88, on-
going; 14 days for global
coverage
10/30/78 - 03/31/89, on-
going, daylight only;
daily, monthly, and
seasonal averages
10/31/78 - 08/28/88. day-
light only. ongoing; 200
msec/observation
Spatial
Coverage
Resolution
Global from 72 deg N to
72 deg S. above cloud
tops; horizontal: 1 km x
250 km; vertical: 1 km
for heights below 25 km
and 5 km for those above
Global from 80 deg N to
80 deg S, above cloud
tops; horizontal: 1 km x
250 kin; vertical: 1 km
for heights below 25 km
and 5 km for those above
Global: 100 - 0.3 mb;
borizontal: 200 km x 200
kin; vertical: 8 km for
heights above 25 km and
15 km for those below
Global from 84 deg N to
64 deg S; vertical: 100 -
0.05 mb at 1.5 km
intervals
Global from 64 deg N to
80 deg N and from 64 deg
S to 80 deg S; horizontal:
1 km x 250 kin, vertical:
lkm
Global: 100 - 0.3 mb;
horizontal: 200 km x 200
ion; vertical: 8 km for
heights above 25 km and
15 km for those below
Global: 100 - 0.3 mb;
horizontal: 200 km x 200
kin; vertical: 8 km for
heights above 25 km and
15 km for those below
Global; horizontal: varies
from 1 deg latitude x 1.25
deg longitude at low
latitudes to 1 deg latitude
x 5 deg longitude at higher
latitudes
Global; horizontal: 50 km
x 50 krn at nadir to 130 km
x 300 km at scan extremes
Remarks
Volume
Media
185 Mbytes
33 tapes, CDF
Reprocessed ozone
to be available in
late 1989
62 Mbytes
6 tapes, CDF
Humidity. nitrogen
dioxide to be
available in late
1 98 9
214 Mbytes
4 tapes. CDF
151 Mbytes
8 tapes. CDF
719.3 Mbytes
102 tapes, CDF
1.21 Gbytes
12 tapes, CDF
3.12 Gbytes
43 tapes, CDF
546 Mbytes
11 tapes, CDF.
optical disk
17.98 Gbytes
172 tapes. CDF
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GLOBAL CLIMATQLO(_IE$ ANP OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA SETS
Data Set Parameters Temporal
NSSDC ID Coverage
Resolution
Angelrs Global Temperature 01/58 - 10/88, ongoing;
Temperature Deviations (deviations) seasonal deviations from
the mean
Climate Analysis
Center's in situ Sea
Surface Temperatures
Climate Analysis
Center's in situ Sea
Surface Temperatures
blended with AVHRR
derived data
COADS Monthly
Summary Trimmed
Groups
FGGE II-b Restructured
Data
FGGE III-b Analyses
from ECMWF
FGGE III-b Reanalyzed
from ECMWF
Fleet Numerical
Oceanographic
Center's Analyses
Hellerman Wind Stress
Data Set
Levitus Climatologies
Max Planck Institute
Heat Fluxes
Multichannel Sea
Surface Temperatures
from AVHRR on NOAA
satellites
NMC Gridded Wind
Data
World Monthly Surface
Station Climatology
Sea surface
temperature
01/01/70 - 12/31/84, dis-
continued; monthly
Sea surface 01/82 - 03/89, ongoing;
temperature monthly
Wind, temperature,
clouds, heat flux,
humidity, pressure, SST
Clouds, humidity,
pressure, salinity, sea
surface temperature,
temperature, winds
Height, humidity,
pressure, temperature,
vertical motion, wind
Height, humidity,
pressure, tem-
perature,vertical
motion, wind
Height, humidity,
pressure, sea
surface temperature,
temperature, wind
Wind stress
Temperature, salinity,
dissolved oxygen,
mixing depth,
specific volume
Heat flux
Sea surface
temperature
Wind
Height, humidity,
precipitation.
pressure, solar flux
1946 - 1979; monthly
12/04/78 - 12/01/'79;
mainly at 0000, 0600,
1200, 1800 GMT though
varies with source
12/01/78 - 11/30/79; at
0000 and 1200 GMT, plus
0600 and 1800 during
special observing periods
01/01/79 - 03/05/79 and
05/05/79 - 07/05/79; at
0000, 0600, 1200, 1800
GMT
01/01/73 - 06/30/87, on-
going; 12 hours
1870 - 1976
Monthly, climatolog]t
1900s - 1978
Monthly, seasonal,
annual climatology
01/01/50- 12/31179;
monthly" climatology,
01/01/79 - 12/31/87, on-
going; monthly
07101/76 - 06/30/86; on-
going
01/01/1731 - 01/01/1987,
ongoing; monthly
Spatial
Coverage
Resolution
Global; averages over
7 latitude zones (2 polar,
2 temperate, 2 subtropic,
equatorial), tropical
averages, hemispheric
averages, and global
averages; vertical: surface
to stratosphere
40 deg S to 60 deg N;
2 deg x 2 deg
Global; extrapolated
above 80 deg N and below
80 deg S; 2 deg x 2 deg
Global; 2 deg x 2 deg
Global; horizontal: 500
km for soundings;
vertical: 4 tropospheric
levels plus 3 stratospheric
levels
Global: 1000 - 10 rob;
horizontal: 1.875 deg
grid; vertical: 15 levels
Global: 1000- 10 mb;
horizontal: 1.875 deg
grid; vertical: 19 levels
Global; 2.5 deg x 2.5 deg
and 63 x 63 North Polar
Stereographic Grid
Global; 2 deg x 2 deg
Global; 1 deg x 1 deg and
5 deg x 5 deg
Global; 2 deg x 2 deg
Global; 2.5 deg x
2.5 deg
Global; 2.5 deg x 2.5 deg
Global; 100 km to 200 km
Remarks
Volume
Media
38 Kbytes
Online CDF
13 Mbytes
Online CDF
13 Mybtes
Online CDF
432 Mbytes
4 tapes, CDF
2.63 Gbytes
90 tapes
2.96 Gbytes
82 tapes, CDF
2.19 Gbytes
21 tapes, CDF
3.97 Gbytes
37 tapes, CDF
1.6 Mbytes
Online CDF
168 Mbytes
Online CDF
16 Mbytes
3 tapes, CDF
9 Mbytes
Online CDF,
9 tapes
906 Mbytes
4 tapes. CDF
100 Mbytes
1 tape (through
1987), CDF
Ithrough 19857
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CLOUDS AND RADIATION
Data Set
NSSDC ID
FIRE Cirrus in Standard
Data Format
FIRE Marine Strato-
cumulus in Standard
Data Format
GOES VISSR for FIRE
E]D
ISCCP Stage B3
ISCCP C1
ISCCP Ice/Snow
ISSCP TOVS
Atmosphere Data Set
Nimbus-7 ERB-Matrix
78-098A-07C
Nimbus 7 ERB
Seasonal Averages
78-098A-07I
Nimbus 7 ERB Solar
Analysis Tapes
78-098A-O7L
Nimbus 7 THIR
CMATRIX
78-098A-lOF
NOAA 7, 8, 9, 10
AVHRR GAC, HRPT,
LAC for FIRE ETO
NOAA TOVS HIRS/
MSU/SSU for FIRE
EID
NOAA Heat Budget from
SR on NOAA 2, 3, 4, 5
and AVHRR on NOAA
6,7,8,9,10,11
Parameters
Clouds, humidity,
radiation budget,
stability, temperature,
wind
Clouds, humidity,
temperature, wind
Radiance
Clouds, radiance
Clouds, optical depth,
ozone, pressure,
reflectance,
temperature
Ice, snow
Clouds, humidity,
ozone, temperature
Radiation budget
Radiation budget
Plage, solar flux,
sunspot
Clouds, radiance,
reflectivity, snow,
temperature
Radiance
Radiance
Radiation budget
Temporal
Coverage
Resolution
10/13/86 - 11/02/86;
variable with data source
06/29/87 - 07/19/87;
variable with data source
04/05/86 - 07/31/87
06/30/83 - 02/25/88, on-
going through at least 1990;
twice daily nominal
imaging frequency, orbital
period for NOAA satellites
of 102 min
07/01/83 - 06/30/84, on-
going through at least 1990;
3 hourly averages
07/03/83 - 01/03/87, on-
going until at least 1990;
daily,
07/01/83 - 12/31/88, on-
loin[ throui_h June 1990
11/16/78 - 05/05/87, on-
going; daily, 6-day, and
monthl), avera[e
12/02/78 - 03/01/86;
seasonal
11/16/78 - 03/30/86, on-
going; daily averages of
solar activity indicators,
daily and orbital averages
of solar flux
04/01/79 - 03/31/85; daily
and monthly (ascending,
descending, and combined 1
04/05/86 - 04/88
(discontinuous coverage)
04/05/86 - 04/88
(discontinuous coverage)
06/01/74 - 05/31/88, on-
going; daily products
Spatial
Coverage
Resolution
Wisconsin FIRE
Network; 30 km - 70 Era
29- 34degN to 119-
125 degW
Global; 0.9 km for
visible, 8 km for IR
Global; nominal 24 km
sampling resolution
Global; 250 km x 250 km
Global; 1 deg x 1 deg
Global; 2.5 deg x 2.5 deg
Global; 500 km x 500 km
Global; 500 km x 500 km
Full solar disk
Global; 500 km x 500 km
30 deg N to 50 deg N,
140 deg W to 60 deg E;
1 km for LAC and HRPT,
4 km for GAC
30 deg N to 50 deg N,
140 deg W to 60 deg E;
109.3 km for MSU,
147.3 km for SSU, 17.4
km for HIRS
Global; 125 x 125 polar
stereographic grids and
2.5 deg x 2.5 deg Mercator
_rids
Remarks
Volume
Media
45 Mbytes
4 tapes, CDF
45 Mbytes
4 tapes, CDF
300 Gbytes
(approx.)
182 tapes
54.93 Gbytes
456 tapes
Coverage not
continuous for
all satellites
3.3 Gbytes
22 tapes, CDF
300 Mbytes
2 tapes, CDF
450 Mbytes
3 tapes, CDF
352.2 Mbytes
98 tapes, CDF
12 Mbytes
29 tapes, CDF
4.33 Mbytes
1 tape, CDF
1.31 Gbytes
97 tapes, CDF
90 Gbytes
(approx.)
523 tapes
10 Gbytes
81 tapes
443 Mbytes
44 tapes, CDF
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_OLAR IRRADIANCES
Data Set
NSSDC ID
ERBE Solar Flux from
ERBS, NOAA 9, and
NOAA 10
84-108B-01D
84-123A-05D
Nimbus 7 ERB Solar
lrradiances
78-098A-07(_
SMM ACRIM Daily
Means of Solar Flux
Parameters
Solar flux
Solar flux
Solar flux
Temporal
Coverage
Resolution
10/25/84 - 02/03/88, on-
going; averages of the
instantaneous values
during 1 orbit every 2
weeks
11/16/78 - 04/30/88
02/80 - 12/31/88,
on[_oin[[; dail), avera[[es
Spatial
Coverage
Resolution
Full solar disk
Full solar disk
Full solar disk
Remarks
Volume
Media
46 Kbytes
Online CDF
45 Kbytes
Online CDF
79 Kbytes
Online CDF
MISCELLANEOUS
Data Set
NSSDC ID
GISS Global Soils
Data Set
GISS Global
Ve[[etation Data Set
National Geophysical
Data Center's Regions
of Solar Activity
Sea.sat Altimeter Gridded
Elevation Data
UNESCO River
Discharge
Parameters
Soils (type, texture,
slope)
Albedo, cultivation
intensity,, ve[[etation
Plage, sunspot
Ice sheet surface
elevation
Flow rates
Temporal
Coverage
Resolution
1974 FAO soil map of
the world and Matthews'
1984 ve[[etation data set
01/01/60- 12/01/79;
albedo provided b_ season
12/68 - 08/82; 1 or 2
observations for each clear
day
03/01/78 - 10/10/78
Monthly, annual,
climatology
/1807 - 1972)
Spatial
Coverage
Resolution
Global, excluding
Antarctica; 1 deg x 1 deg
Global, excluding
Antarctica; 1 de[[ x 1 de[[
Full disk; 1 degree
solar latitude and
longitude
Greenland and Antarctica;
5 min
Africa, S. America, Asia,
Europe, N. America
(except U.S.), oceans
Remarks
Volume
Media
527 Kbytes
Online CDF
1.31 Mbytes
Online CDF
3 Mbytes
1 tape, CDF
3.6 Mbytes
Online CDF
150 Mbytes
3 tapes, available
b), special request
7 Kbytes
Online CDF
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DOCUMENT AND
DATA REQUEST FORMS

NASA
National Aeror_aut_cs and
Space Admin4strat4on
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
NSSDC/WDC-A-R&SDOCUMENTREQUESTFORM
Researchers WITHIN the United States send
order to:
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
CODE 633.4
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771
Researchers OUTSIDE the United States
send order to:
WORLD DATA CENTER A
ROCKETS AND SATELLITES
CODE 630.2
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771 U.S.A.
REQUESTER INFORMATION (Please print)
NAME TITLE
ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS
CITY STATE
ZIP CODE OR COUNTRY
TELEPHONE (Area Code) (Number) (Ext.)
DATE OF REQUEST IDATE DESIRED
I
(Our average processing time for a request
is 3 to 4 weeks after receipt of request.
Please allow ample time for delivery. We
will notify you if we cannot meet the date
specified.)
DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION CATEGORIES
INTENDED USE OF MATERIAL (Check a]]thatapply)
D Support of a NASA effort (project,
study, etc.)
D Support of a U.S. Government effort
(other than NASA)
D Research and analysis project (in-
dividual or company)
[] Educational purposes (explain be-
low)
•Preparation of Master's thesis
[] Preparation of Doctoral thesis
[] Exhibit or display
[] Reference material
[] Use in publication
[] Other:
Please indicate the document(s) you wish to receive on routine distribution by placing
an X in the box next to the specific category desired. Use the reverse side of this
form to order specific documents.
[]Documents describing the operation of NSSDC and WDC-A-R&S
[]Documents describing the availability of satellite experiment data
E_NSSDC Data Listing []Particles and Fields
E]Astronomy E]Planetary Atmospheres
[]Geodesy and Gravimetry E]planetology
[]Ionospheric Physics E]Solar Physics
[]Meteorology E]Earth Resources Survey
E]Report on Active and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments
[]Spacecraft Program Bibliographies
[]Reports on Models of the Near-Earth Environment
E]World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites Launch Summaries
E]SPACEWARN Bulletin
[NSSDC Newsletter
[] Crustal Dynamics mailings
[]Pilot Climate mailings
E]Pilot Land mailings
633-82 (3/86)
SPECIFIC DOCUMENTS
ORDER NUMBER PUBLICATION TITLE
NASA
National Aeronautics and
Space Admmislralion
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S DOCUMENT REQUEST FORM
Researchers WITHIN the United States send
order to:
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
CODE 633.4
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771
Researchers OUTSIDE the United States
send order to:
WORLD DATA CENTER A
ROCKETS AND SATELLITES
CODE 630.2
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771 U.S.A.
REQUESTER INFORMATION (Please print)
NAME TITLE
ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS
CITY STATE
ZIP CODE OR COUNTRY
TELEPHONE (Area Code) (Number) (Ext.)
DATE OF REQUEST IDATE DESIRED
(Our average processing time foc a request
is 3 to 4 weeks after receipt of request.
Please allow ample time for delivery. We
will notify you if we cannot meet the date
specified.)
DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION CATEGORIES
INTENDED USE OF MATERIAL (Check all that apply)
O Support of a NASA effort (project,
study, etc.)
O Support of a U.S. Govern_nent effort
(other than NASA)
[] Research and analysis project (in-
dividual or company)
[] Educational purposes (explain be-
low)
[] Preparation of Master's thesis
[] Preparation of Doctoral thesis
[] ExhibLt or display
[] Reference material
[] Use in publication
[] Other:
Please indicate the document(s) you wish to receive on routine distribution by placing
an X in the box next to the specific category desired. Use the reverse side of this
form to order specific documents.
[]Documents describing the operation of NSSDC and WDC-A-R&S
[Documents describing the availability of satellite experiment data
[_NSSDC Data Listing []Particles and Fields
[]Astronomy [_Planetary Atmospheres
[]Geodesy and Gravimetry []Planetology
[Ionospheric Physics []Solar Physics
[]Meteorology []Earth Resources Survey
[]Report on Active and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments
[]Spacecraft Program Bibliographies
[]Reports on Models of the Near-Earth Environment
[_World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites Launch Summaries
[_SPACEWARN Bulletin
[NSSDC Newsletter
[] Crustal Dynamics mailings
[]Pilot Climate mailings
[]Pilot Land mailings
633-82 (3/86)
SPECIFIC DOCUMENTS
ORDER NUMBER PUBLICATION TITLE
NSSDC DATA REQUEST FORM*
Requesters WITHIN the United States send order to:
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
CODE 633.4
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771
Scientists OUTSIDE the United States send order to:
WORLD DATA CENTER A
ROCKETS AND SATELLITES
CODE 630.2
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771, USA
REQUESTER INFORMATION (Please print)
NAME (First, Middle Initial, Last)
DIVISION/BRANCH/DEPARTMENT
TITLE/POSlTION (Dr., Prof., Mr., Ms.,
Graduate Student, Research Associate, etc.)
MAIL CODE
ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS
CITY
ZIP CODE OR COUNTRY
DATE OF REQUEST
I DATE DATA
DESIRED
STATE
TELEPHONE (Area Code) (Number) (Extension)
(Our average processing time for a request is 3 to 4 weeks.
Please allow ample time for delivery. We will notify you if
we cannot meet the date specified.)
INTENDED USE OF DATA (check all that apply)
[] Support of a NASA effort (project, study, etc.); Contract No.
[] Support of a U.S. Government effort (other than NASA)
[] Research and analysis project (individual or company sponsored)
[] Educational purposes (explain below)
[] Preparation of Master's thesis
[] Preparation of Doctoral thesis
D Other:
[] Exhibit or display
[] Reference material
N Use in publication
NSSDC requests the submission of all publications resulting from studies in which data supplied by NSSDC have
been used. Please state briefly the research projects in which you are engaged and if you plan to prepare any articles
based on this research.
*This form supersedes all other NSSDC Data Request Forms.
633-28 (2/85)
NSSDC CHARGE AND SERVICE POLICY
The purpose of the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) is to provide data and information from space science flight experiments in support of additional studies
beyond those performed by the principal investigators. Therefore, NSSDC will provide data and information upon request to any individual or organization resident in the
United States. In addition, the same services are available to scientists outside the United States through the World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites (WDC-A-R&S).
(The addresses for both NSSDC and WDC-A-R&S are given on the reverse side.) Normally, a charge is made for the requested data to cover the cost of reproduction and
the processing of the request. The requester will be notified of the cost, and payment must be received prior to processing the request. However, the Director of NSSDC
may waive, as resources permit, the charge for modest amounts of data when they are to be used for scientific studies or for specific educational purposes and when they
are requested by an individual affiliated with (1) NASA installations, NASA contractors, or NASA grantees; (2) other U.S. Government agencies, their contractors, or their
grantees; (3) universities or colleges; (4) state or local governments; and (5) nonprofit organizations.
)ATA REQUESTED
NSSDC DATA SET
ID NUMBER Spacecraft, Experiment, and Data Set Names
Form of Data*
(e.g., 16mm microfilm) or
Size of Reproduction
(e.g., contact, 8x10, etc.)
Data Take No., FDS/DAS
Times, Mission Frame
No., Timespan Needed, Film
Frame Numbers, etc.
Additional Specifications (Negatives, Positives, Paper Prints, etc.)
, ,. ,,,
*If requesting data on magnetic tape, please supply the necessary information below.
Density Mode No. of Tracks Computer [] New tapes will be supplied prior to processing.
[] 800 bpi [] BIN [] EBCDIC [] 7 (Type/Model) D Original NSSDC tapes will be returned.
[] 1600 bpi [] BCD [] ASCII [] 9 [] I shall pay for new tapes.
[] 6250 bpi Maximum block size
NSSDCDATA REQUESTFORM*
Requesters WITHIN the United States send order to:
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
CODE 633.4
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771
Scientists OUTSIDE the United States send order to:
WORLD DATA CENTER A
ROCKETS AND SATELLITES
CODE 630.2
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771, USA
REQUESTER INFORMATION (Please print)
NAME (First, Middle Initial, Last)
DIVISION BRANCH DEPARTMENT
TITLE/POSITION (Dr., Prof., Mr., Ms.,
Graduate Student, Research Associate, etc.)
I MAIL CODE
1
ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS
CITY
ZIP CODE OR COUNTRY
DATE OF REQUEST
DATE DATA
DESIRED
STATE
TELEPHONE (Area Code) (Number) (Extension)
(Our average processing time for a request is 3 to 4 weeks.
Please allow ample time for delivery. We will notify you if
we cannot meet the date specified.)
INTENDED USE OF DATA (check all that apply)
O Support of a NASA effort (project, study, etc.); Contract No.
!3 Support of a U.S. Government effort (other than NASA)
_J Research and analysis project (individual or company sponsored)
Educational purposes (explain below)
rn Preparation of Master's thesis
[] Preparation of Doctoral thesis
FS Other:
r] Exhibit or display
Reference material
'L_ Use in publication
NSSOC requests the submission of all publications resulting from studies _n which data supplied by NSSDC have
been used. Please state briefly the research projects in which you are engaged and if you plan to prepare any articles
based on this research.
*This form supersedes all other NSSDC Data Request Forms.
633-28 (2/85)
NSSDCCHARGE AND SERVICE POLICY
The purpose of the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) is to provide data and information from space science flight experiments in support of additional studies
beyond those performed by the principal investigators. Therefore, NSSDC will provide data and information upon request to any individual or organization resident in the
Jnited States. In addition, the same services are available to scientists outside the United States through the World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites (WDC-A-R&S).
The addresses for both NSSDC and WDC-A-R&S are given on the reverse side.) Normally, a charge is made for the requested data to cover the cost of reproduction and
ihe processing of the request. The requester will be notified of the cost, and payment must be received prior to processing the request. However, the Director of NSSDC
may waive, as resources permit, the charge for modest amounts of data when they are to be used for scientific studies or for specific educational purposes and when they
are requested by an individual affiliated with (1) NASA installations, NASA contractors, or NASA grantees; (2) other U.S. Government agencies, their contractors, or their
grantees; (3) universities or colleges; (4) state or local governments; and (5) nonprofit organizations.
DATA REQUESTED
Form of Data* Data Take No., FDS/DAS
NSSDC DATA SET le.g., 16mm microfilm) or Times, Mission Frame
ID NUMBER Spacecraft, Experiment, and Data Set Names Size of Reproduction No., Timespan Needed, Film(e.g., contact, 8x10, etc.) Frame Numbers, etc.
Additional Specifications (Negatives, Positives, Paper Prints, etc.)
*If requesting data on magnetic tape, please supply the necessary information below.
Density Mode No. of Tracks
[] 800 bpi [] BIN [] EBCDIC [] 7
[] 1600 bpi [] BCD [] ASCII [] 9
[] 6250 bpi Maximum block size
Computer
(Type/Model)
[] New tapes will be supplied prior to processing.
[] Original NSSDC tapes will be returned.
[] I shall pay for new tapes.
